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Abstract
This document is generated by Anduril [15] (Engine 1.2.6) and it provides a human readable summary for the network
outputs.
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Figure 1: Network topology.
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Figure 2: Network topology for the subnetwork ClinSubset.
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Figure 3: Network topology for the subnetwork Data.
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Figure 4: Network topology for the subnetwork Data2.
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Figure 5: Network topology for the subnetwork EGFRvIII.
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Figure 6: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber.
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Figure 7: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency.
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Figure 8: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency.
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Figure 9: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-integrationAmp.
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Figure 10: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-integrationDel.
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Figure 11: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH.
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Figure 12: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr1.
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Figure 13: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr10.
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Figure 14: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr11.
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Figure 15: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr12.
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Figure 16: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr13.
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Figure 17: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr14.
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Figure 18: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr15.
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Figure 19: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr16.
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Figure 20: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr17.
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Figure 21: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr18.
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Figure 22: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr19.
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Figure 23: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr2.
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Figure 24: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr20.
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Figure 25: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr21.
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Figure 26: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr22.
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Figure 27: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr3.
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Figure 28: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr4.
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Figure 29: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr5.
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Figure 30: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr6.
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Figure 31: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr7.
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Figure 32: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr8.
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Figure 33: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-chr9.
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Figure 34: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations.
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Figure 35: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations.
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Figure 36: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults.
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Figure 37: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-sharedSamples.
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Figure 38: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-survivalReportAmp.
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Figure 39: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumber-survivalReportDel.
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Figure 40: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumberMethylation.
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Figure 41: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain.
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Figure 42: Network topology for the subnetwork copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss.
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Figure 43: Network topology for the subnetwork geneExpression2.
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Figure 44: Network topology for the subnetwork geneExpression2-survival.
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Figure 45: Network topology for the subnetwork geneExpression3.
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Figure 46: Network topology for the subnetwork geneExpression3-km.
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Figure 47: Network topology for the subnetwork methylation.
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Figure 48: Network topology for the subnetwork methylation-km.
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Figure 49: Network topology for the subnetwork moksiskaanInit.
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Figure 50: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival.
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Figure 51: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre.
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Figure 52: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalAll.
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Figure 53: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 54: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank.
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Figure 55: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 56: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet1.
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Figure 57: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 58: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet1-geneRank.
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Figure 59: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 60: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet10.
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Figure 61: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 62: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet10-geneRank.
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Figure 63: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 64: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet2.
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Figure 65: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 66: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet2-geneRank.
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Figure 67: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 68: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet3.
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Figure 69: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 70: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet3-geneRank.
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Figure 71: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 72: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet4.
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Figure 73: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 74: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet4-geneRank.
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Figure 75: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 76: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet5.
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Figure 77: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 78: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet5-geneRank.
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Figure 79: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 80: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet6.
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Figure 81: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 82: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet6-geneRank.
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Figure 83: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 84: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet7.
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Figure 85: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 86: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet7-geneRank.
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Figure 87: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 88: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet8.
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Figure 89: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 90: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet8-geneRank.
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Figure 91: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 92: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet9.
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Figure 93: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseGenotypes.
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Figure 94: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet9-geneRank.
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Figure 95: Network topology for the subnetwork snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSNPAnnot.
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Figure 96: Network topology for the subnetwork summaryTable.
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Figure 97: Network topology for the subnetwork transcriptExpression.
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Figure 98: Network topology for the subnetwork transcriptExpression-km.
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Data2-ClinAnnot
CSVFilter

1.1

ClinSubset (GetClinicalSubset)

Parameter name
annotColumns
cancerType
clinDataType
dataDir
highBound1
highBound2
idColumn
lowBound1
lowBound2
orderBy
regexp1
regexp2
removeNegation1

1.2

Value
bcr patient barcode,drug name,drug category,regimen indication
GBM
drug
file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga-mirror-protected/

bcr patient barcode

”bcr patient barcode”, ”regimen indication”
drug name=(?i)tem.*
regimen indication=(ADJUVANT)|(PALLIATIVE)
true

ClinSubset-ClinData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import
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Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

clin

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

unknown

mirrorDir

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror-protected/

sampleID

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
samplesID
serialNumber

Value
.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.3

Description
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

ClinSubset-ClinDataColumns (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataSR.file 1.9

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

bcr patient barcode,drug name,
drug category,regimen indication

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename
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1.4

ClinSubset-ClinDataFilter1 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataFilterPos1.
csv 1.7
ClinSubset-ClinDataFilterNeg1.
csv 1.6

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.5

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

ClinSubset-ClinDataFilter2 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataFilter1.csv 1.4

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

bcr patient barcode

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

regimen indication=(ADJUVANT
)|(PALLIATIVE)

rename

1.6

ClinSubset-ClinDataFilterNeg1 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataColumns.
csv 1.3

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
highBound

Value

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0

regexp

drug name=(?i)tem.*

rename

1.7

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

ClinSubset-ClinDataFilterPos1 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataColumns.
csv 1.3

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Continued on next page. . .
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idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

*
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Parameter name
matchColumn

Value

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

drug name=(?i)tem.*

rename

1.8

Description
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

ClinSubset-ClinDataJoined (FolderExtractor)

(Technical documentation) Extracts files from a folder. The input is a folder containing a number of files, and up to nine of
these files can be extracted to output ports. Extraction is done using file names.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
folder

Source
ClinSubset-ClinData.dataFiles 1.2

Description
Input folder.

Parameter name
filename1

Value
clinical drug all GBM.txt

Description
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.

filename2
filename3
filename4
filename5
filename6
filename7
filename8
filename9

1.9

to output file1. If empty, the
to output file2. If empty, the
to output file3. If empty, the
to output file4. If empty, the
to output file5. If empty, the
to output file6. If empty, the
to output file7. If empty, the
to output file8. If empty, the
to output file9. If empty, the

ClinSubset-ClinDataSR (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataJoined.
file1 1.8

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02

Value
null

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

1.10

Value

Description
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

NA

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ClinSubset-TargetAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataColumns.
csv 1.3
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

table2

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.* FROM table1,
table2 WHERE table1.”bcr
patient barcode” = table2.
”PatientCode” ORDER BY ”bcr
patient barcode”, ”regimen
indication”

1.11

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

ClinSubset-TargetIDs (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(1)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
ClinSubset-ClinDataFilter2.csv 1.5

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

PatientCode

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

Value
false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.12

Description
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

Data (ReadNormal)

Input name
targetIDs

Source
ClinSubset.TargetIDs 1.1

Parameter name
cancerType
dataDir

Value
GBM
file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga-mirror/

1.13

Data-CGHAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3

Source
Data-CGHData.fileReference 1.15
Data-CGHData.aliquot
Reference 1.15
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table2.* FROM table1,
table2, table3 WHERE table1.
”FileName” = table2.”DataFiles”
AND table2.”PatientCode” =
table3.”PatientCode”

1.14

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

Data-CGHAnnotOut (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
Data-CGHAnnot.table 1.13

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
conversionTable

Source
Data-CGHAnnot.table 1.13

Description
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

first

conversionColumn

PatientCode

keyColumn

PatientCode

originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

PatientCode
false

splitConverted

false

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.15

2

Data-CGHData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
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(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

cna

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

level1

mirrorDir

noCache

true

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
noOutput

Value
false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror/

sampleID

01A

samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.16

Description
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

Data-GeneExpAffyAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

Source
Data-GeneExpAffyData.aliquotR
eference 1.17
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.* FROM table1,
table2 WHERE table1.
”PatientCode” = table2.
”PatientCode” UNION SELECT
table1.* FROM table1 WHERE
SUBSTRING(table1.
”AliquotCode”, 14, 2) = ’11’

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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1.17

Data-GeneExpAffyData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

transcriptome

debug

false

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
eraseCache
eraseMirror

Value
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

level2

mirrorDir

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

HT HG-U133A

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror/

sampleID
samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.18

Description
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

Data-GeneExpAgilAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table3

Source
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

Description
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table2.* FROM table1,
table2, table3 WHERE table1.
”FileName” = table2.”DataFiles”
AND table2.”PatientCode” =
table3.”PatientCode” UNION
SELECT table2.* FROM table1,
table2 WHERE table1.”FileName”
= table2.”DataFiles” AND
SUBSTRING(table2.
”AliquotCode”, 14, 2) = ’11’

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.19

Data-GeneExpAgilData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import
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Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

transcriptome

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

level1

mirrorDir

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

AgilentG4502A 07 3

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror/

sampleID

(01A|11A)

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
samplesID
serialNumber

Value
.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.20

Description
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

Data-MethylAnnot (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

auxiliary

Source
Data-MethylData.aliquotR
eference 1.21
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn

PatientCode

includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
rename

1.21

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

Data-MethylData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
centerID

Value

dataType

methylation

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

level3

mirrorDir

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror/

sampleID
samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

Description
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output
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1.22

Data-MicroRNA (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

mirna

debug

false

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
eraseCache
eraseMirror

Value
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

level3

mirrorDir

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror/

sampleID
samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.23

Description
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

Data2 (ReadProtected)

Input name
targetIDs

Source
ClinSubset.TargetIDs 1.1
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Parameter name
cancerType
dataDir

1.24

Value
GBM
file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga-mirror-protected/

Data2-ClinAnnot (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Source
Data2-ClinDataMonth.table 1.29
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn

PatientID

includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.25

Data2-ClinData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
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= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

clin

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection

false

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
keyFile

Value

levelType

unknown

mirrorDir

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror-protected/

sampleID
samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.26

Description
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

Data2-ClinDataFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
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Input name
csv

Source
Data2-ClinDataJoined.file1 1.28

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

bcr patient barcode,vital status,
days to death,days to last
followup

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.27

bcr patient barcode=PatientID,
vital status=VitalStatus,days to
death=SurvivalEndTime,days to
last followup=
DAYSTOLASTFOLLOWUP

Data2-ClinDataFilter2 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
Data2-ClinDataSR.file 1.30

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”PatientID”,
”VitalStatus”, COALESCE(
”SurvivalEndTime”,
”DAYSTOLASTFOLLOWUP”)
AS ”SurvivalEndTime” FROM
table1 WHERE (”VitalStatus” IS
NOT NULL)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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1.28

Data2-ClinDataJoined (FolderExtractor)

(Technical documentation) Extracts files from a folder. The input is a folder containing a number of files, and up to nine of
these files can be extracted to output ports. Extraction is done using file names.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
folder

Source
Data2-ClinData.dataFiles 1.25

Description
Input folder.

Parameter name
filename1

Value
intgen.org clinical patient all
GBM.txt

Description
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.
Filename for extraction, corresponding
corresponding output is an empty file.

filename2
filename3
filename4
filename5
filename6
filename7
filename8
filename9

1.29

to output file1. If empty, the
to output file2. If empty, the
to output file3. If empty, the
to output file4. If empty, the
to output file5. If empty, the
to output file6. If empty, the
to output file7. If empty, the
to output file8. If empty, the
to output file9. If empty, the

Data2-ClinDataMonth (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
Data2-ClinDataFilter2.table 1.27

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”PatientID”,
”VitalStatus”, (
”SurvivalEndTime”/30) AS
”SurvivalEndTime” FROM table1

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.30

Data2-ClinDataSR (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
file

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert
Source
Data2-ClinDataFilter.csv 1.26

Description
Source file to be modified
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Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

1.31

Value
null
\[(Not (Applic|Avail)able|
Completed)\]

NA
NA

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Data2-ExonExpAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

Source
Data2-ExonExpData.aliquotR
eference 1.32
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.* FROM table1,
table2 WHERE table1.
”PatientCode” = table2.
”PatientCode” UNION SELECT
table1.* FROM table1 WHERE
SUBSTRING(table1.
”AliquotCode”, 14, 2) = ’11’

1.32

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

Data2-ExonExpData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
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<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

exon

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

level1,unknown

mirrorDir

noCache

true

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
noOutput

Value
false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror-protected/

sampleID

(01A|11A)

samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.33

Description
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

Data2-SNPAnnot (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

auxiliary

Source
Data2-SNPData.aliquot
Reference 1.34
ClinSubset-TargetIDs.ids 1.11

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
Continued on next page. . .

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
highBound

Value

idColumn

PatientCode

includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.34

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

Data2-SNPData (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
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annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

snp

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

level1

mirrorDir

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
remoteSite

Value
file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror-protected/

sampleID

10A

samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.35

EGFRvIII (EGFRvIIIanalysis)

Input name
eExprData
eAnnot

Source
Data2.ExonExpData 1.23
Data2.ExonExpAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType
vIII PVALUE

Value
GBM
0.1

1.36

Description
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

EGFRvIII-EGFRvIIIpdf (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document
header

Source
EGFRvIII-report.document 1.52
EGFRvIII-template.header 1.60

footer

EGFRvIII-template.footer 1.60

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

1.37

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.
LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

EGFRvIII-OUTPUT1 (OUTPUT)

(Technical documentation) Exports a result file or directory to an output directory.
Category:
Input name
out

Internal
Source
EGFRvIII-EGFRvIIIpdf.
document 1.36

Description
The file or directory to be exported.
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1.38

EGFRvIII-clinical drug GBM (BashEvaluate)

Executes a Bash script that generates any output from the given data or other inputs.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Ville Rantanen (ville.rantanen@helsinki.fi)
1.4.1
External

Input name
var1

Source
EGFRvIII-surv GBM biotab.
dataFiles 1.54

Description
Generic input that may be used for folders and binaries. @var1@ will be replaced
as the string location of the input

Parameter name
failOnErr
param1
param2
param3
param4
param5
script

Value
true

Description
Fails the component if the script encounters errors.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param1@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param2@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param3@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param4@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param5@
Value of this parameter will override the script input.

1.39

cp @var1@/intgen.org clinical
drug all GBM.txt @optOut1@

string
string
string
string
string

EGFRvIII-clinical patient all GBM (BashEvaluate)

Executes a Bash script that generates any output from the given data or other inputs.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Ville Rantanen (ville.rantanen@helsinki.fi)
1.4.1
External

Input name
var1

Source
EGFRvIII-surv GBM biotab.
dataFiles 1.54

Description
Generic input that may be used for folders and binaries. @var1@ will be replaced
as the string location of the input

Parameter name
failOnErr
param1
param2
param3
param4
param5
script

Value
true

Description
Fails the component if the script encounters errors.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param1@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param2@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param3@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param4@
Value of this parameter will be assigned to @param5@
Value of this parameter will override the script input.

1.40

cp @var1@/intgen.org clinical
patient all GBM.txt @optOut1@

string
string
string
string
string

EGFRvIII-drug temozolomide (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(2)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
EGFRvIII-drug temozolomide 0.
csv 1.41

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

Value

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.41

Description
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

EGFRvIII-drug temozolomide 0 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
EGFRvIII-clinical drug GBM.
optOut1 1.38

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

bcr patient barcode

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0
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Parameter name
regexp

Value
drug name=ˆTem[aou].*

rename

1.42

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

EGFRvIII-drug vIII (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
EGFRvIII-clinical drug GBM.
optOut1 1.38
EGFRvIII-patients vIII
.transformed 1.49

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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1.43

EGFRvIII-egfr (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

auxiliary

Source
EGFRvIII-tExprMatrix.Probeset
Expr 1.59
EGFRvIII-egfrProbes.table 1.45

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbesetID

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.44

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

EGFRvIII-egfrProbeAnnotation (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
EGFRvIII-egfrStructure.in 1.46

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table2
query

Source
EGFRvIII-egfrProbes.table 1.45
EGFRvIII-probeAnnotationQuery.
in 1.50

Description
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.45

EGFRvIII-egfrProbes (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Source
EGFRvIII-probeMapScript.in 1.51
EGFRvIII-egfrStructure.in 1.46

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1

/opt/sandbox/pchen/
MEAPAnnotation Human v62

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable

param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.46

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

this
this
this
this
this
this
this
this
this

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will

be
be
be
be
be
be
be
be
be

assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

param10 variable
param2 variable
param3 variable
param4 variable
param5 variable
param6 variable
param7 variable
param8 variable
param9 variable

EGFRvIII-egfrStructure (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.47

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/EGFR-structure.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

EGFRvIII-egfrvIII script (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/find EGFRvIII.r

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
recursive

1.48

Value
true

Description
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

EGFRvIII-meapConnect (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.49

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/meapEnsembl.properties
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

EGFRvIII-patients vIII (CSVTransformer)

Transform CSV files using R [19] expressions. This allows to apply arithmetic functions to numeric columns and to combine
columns from different CSV files. The R expressions are evaluated and are expected to return R matrices, data frames or
vectors that are concatenated to a final result. Concatenations is done on columns, so each transformation creates additional
columns to the output. Transformations should create items having the same number of rows. However, the expression may
yield a single string or number that is duplicated to fit the number of rows.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Preprocessing

Input name
csv1

Source
EGFRvIII-vIII.table 1.61

Description
Input file 1.

Parameter name
columnNames

Value
’SampleID’

transform1

gsub(’.’, ’-’, substr(
csv1$SampleID[csv1$PValue <
0.1], 1, 12), fixed=TRUE)

Description
R expression that evaluates to the column names of the result CSV file. The
evaluated vector must have the same number of items as there are columns in the
output. If empty, column names are taken from the input CSV files; depending
on the transforms, some column names may be automatically generated.
R expression that evaluates to a matrix, data frame, vector or constant. The
expression may refer to data frames ”csv1” and ”csv2” (only if csv2 is given) and
matrices ”matrix1” and ”matrix2” (only if csv2 is given).
Transformation expression 2. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 3. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 4. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 5. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 6. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 7. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 8. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 9. If empty, no transformation is done.

transform2
transform3
transform4
transform5
transform6
transform7
transform8
transform9

1.50

EGFRvIII-probeAnnotationQuery (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.51

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/probeAnnotationEGFR.
sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

EGFRvIII-probeMapScript (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
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Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.52

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/map exons to affy.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

EGFRvIII-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1
latex2

Source
EGFRvIII-vIII.document 1.61
EGFRvIII-survival 1.report 1.58

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.
LaTeX fragment 2.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

1.53

false

EGFRvIII-sampleAnnotation (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
Data2-ExonExpAnnot.table 1.31

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT SUBSTR(
”AnalyteCode”, 1, 15) AS
”SampleID”, SUBSTR(
”DataFiles”, 1, 8) AS ”Filename”,
’NA’ AS ”Description” FROM
table1

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.54

EGFRvIII-surv GBM biotab (GetFromTcga)

(Technical documentation) TCGA data importer. Performs two functions: <ul> <li>Imports the data from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database.</li>
<li>Supports: mirroring to local file system, http, https and file protocols.</li> </ul>
Typical use cases: <ul> <li> Importing the data directly from TCGA for further analysis: <i>data = GetFromTcga(noCache
= false, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Importing the data from a
local mirror: <i>data = GetFromTcga(remoteSite = ”url to local mirror”, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType
= ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> <li> Creating/synchronizing the local mirror with the TCGA site: data <i>data =
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GetFromTcga(mirrorDir = ”url to local mirror”, noOutput=true, cancerType = ”cancer types”, platformType = ”platform types”, ...)</i></li> </ul>
Data should be selected in the following order: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>cancerType</i> - Choose cancer types (by default
all cancers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>centerID</i> - For all the chosen cancer types, choose centers where the
data of interest is stored (by default all centers are selected); </li> <li> Parameter <i>platformType</i> - For all selected
above cancers and centers choose platforms on which data of interest are obtained (by default all platforms are selected); </li>
<li> Parameter <i>dataType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers and platforms choose types of the data of interest
(by default all data types are considered); </li> <li> Parameter <i>levelType</i> - For all selected above cancers, centers,
platforms and data types choose levels of data of interest (by default all 4 levels + unknown + auxiliary data + misc. data are
selected); </li> </ol> This selection defines which .tar.gz files should be downloaded/unpacked. If all the parameters from
above are left empty, then all .tar.gz files from the database are considered. The following selection criteria define which files
exactly should be extracted into <i>dataFiles</i> folder from the selected .tar.gz files: <ol> <li> Parameter <i>siteID</i>
- Choose IDs of sites sources of the data (by default all the sites are considered) </li> <li> Parameter <i>patientID</i>
- Choose patients IDs whose data should be extracted </li> <li> Parameter <i>sampleID</i> - Choose samples of
interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>portionID</i> - Choose portions of interest </li> <li> Parameter <i>plateID</i>
- Choose plates of interest </li> </ol> In other words, the selection criteria from above define the list of aliquots of
interest. For the aliquot barcode format we refer to <a href=”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf”
target=” new”>http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/docs/TCGA Data Primer.pdf</a> ”About Aliquot Barcodes”.
This component provides four output ports: <ul> <li><i>dataFiles</i> with extracted files with the data of interest;</li>
<li><i>aliquotReference</i> table which associates to each aliquot the list of its data files;</li> <li><i>fileReference</i>
annotation table for all the extracted files.</li> <li><i>report</i> information on downloaded files and inconsistences
discovered in the database</li> </ul>
Author:
Version:
Category:

Vladimir Rogojin (vladimir.rogojin@helsinki.fi)
1.6.1
Data Import

Parameter name
arrayKey

Value
aliquot

authFile

browseOnly

false

cancerType

GBM

centerID
dataType

clin

debug
eraseCache
eraseMirror

false
false
false

importOrphans

false

invertDataType

false

invertPlatform
Selection
keyFile

false

levelType

all

Description
Defines how imported files should be referenced in <i>array</i> output port.
The following options for key values are available: <i>aliquot</i>,
<i>analyte</i>, <i>sample</i>, <i>patient</i>. By default,
<i>aliquot</i> is chosen. Note, that if more than a file are imported with the
same key value <i>key</i>, then the key values for those files are altered as
follows: <i>key i n</i>, where <i>n</i> is the total number of files with same
<i>key</i> and <i>i</i> an integer between <i>1</i> and <i>n</i>, it is
the unique index for each file in the group with same <i>key</i>.
The encrypted file with the authentification data to access protected area from
TCGA. Use java program <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to
generate it.
If TRUE, tables aliquotReference and fileReference and the report are still
generated. However, no data files are downloaded/updated into the mirror and
no data imports is performed (even in case noOutput=false). True value should
be used only in order to ”browse” the archive (both remote site and the mirror)
according to the selection criteria and to generate reference tables.
Comma separated abbreviations of cancer types to be imported. By default all
cancers are selected. <a href=”cancers.html”>The list of all supported cancer
types</a>
Identifies each of the CGCCs or GSCs. Center codes are <a
href=”centerID.html”>here</a>.
Comma separated abbreviations for data types. By default all data types are
selected. <a href=”data types.html”>The list of all supported data types</a>
If set TRUE, outputs debug messages
If true, then the cache folder is erased prior to the data download
If true, then the mirror folder is erased prior to the data download (If you are
executing this operation, do not forget to specify the mirror folders: mirrorDir
and/or protectedMirrorDir)
If TRUE, the data files which were not assigned to any of aliquots (orphans) will
be imported. By default the orphans are not imported.
If TRUE, then all data types are selected except of those indicated in
<i>dataType</i>
If TRUE, then all platforms are selected except of those indicated in
<i>platformType</i>
The file with the key to decrypt the authentification file. Use java program <a
href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> to generate the key file.
Comma separated data levels for output. By default <B>all</B> data levels
are selected. <a href=”data levels.html”>The list of accessible data levels</a>
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
mirrorDir

Value

noCache

true

noOutput

false

outputRevision
patientID
plateID
platformType

biotab

portionID
projectName
remoteProtected
Site

TCGA
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/
tcga4yeo/tumor/

remoteSite

file:///opt/sandbox/tcga/tcga
-mirror-protected/

sampleID
samplesID
serialNumber

.*

siteID

submissionDate
syncMirror
unpackReadme

true
false

verbose

false

1.55

Description
URL of the directory where the mirror with the archives from TCGA should be
stored. Currently only local file system for the mirror is supported (Use
mirrorDir=”file:/&lt;absolute path to your mirror&gt;” to access your mirror at
your local file system.) This directory synchronizes with the remoteSite directory.
If left empty, no mirror is created/synchronized
By default the cache is disabled. It might be beneficial to enable cache if the data
are being fetched not from the local file system. Physically, the cache folder is
created in the temp directory under the component’s execution folder. The temp
folder is cleared on component’s exit. Warning: currently there is no size limit
control on the cache. Keep this in mind when working with large amount of data.
By default the output is enabled. If set TRUE, then the component does not
import any files from the database, but still generates aliquotReference and
fileReference tables. Disabling the output usually is used when creating a local
mirror of the TCGA site.
By default samples from the latest revision are imported. However, it is possible
to import samples from earlier revisions.
Patient identifier that is associated with a Site ID. Allowed parameter values:
0001-9999
Identifies individual plates. Allowed parameter values: 0001-9999
Comma separated abbreviations for platforms. By default all platforms are
selected. <a href=”platforms.html”>The list of all supported platform
types</a>
Individual 100 mg - 120 mg section of a sample. Consists of a portion code and
an analyte code, <a href=”portionID.html”>look here for details.</a>
The name of the project. Currently only TCGA is available.
URL of the remote
protected database (By default it is the private TCGA site: <a href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/tcga4yeo/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. It is accessed if the
authentification data are provided. The authentification files should be generated
by <a href=”tcgapasswd.html”>TCGAPasswd</a> java application.
URL of the remote public database (By default it is the public TCGA site: <a
href=”https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/”>https://tcgadata.nci.nih.gov/tcgafiles/ftp auth/distro ftpusers/anonymous/tumor/</a>).
Currently http, https and file protocols are supported. The public site is accessed
if no authentification data are provided, otherwise the private site is accessed
Sample type and sample vial identifiers. <a href=”sampleID.html”>The format
of sample identifiers is here.</a>
Currently it is not supported.
By default samples from all the archives are selected. However, it is possible to
select the archives with the specific serial number.
Comma separated IDs of the site samples of interest are coming from. <a
href=”siteID.html”>Currently there are available 6 sites (the list is subject of
change)</a>
The date of the submission of the archive (format DD-MM-YYYY)
Should all the files existing in the mirror be updated. Default - yes.
If set true, <i>readme</i>, <i>readme dcc</i> and <i>description</i>
array output ports are populated with README.txt, README DCC.txt and
DESCRIPTION.txt files respectively from the archives. Archive names serve as
the key values in the arrays. WARNING: if set true, the unpacking time may
increase considerably (at most in three times).
Verbose output

EGFRvIII-survivalQueryTemplate (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.56

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/EGFRvIIIsurvival.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

EGFRvIII-survivalQuery 1 (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
EGFRvIII-survivalQueryT
emplate.in 1.55

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Value
@PVALUE@

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1.57

0.1

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

EGFRvIII-survivalTable 1 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
EGFRvIII-clinical patient all GB
M.optOut1 1.39
EGFRvIII-vIII.table 1.61
EGFRvIII-drug temozolomide.
ids 1.40
EGFRvIII-survivalQuery 1.
file 1.56

table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

1.58

Value

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

EGFRvIII-survival 1 (KaplanMeier)

Produces a Kaplan-Meier plot representing survival estimates based on the given data. Log-rank statistics are calculated in
order the address the similarity of the curves.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Ali Faisal (ali.faisal@aalto.fi)
2.1
Survival, Latex
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Input name
survival

Source
EGFRvIII-survivalTable 1.
table 1.57

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
1.00
*

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title

excludeCol

groupCol

vIII,Temozolomide all,vIII
Temozolomide,Temozolomide vIII

minCount
modelVarCols

0

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

Time
1095

title

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates:
vIII p<0.1
survival time

xLabel

1.59

Label for the horizontal time axis

EGFRvIII-tExprMatrix (MeapExpression)

(Technical documentation) Prepares expression data on exon, splicing variant or gene level. Normaliziation is carried out
using the Meap normalization algorithm. Processing is run in parallel using the R Message Passing Interface (Rmpi) library
to enable faster execution.
Author:
Ping Chen (ping.chen@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Meap
Input name
affy
sampleNames

Source
Data2-ExonExpData.dataF
iles 1.32
EGFRvIII-sampleAnnotation.
table 1.53

dbConnect

EGFRvIII-meapConnect.in 1.48

Parameter name
NProcess
annotation
cutoff
exprType

Value
5
/opt/sandbox/pchen/
MEAPAnnotation Human v62
0.5
Probeset

filter

true

metaData

MEAPtmp/

1.60

Description
Affymetrix source file directory.
Sample definitions. The table contains columns ”SampleID” (key), ”Filename”
(relative to the Affy source directory), ”Description”. If some samples are not
found in the source file directory, they are ignored.
Database configuration file stores database connect details. This file is required
when generating expression data on ’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’ level.

Description
The number of processes are invoked in parallel execution.
The path of exon array annotation file.
The percentage of transcripts with enriched probes. It should be 0-1.
A comma-separated string indicating the types of expression matrix to be
generated. It can be ’Probeset’, ’Exon’, ’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’.
Filter transcripts in Ensembl database that do not pass the quality control. The
default is ’TRUE’. This parameter is used in generating expression data on
’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’ level.
The directory for storing meta data. The meta data will be removed after the
execution. If empty string is given, the data will be stored in the temporary
folder in the execution folder, as given by Anduril.

EGFRvIII-template (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
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other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
false

usepackage

1.61

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

EGFRvIII-vIII (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1
table2

Source
EGFRvIII-egfrvIII script.in 1.47
EGFRvIII-egfr.csv 1.43
EGFRvIII-egfrProbeAnnotation.
table 1.44

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.62

OUTPUT2 (OUTPUT)

(Technical documentation) Exports a result file or directory to an output directory.
Category:
Input name
out

1.63

Internal
Source
cfgPDF.document 1.63

Description
The file or directory to be exported.

cfgPDF (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name

Source

Description

Input name
document
header

Source
cfgReport.report 1.64
latexTemp.header 1.766

footer

latexTemp.footer 1.766

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.
LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
true
false

1.64

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

cfgReport (ConfigurationReport)

This component generates these descriptions about the Anduril [15] components and the steps of the analysis.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Latex

Parameter name
dot
includeSelf
inlineComponents

Value
dot
true
true

paramDescWidth
ps2pdf
showCategories
showVersions

10.5
ps2pdf
true
true

1.65

copyNumber (CopyNumberAnalysis)

Input name
copynumberData
annotationTable
expressionData
expressionAnnot
survivalData

Source
Data.CGHData 1.12
Data.CGHAnnot 1.12
geneExpression2.exprMatrix 1.584
Data.GeneExpAffyAnnot 1.12
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType
executeSurvival
queryMoksiskaan
survivalTimeOut

Value
GBM
true
false
36

1.66

Description
Graphviz/dot execution command
Include the ConfigurationReport instance inself in the report.
Include component descriptions to instance specific sections instead of a
dedicated section of them all.
Length of the parameter description column in centimeters
PS2PDF execution command
Include category lists of each component into their descriptions.
Include version numbers of each component into their descriptions.

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency (ACGHfrequencies)

Input name
segments

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH.rawSegments 1.211

Parameter name
gainOrLoss
idColumn

Value
1
Gene

1.67

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-chrAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Fetch regions for genes.
Input name
sourceKeys

Source
copyNumber-summaryGenes
.csv 1.380

Description
A list of source database keys.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
connection

Source
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
Gene

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.DNARegion

unique

false

1.68

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-filteredChrAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-chrAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.67

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”.DNARegion” IS NOT NULL

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.69

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-frequencies (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmented.table 1.350

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table2

Source
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-occurances.table 1.73

Description
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT T2.”Gene”, (CAST(T2.
”count” AS DOUBLE) /
(SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT
T1.”ID”) FROM table1 T1)) AS
”freq” FROM table2 T2

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.70

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-geneFreqs (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-frequencies.table 1.69
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-chrAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.67

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table2.”Gene”, table1.
”freq” FROM table2 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table1 ON (table1.
”Gene” = table2.”Gene”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.71

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-geneList (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

rules

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08

Source
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-filteredChrAnnot
.table 1.68
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-rules.in 1.74

Description
Source file to be modified

Value

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8

A set of search keys

Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

1.72

Value

Description
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-geneListFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-geneList.file 1.71

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0

regexp

chr=X|Y|MT|HSCHR6 MHC .*

rename
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1.73

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-occurances (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmented.table 1.350
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-geneListFilter.csv 1.72

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT T2.”Gene”, COUNT(T1.
”ID”) AS ”count” FROM table1
T1, table2 T2 WHERE (T1.
”chrom” = T2.”chr”) AND (T1.
”loc.start” <= T2.”end”) AND (
T1.”loc.end” >= T2.”start”)
AND (T1.”CNA call” = 1)
GROUP BY T2.”Gene”

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.74

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-ACGHgainFrequency-rules (INPUT)

Rules for string replacement in chromosome annotations.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.75

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/DNARegionRules.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency (ACGHfrequencies)

Input name
segments

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH.rawSegments 1.211

Parameter name
gainOrLoss
idColumn

Value
-1
Gene

1.76

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-chrAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Fetch regions for genes.
Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

goFilter

Source
copyNumber-summaryGenes
.csv 1.380
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Continued on next page. . .

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
indicator

Value
true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
Gene

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.DNARegion

unique

false

1.77

Description
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-filteredChrAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-chrAnnot.bioAnnotation 1.76

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”.DNARegion” IS NOT NULL

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.78

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-frequencies (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmented.table 1.350
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-occurances.table 1.82

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
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Parameter name
query

1.79

Value
SELECT T2.”Gene”, (CAST(T2.
”count” AS DOUBLE) /
(SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT
T1.”ID”) FROM table1 T1)) AS
”freq” FROM table2 T2

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-geneFreqs (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-frequencies.table 1.78
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-chrAnnot.bioAnnotation 1.76

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table2.”Gene”, table1.
”freq” FROM table2 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table1 ON (table1.
”Gene” = table2.”Gene”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.80

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-geneList (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file
rules

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Source
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-filteredChrAnnot.table 1.77
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-rules.in 1.83

Description
Source file to be modified

Value

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

A set of search keys
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.81

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-geneListFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-geneList.file 1.80

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0

regexp

chr=X|Y|MT|HSCHR6 MHC .*

rename

1.82

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-occurances (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmented.table 1.350
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-geneListFilter.csv 1.81

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
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Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT T2.”Gene”, COUNT(T1.
”ID”) AS ”count” FROM table1
T1, table2 T2 WHERE (T1.
”chrom” = T2.”chr”) AND (T1.
”loc.start” <= T2.”end”) AND (
T1.”loc.end” >= T2.”start”)
AND (T1.”CNA call” = -1.0)
GROUP BY T2.”Gene”

1.83

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency-rules (INPUT)

Rules for string replacement in chromosome annotations.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.84

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/DNARegionRules.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-INPUT10 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.85

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/
agilentSampleAnnotation.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-agil36to37map (INPUT)

Location of the genomic locus map between hg36 and hg37.
Parameter name
path

recursive

1.86

Value
/opt/sandbox/louhimo/data/
AgilentProbeMap/
agilentNewProbes37.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-exprGenes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(3)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
columnIn

Value

columnOut

Gene

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.87

copyNumber-integratGenes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(4)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationResult
Join.csv 1.125

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Gene

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.88

false
false

copyNumber-integrationAmp (Integration)

Integrate segmented copy number gain regions with expression data.
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Input name
segments
thresholds
exprMatrix
CNASamples
ExprSamples

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH.segments 1.211
copyNumber-processedACGH.thresholds 1.211
geneExpression2.exprMatrix 1.584
copyNumber-sharedSamples.CNASamples 1.373
copyNumber-sharedSamples.ExprSamples 1.373

Parameter name
cancerType
gain

Value
GBM
true

1.89

copyNumber-integrationAmp-BinTransformAnnot (NextGene)

Fetch exon annotations for probes from Ensembl based on locus.
Input name
sourceKeys

Description
Locations of interest

connection

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-B
inaryTransform.table 1.90
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
baseColumn
bothStrands

Value
loci
false

bpAfter
bpBefore
chrColumn

1000
1000
chr

Description
Name of the base pair loci column in input.
Take the nearest separately for both DNA strands. The same nextDist limit
applies to both strands that is the strand with the closest gene determines the
distance limit.
Number of base pairs that are looked after the given loci
Number of base pairs that are looked before the given loci
Name of the chromosome column in input if the base column does not include
this information.
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output.
Type of elements of interest (gene, exon, or transcript)
Name of the identifier column in input.
Definition of the reference point if the input is in region format (chr:start-end).
Options are: start=start base pair, average=(start+end)/2, and end=end base
pair.
Take only that gene that is the closest for the given locus
If this value is greater than zero then the nearest gene is reported separately for
both directions along the strand. The value determines the maximum number of
base pairs that are allowed after the nearest gene to accept the second hit from
the other side of the site or those from the complement strand (see bothStrands).
This parameter has no effect if nearestOnly parameter is false.
True means that the distance is gene.start-loci and false means that it is max(0,
gene.start-loci, loci-gene.end).

echoColumns
elementType
idColumn
locationDef

gene
ID
average

nearestOnly
nextDist

true
-1000

signDist

false

1.90

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.timeout, database.recycle, and database.driver can be
found from the documentation of Korvasieni.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-BinaryTransform (REvaluate)

Transfrom segments into binary variables of gain-nogain or loss-noloss.
Input name
script

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-INP
UT16.in 1.94
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segments.csv 1.357
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-segmented.tholds 1.226

Description
Data transformation

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7

true

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Continued on next page. . .

table1
table2

3

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)
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Parameter name
param8
param9

1.91

Value

Description
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

copyNumber-integrationAmp-CNASamplesIn (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
copyNumber-sharedSamples-cna
AnnotOut.ids 1.376

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Value
-

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1.92

\.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

copyNumber-integrationAmp-CollapseLinkedTranscripts (ExpandCollapse)

Collapse label matrix to rid duplicate rows.
Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-L
inkedTranscripts.table 1.96

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
false
ID,chr,loci

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.93

copyNumber-integrationAmp-FDRintegration (REvaluate)

Correct for multiple hypothesis.
Input name
script
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-INP
UT17.in 1.95
copyNumber-integrationAmp
-integration.Values 1.104

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
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Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

BH

1.94

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

copyNumber-integrationAmp-INPUT16 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.95

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/CNAlabelExtract.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-INPUT17 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.96

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/CNAfdrScript.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-LinkedTranscripts (TableQuery)

Link exon names to label matrix.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-B
inaryTransform.table 1.90
copyNumber-integrationAmp-B
inTransformAnnot.bioA
nnotation 1.89

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”.GeneId”, T1.* FROM
table1 T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN
table2 T2 ON (T2.”ID” =
T1.”ID”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.97

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-MatchedLabelMatrix (TableQuery)

Match rows of CN matrix with expression matrix.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-C
ollapseLinkedTranscripts.
relation 1.92

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table2

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604

Description
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”.GeneId” AS ”Gene”,
table1.* FROM table2 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table1 ON (table2.
”.GeneId” = table1.”.GeneId”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.98

copyNumber-integrationAmp-cnaLabels (CSVFilter)

Reorder columns of copy number matrix.
Input name
csv
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-M
atchedLabelMatrix.table 1.97
copyNumber-integrationAmp-C
NASamplesIn.file 1.91

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Gene

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.99

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-cnaLabelsOut (RowJoin)

Join non-unique rows.
Input name
matrix

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-cna
Labels.csv 1.98

Description
Matrix that needs rows joined.
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Parameter name
idColumn

Value
1

impute

false

matchMe
startColumn

1
2

1.100

Description
Name of the column that contains IDs. Empty defaults to the first column of the
matrix.
Collapse row values for rows with identical IDs. The collapsed values are column
wise means. NA values are treated as zeros when calculating means.
Defines which feature is used to calculate the frequency. Ignored if impute=true.
Defines start of data in the matrix if the input contains more columns than the
data and ID.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-exprMatrixOut (CSVFilter)

Reorder columns of expression matrix.
Input name
csv
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
copyNumber-sharedSamples-expr
AnnotOut.ids 1.379

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

.GeneId

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.101

.GeneId=Gene

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-integratedExonACGHPre (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name

Source

Description
Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp
-outputList.table 1.105
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
weight,alpha,fdr

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

Input name
sourceKeys

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
Gene

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.DNABand,.
DNARegion
false

unique

1.102

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-integratedGenes (CSVFilter)

Format output.
Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp
-integratedGenesPre.table 1.103

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Gene,.GeneName,.DNABand,
weight,alpha,fdr

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

rename

1.103

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-integrationAmp-integratedGenesPre (TableQuery)

Filter out integration results based on false-discovery rate.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp
-integratedExonACGHPre.bio
Annotation 1.101

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”weight” IS NOT NULL AND
”alpha” < 0.05

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.104

copyNumber-integrationAmp-integration (ExpExpIntegration)

ExpExpIntegration component enables the integration of gene/transcript/other expression data with binary explanatory data
derived in some way (eg. ACGH). The input matrices are two N x M matrices that must have their columns (samples) and
rows in the same order. Each row shall in the exprMatrix has the gene, transcript or other such expression values samplewise.
The labelMatrix has must have a vector 0 and 1 on each row. This represents a partition of the samples rowwise.
The output of the component contains a score (”weight”) for each gene shared by the explanatory and expression data. Genes
in expression data have output weights as NA. The alpha value is the result of permutation test denoting the probability that
H0: ”Large weight is due to random event” is erroneously rejected. The weight is calculated for each row such that that the
vector of the labelMatrix is used to partition the values of exprMatrix into two groups. Then, the mean of the expression
values of the group labeled with 1 is subtracted from the mean of the other group. This is divided by the sum of the standard
deviations of these two groups to obtain final weight.
This component implements the data integration method from Hautaniemi et al. [9]. Please refer to this article for a detailed
description of the method, and an extended description of the inputs.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Integration

Input name
labelMatrix

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-cna
LabelsOut.table 1.99
copyNumber-integrationAmp-expr
MatrixOut.csv 1.100

Description
The binary explanatory values.

Parameter name
exprNALimit

Value
0.1

gainData
idColumn

true
1

minGroupSize
nroOfperms

2
1000

Description
Defines the percentage of missing measurements in the expression matrix we are
willing to allow.
Defines the which type of CNV data is being used.
Defines the idColumn. The output idColumn is the column name of idColumn in
the label matrix.
Defines the minimum size of a group in the label matrix.
Defines the number of permutations applied during permutation testing.

exprMatrix

The samplewise expression values.
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copyNumber-integrationAmp-outputList (TableQuery)

Process output of integration by combining with gene annotation.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-F
DRintegration.table 1.93

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”Gene”, ”weight”,
”alpha”, ”fdr” FROM table1 T1

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.106

copyNumber-integrationDel (Integration)

Integrate segmented copy number loss regions with expression data.
Input name
segments
thresholds
exprMatrix
CNASamples
ExprSamples

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH.segments 1.211
copyNumber-processedACGH.thresholds 1.211
geneExpression2.exprMatrix 1.584
copyNumber-sharedSamples.CNASamples 1.373
copyNumber-sharedSamples.ExprSamples 1.373

Parameter name
cancerType
gain

Value
GBM
false

1.107

copyNumber-integrationDel-BinTransformAnnot (NextGene)

Fetch exon annotations for probes from Ensembl based on locus.
Input name
sourceKeys

Description
Locations of interest

connection

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-B
inaryTransform.table 1.108
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
baseColumn
bothStrands

Value
loci
false

bpAfter
bpBefore
chrColumn

1000
1000
chr

Description
Name of the base pair loci column in input.
Take the nearest separately for both DNA strands. The same nextDist limit
applies to both strands that is the strand with the closest gene determines the
distance limit.
Number of base pairs that are looked after the given loci
Number of base pairs that are looked before the given loci
Name of the chromosome column in input if the base column does not include
this information.
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output.
Type of elements of interest (gene, exon, or transcript)
Name of the identifier column in input.
Definition of the reference point if the input is in region format (chr:start-end).
Options are: start=start base pair, average=(start+end)/2, and end=end base
pair.
Take only that gene that is the closest for the given locus
If this value is greater than zero then the nearest gene is reported separately for
both directions along the strand. The value determines the maximum number of
base pairs that are allowed after the nearest gene to accept the second hit from
the other side of the site or those from the complement strand (see bothStrands).
This parameter has no effect if nearestOnly parameter is false.
True means that the distance is gene.start-loci and false means that it is max(0,
gene.start-loci, loci-gene.end).

echoColumns
elementType
idColumn
locationDef

gene
ID
average

nearestOnly
nextDist

true
-1000

signDist

false

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.timeout, database.recycle, and database.driver can be
found from the documentation of Korvasieni.
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copyNumber-integrationDel-BinaryTransform (REvaluate)

Transfrom segments into binary variables of gain-nogain or loss-noloss.
Input name
script

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-INP
UT18.in 1.112
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segments.csv 1.357
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-segmented.tholds 1.226

Description
Data transformation

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

table1
table2

1.109

3

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)

copyNumber-integrationDel-CNASamplesIn (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
copyNumber-sharedSamples-cna
AnnotOut.ids 1.376

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Value
-

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1.110

\.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

copyNumber-integrationDel-CollapseLinkedTranscripts (ExpandCollapse)

Collapse label matrix to rid duplicate rows.
Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-L
inkedTranscripts.table 1.114

Description
The mandatory input relation
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Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
false
ID,chr,loci

maxPerms

10000

1.111

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

copyNumber-integrationDel-FDRintegration (REvaluate)

Correct for multiple hypothesis.
Input name
script

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-INP
UT19.in 1.113
copyNumber-integrationDel
-integration.Values 1.122

Description
Data transformation

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

BH

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

table1

1.112

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

copyNumber-integrationDel-INPUT18 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.113

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/CNAlabelExtract.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-integrationDel-INPUT19 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.114

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/CNAfdrScript.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-integrationDel-LinkedTranscripts (TableQuery)

Link exon names to label matrix.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-B
inaryTransform.table 1.108

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table2

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-BinT
ransformAnnot.bioA
nnotation 1.107

Description
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”.GeneId”, T1.* FROM
table1 T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN
table2 T2 ON (T2.”ID” =
T1.”ID”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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copyNumber-integrationDel-MatchedLabelMatrix (TableQuery)

Match rows of CN matrix with expression matrix.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-C
ollapseLinkedTranscripts.
relation 1.110
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”.GeneId” AS ”Gene”,
table1.* FROM table2 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table1 ON (table2.
”.GeneId” = table1.”.GeneId”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.116

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-integrationDel-cnaLabels (CSVFilter)

Reorder columns of copy number matrix.
Input name
csv
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-M
atchedLabelMatrix.table 1.115
copyNumber-integrationDel-CNA
SamplesIn.file 1.109

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

Gene

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
negate

Value
false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.117

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-integrationDel-cnaLabelsOut (RowJoin)

Join non-unique rows.
Input name
matrix

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-cna
Labels.csv 1.116

Description
Matrix that needs rows joined.

Parameter name
idColumn

Value
1

impute

false

matchMe
startColumn

1
2

Description
Name of the column that contains IDs. Empty defaults to the first column of the
matrix.
Collapse row values for rows with identical IDs. The collapsed values are column
wise means. NA values are treated as zeros when calculating means.
Defines which feature is used to calculate the frequency. Ignored if impute=true.
Defines start of data in the matrix if the input contains more columns than the
data and ID.
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copyNumber-integrationDel-exprMatrixOut (CSVFilter)

Reorder columns of expression matrix.
Input name
csv
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
copyNumber-sharedSamples-expr
AnnotOut.ids 1.379

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

.GeneId

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
nonMissing

Value
0

regexp

rename

1.119

.GeneId=Gene

Description
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-integrationDel-integratedExonACGHPre (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel
-outputList.table 1.123
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
weight,alpha,fdr

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
Gene

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.DNABand,.
DNARegion
false

unique

1.120

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

copyNumber-integrationDel-integratedGenes (CSVFilter)

Format output.
Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel
-integratedGenesPre.table 1.121

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Gene,.GeneName,.DNABand,
weight,alpha,fdr

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.121

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-integrationDel-integratedGenesPre (TableQuery)

Filter out integration results based on false-discovery rate.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel
-integratedExonACGHPre.bio
Annotation 1.119

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”weight” IS NOT NULL AND
”alpha” < 0.05

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.122

copyNumber-integrationDel-integration (ExpExpIntegration)

ExpExpIntegration component enables the integration of gene/transcript/other expression data with binary explanatory data
derived in some way (eg. ACGH). The input matrices are two N x M matrices that must have their columns (samples) and
rows in the same order. Each row shall in the exprMatrix has the gene, transcript or other such expression values samplewise.
The labelMatrix has must have a vector 0 and 1 on each row. This represents a partition of the samples rowwise.
The output of the component contains a score (”weight”) for each gene shared by the explanatory and expression data. Genes
in expression data have output weights as NA. The alpha value is the result of permutation test denoting the probability that
H0: ”Large weight is due to random event” is erroneously rejected. The weight is calculated for each row such that that the
vector of the labelMatrix is used to partition the values of exprMatrix into two groups. Then, the mean of the expression
values of the group labeled with 1 is subtracted from the mean of the other group. This is divided by the sum of the standard
deviations of these two groups to obtain final weight.
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This component implements the data integration method from Hautaniemi et al. [9]. Please refer to this article for a detailed
description of the method, and an extended description of the inputs.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Integration

Input name
labelMatrix

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-cna
LabelsOut.table 1.117
copyNumber-integrationDel-expr
MatrixOut.csv 1.118

Description
The binary explanatory values.

Parameter name
exprNALimit

Value
0.1

gainData
idColumn

false
1

minGroupSize
nroOfperms

2
1000

Description
Defines the percentage of missing measurements in the expression matrix we are
willing to allow.
Defines the which type of CNV data is being used.
Defines the idColumn. The output idColumn is the column name of idColumn in
the label matrix.
Defines the minimum size of a group in the label matrix.
Defines the number of permutations applied during permutation testing.

exprMatrix

1.123

The samplewise expression values.

copyNumber-integrationDel-outputList (TableQuery)

Process output of integration by combining with gene annotation.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-FDR
integration.table 1.111

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”Gene”, ”weight”,
”alpha”, ”fdr” FROM table1 T1

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.124

copyNumber-integrationResultGenes (CSV2IDList)

Extract list of genes from CNA to expression integration results.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationResult
Join.csv 1.125

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Gene

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Continued on next page. . .

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7

false
false
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Parameter name
regexp8
regexp9

1.125

Value

Description
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

copyNumber-integrationResultJoin (CSVJoin)

Join CNA to expression integration results into a single CSV file.
Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp
-integratedGenes.csv 1.102
copyNumber-integrationDel
-integratedGenes.csv 1.120

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

false

1.126

CSV file 2.

copyNumber-latexTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
Array CGH integration with gene
expression, survival and KEGG
pathway data in ovarian cancer

usepackage

1.127

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport (doMoksiskaan)

Analyze integration results genes for their KEGG pathway connections and drug target status.

1.128

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary (CandidateReport)

This function generates a LATEX report characterizing the given set of genes. The document contains a table of genes and
their annotations. Gene Ontology [1] enrichments are reported separately for the three ontologies available.
Moksiskaan database is used to produce a candidate pathway representing the pathway context of the genes. Pathway
members are reported in terms of their canonical pathway associations, Gene Ontology terms and gene descriptions.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
moksiskaan

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
3.1
Moksiskaan, Pathway, Reporting
Source
moksiskaanInit.connection 1.783

Description
JDBC connection for Moksiskaan database
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Parameter name
annotRules

Value

bioentityTypes
corrLimit

0.3

cytoscape
expand

false
both

goLimInput

0.05

goLimModel

0.01

hideGaps
isolateGroup
Names
linkTypes

false
false

maxGap

1

name
organism

OV DEGs
9606

300,310,420,430,440

pathwayDesc
statusFilter
useStudies

1.129

*

Description
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.
A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.
Absolute value of the correlation coefficient must be greater than this limit it the
correlation data is used to prune the candidate pathway.
Create a Cytoscape session for the candidate pathway and attach it to the report.
Selection criterion for the related genes as described in CandidatePathway
component.
Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate genes based on their
FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the GO enrichment
analysis.
Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate pathway members
based on their FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the
GO enrichment analysis.
Disables the rendering of the genes other than the given candidates
Combined nodes of the pathway graph are labelled with artificial names described
in a separate table. This approach reduces the complexity of the actual figure.
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest or ’defaults’ for the
predefined set of supported links
Maximum number of genes between any two candidate genes in their interaction
network
Name of the candidate set
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
An additional text that will follow the figure caption of the candidate pathway.
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the candidate pathway if the status information is provided
A comma separated list of study identifiers of the possibly interesting results. An
asterisk refers to all possible studies available. An empty string disables the
listing of relevant studies for the genes

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-annotSelect (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.130

Value
SELECT A.”.GeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, A.”.GeneName” AS
”name”, A.”.DNARegion”||’ ’||A.”
.DNABand” AS ”locus”, A.”.
GeneDesc”||’, type=’||A.”.Biotype”
|| IFNULL(’, GO=[’||G
.”Description”||’]’,”) AS
”description”, S.”studies” AS
”studies”, IFNULL(E.”code”,”)||
CASEWHEN(P.”Vertex” IS
NULL, CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)
), ’*’) AS ”S” FROM table1 AS A
LEFT OUTER JOIN ( SELECT
”sourceKey”, GROUP CONCAT(
CASEWHEN(”HitEvidence”=’t’,
CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
GROUP BY ”sourceKey” ) AS S
ON (S.”sourceKey” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table3 AS G ON (G.”ensg” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table4 AS P ON (P.
”EnsemblGeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
LEFT OUTER JOIN table5 AS E
ON (E.”.GeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
ORDER BY 2,3

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-annotSelectTypes (INPUT)

Data type definitions for annotSelect query
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.131

Value
AnnotSelectTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-annotSelect
.table 1.129

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

columns

Value
false
Descriptions of the candidate
genes. Studies that have reported
results about the candidate genes
are listed so that those with
negative evidence have been
prefixed with a hyphen. S column
contains an at sign if the gene is
part of the candidate pathway.
@{}l@{\hspace{0.8em}}p{1.2cm
}p{2.5cm}p{10.5cm}p{3cm}@{}
S,name,locus,description,studies

countRows
dropMissing

true
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate

false

colFormat

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
listCols

Value
locus,studies

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

true

ruler
section

{}
Candidate genes

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.132

Description
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-candiKorva (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
copyNumber-integrationResult
Genes.ids 1.124
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000

targetDB

unique

source

.GeneId,.GeneName,.DNARegion,
.DNABand,.Biotype,.GeneDesc
,GO
false

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.
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1.133

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-getStudies (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
sourceKeys

Source
copyNumber-integrationResult
Genes.ids 1.124

connection

moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
10
false

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.134

Description
A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of
the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

9606
false
HitStudyId,HitStudyName,
HitEvidence

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goDesc (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-goGenes
.table 1.145

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
\c\s

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
duplicates
expand
listCols

Value
false
false
Description

maxPerms

10000

1.135

Description
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich (GOReport)

Generates a report of Gene Ontology [1] terms that are enriched among the original list of candidate genes.
Parameter name
geneId
geneName
geneStatusId

Value
.GeneId
.GeneName

organism

9606

sectionType

subsubsection

threshold
title

0.05
GO enrichment of all candidates

1.136

Description
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
Name of the input column that contains the gene names
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.
Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
Title of the result section

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-enrichTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-goEnrich-go
Names.table 1.142

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\
cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.05$). Ratio is the
proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is
sorted based on the FDR corrected
p-values.
p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm}

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
Proportion=#0.000

pageBreak
rename

false
Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=
Type

ruler

{}

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
section

Value
GO enrichment of all candidates

sectionType

subsubsection

skipEmpty

true

1.137

Description
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich (GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-candiKorva.bio
Annotation 1.132

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

true

filterParents

true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

false

maxPriori
minFrequency

1.00
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

0.05
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.
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1.138

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-goExpand (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-goEnrich-go
Enrich.goTerms 1.137

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.139

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphBP (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-goEnrich-go
Enrich.graphBP 1.137

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
arrowtail

Value

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

spring2

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms that
were listed in Table˜\ref{table:
copyNumber-moksiskaanReportcandiSummary-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
23
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size

8,8

Description
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
splines

Value
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.140

Description
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphCC (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-goEnrich-go
Enrich.graphCC 1.137

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0
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Parameter name
layout

Value
hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:copyNumbermoksiskaanReport-candiSummarygoEnrich-enrichTable}. The
darkness of the red reflects the
significance of the enrichment and
the thicknesses of the edges are
propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.141

Description
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphMF (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot
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Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-goEnrich-go
Enrich.graphMF 1.137

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:copyNumbermoksiskaanReport-candiSummarygoEnrich-enrichTable}. The
darkness of the red reflects the
significance of the enrichment and
the thicknesses of the edges are
propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
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Parameter name
reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

Value
11
18

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.142

Description
Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-goNames (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”.GeneName”
ORDER BY G.”.GeneName”
SEPARATOR ’,’) AS ”Genes”
FROM table1 AS E, table2 AS G
WHERE (E.”IDs” = G.”.GeneId”)
GROUP BY E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”

1.143

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-refsGOEnrich (INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.144

Value
refsGOEnrich.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goEnrich-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
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Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.145

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goGenes (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”IDs” AS ”ensg”,
”Description” FROM table1
ORDER BY ”Priori”

1.146

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goStat (GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-candiKorva.bio
Annotation 1.132

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
Continued on next page. . .

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0.0001

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

false
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Parameter name
filterParents

Value
true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

true

maxPriori
minFrequency

0.05
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

1.0
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

1.147

Description
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-goStatExp (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-goStat.go
Terms 1.146

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.148

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-linkStyles (INPUT)

Visualization configuration for the gene interactions
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.149

Value
LinkTypeProperties.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount (RowCount)

Calculates the numbers of rows and columns from the input data. The results are stored into a properties file.
This component can be used for conditional branching. The branch selection case is defined as:

if r < limit1
 small
medium if (r ≥ limit1) ∧ ((r < limit2) ∨ (limit2 < 0))
case =

large
if (r ≥ limit2) ∧ (limit2 ≥ 0),
where r is the number of rows in input data.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Network Control

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-pathwayProps.vertexAttributes 1.190

Parameter name
colProp

Value

limit1

1

limit2

900

rowProp

1.150

Description
Property name for the column count. Empty string refers to
componentName+’.cols’
Row limit between categories small and medium. Small is selected only if the row
count is less than this limit.
Row limit between categories medium and large. Negative values can be used to
use medium category for all values greater than limit1.
Property name for the row count. Empty string refers to componentName+’.rows’

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-large (crInvalidPathwaySize)

Error message for too many links between the nodes
Parameter name
messageDir

1.151

Value
tooMany

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-message (INPUT)

A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.152

Value
tooMany
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nosteps (INPUT)

An empty pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.153

Value
emptyPathway.xml
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nothing (INPUT)

An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways
Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
noGenes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.154

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium (crPathwayProcessing)

Accept this graph for the analysis
Input name
moksiskaan

Source
moksiskaanInit.connection 1.783

Parameter name
addCaption
expand
goLimModel
layout
maxGap
organism
useCytoscape
useStudies

Value

1.155

both
0.01
spring2
1
9606
false
*

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-cpGraphAttributes
(INPUT)

Some decorative attributes for the candidate pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.156

Value
CPGraphAttributes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-pathwayProps
.vertexAttributes 1.190
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
label,isHit

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
EnsemblGeneId

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
maxHits
rename
skipLevel

Value
100000
label=name,.GeneDesc
=description
source

targetDB

.DNARegion,.GeneDesc,GO

unique

false

1.157

Description
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneNames (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT P.”xref20” AS
”pathway”, G.”EnsemblGeneId”
AS ”ensg”, G.”label” AS ”gene”
FROM table1 G, table2 P
WHERE (G.”BioentityId” = P.
”sourceKey”) ORDER BY 3

1.158

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePWLists (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-geneNames.table 1.157

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
duplicates
expand
listCols

Value
false
false
ensg,gene

maxPerms

10000

1.159

Description
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePathways (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
BioentityId
false
BioentityId

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

keys
linkTypes

550

orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.160

9606
true
20

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-getStudies (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
10
false

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
orderBy

Value

organism
reverse
targetDB

9606
false
HitStudyId,HitStudyName,
HitEvidence

1.161

Description
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich (GOReport)

Accept this graph for the analysis
Parameter name
geneId
geneName
geneStatusId

Value
EnsemblGeneId
name
.GeneId

organism

9606

sectionType

subsubsection

threshold
title

0.01
GO enrichment of the candidate
pathway

1.162

Description
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
Name of the input column that contains the gene names
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.
Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
Title of the result section

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-enrichTabl
(CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goNames
.table 1.168

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\
cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.01$). Ratio is the
proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is
sorted based on the FDR corrected
p-values.
p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm}

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
Proportion=#0.000

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
pageBreak
rename

Value
false
Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=
Type

ruler
section
sectionType

{}
GO enrichment of the candidate
pathway
subsubsection

skipEmpty

true

1.163

Description
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
(GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-geneAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.156

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

true

filterParents

true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

false

maxPriori
minFrequency

1.00
1

organism

9606

threshold

0.01

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
urlPattern

1.164

Value
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

Description
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goExpand
(ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.go
Terms 1.163

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.165

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGraphBP
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
graph

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot
Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.graph
BP 1.163

Description
Input graph
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Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

spring2

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:copyNumbermoksiskaanReport-candiSummarynodeCount-medium-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
23
18

reportHeight
reportWidth

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
shape

Value

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.166

Description
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGraphCC
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.graph
CC 1.163

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Continued on next page. . .
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bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp
fillcolor

fontcolor

fdp
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Parameter name
fontsize

Value
0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:copyNumbermoksiskaanReport-candiSummarynodeCount-medium-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.167

Description
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGraphM
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
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list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.graph
MF 1.163

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
reportCaption

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

Value
Relationships between the
enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:copyNumbermoksiskaanReport-candiSummarynodeCount-medium-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
11
18

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.168

Description
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goNames
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”name” ORDER BY
G.”name” SEPARATOR ’,’) AS
”Genes” FROM table1 AS E,
table2 AS G WHERE (E.”IDs” =
G.”EnsemblGeneId”) GROUP BY
E.”GOID”, E.”Proportion”, E.
”Ontology”, E.”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”

1.169

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-refsGOEnr
(INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.170

Value
refsGOEnrich.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-report
(LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.171

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedData (Table
Query)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”EnsemblGeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, ”name”, ”description”|
|’ locus=’||”.DNARegion” AS
”description” FROM table1
WHERE (NOT ”isHit”) ORDER
BY ”name”

1.172

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedStudy (Tabl
Query)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.173

Value
SELECT G.*, S.”studies” FROM
table1 AS G LEFT OUTER JOIN
( SELECT ”sourceKey”, GROUP
CONCAT(CASEWHEN(
”HitEvidence”=’t’,CAST(” AS
VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
GROUP BY ”sourceKey” ) AS S
ON (S.”sourceKey” = G.”.
GeneId”) ORDER BY 2

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedTable (CSV

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-intermedStudy
.table 1.172

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
Descriptions of the intermediated
genes between the candidate genes.
Studies that have reported results
about the candidate genes are
listed so that those with negative
evidence have been prefixed with a
hyphen.
p{1.2cm}p{13cm}p{4cm}

columns

name,description,studies

countRows
dropMissing

true
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
studies

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.174

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-nodeJoin (VertexJoin

Simplifies the given graph by merging vertices with an equal set of edges. The vertex compatibility is also confirmed by
checking the equality of the given set of attributes. Name of the unified vertex is formed by concatenating the name attributes
of its members and by adding a delimiter between them.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayAnnot
.graph 1.175

Description
Original graph that shall be simplified

Parameter name
equalEAttr
equalVAttr
idPrefix

Value
arrowhead,color
color,fillcolor,shape
group

nameAsID

false

nameAttr
nameDelim

label
,\n

Description
A comma separated list of edge attributes that has to be identical
A comma separated list of vertex attributes that has to be identical
Prefix for the identifiers of the vertex complexes provided in joins output. These
prefixes are followed by a consecutive number.
Replace the names of the vertex complexes with the corresponding group
identifiers
Name of the vertex label attribute
Separator that is used to concatenate names of the vertex complex members

1.175

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayAnnot (Grap
notator)

GraphAnnotator component inserts or extracts attributes from GraphML files using CSV files. This provides a convenient
way to access GraphML attributes. All types of attributes (graph, vertex and edge) are supported. The component can be
used to insert new attributes, extract old attributes, or both.
If the input files vertexAttributes or edgeAttributes are present, their attributes are inserted into the graph. As output, the
updated graph is produced. If no attributes are inserted, the output graph is equal to the input graph.
The output files *Attributes contain all graph/vertex/edge attributes of the output graph in CSV format.
Note: currently, the updated GraphML file contains different vertex/edge id values than the original file: vertices are named
”n0”, ”n1”, etc. The original values can be accessed using the vertex attribute ”originalID”.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-prePathway
.graph 1.192

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
idAttrib

Value
id

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations

1.176

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDegree
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.177

Value
SELECT M.”Vertex”,
CASEWHEN(G.”isHit”=’true’, ’0.
0,’||(M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”))||’,
1.0’, G.”fillcolor”) AS ”fillcolor”, (
M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”)) AS
”targetness”, A.”description”,
A.”GO” FROM table1 M, table2
G, table3 A WHERE (G.
”originalID” = M.”Vertex”) AND
(G.”EnsemblGeneId” = A.
”EnsemblGeneId”)

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDist (IDDistribution)

Select one column from the given table and count frequencies of each value. Values are not reported if their frequency is less
than zero and the frequency of missing values is also omitted.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Analysis

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-pathwayProps
.edgeAttributes 1.190

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
true
Keggonen

columnOut

pathway

isList

true

quotation
regexp1

false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the identifier column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name
of the input column.
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be
splitted.
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has the format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.178

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayLegend
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot
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Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-prePathway
.legend 1.192

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

arrowtail

bgcolor
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circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

0

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Known relationships between the
candidate genes. Candidate genes
are shown in red if they have only
output connections. The ratio of
input and output connections
determines how light they are.
Completely white genes have only
input connections. The network of
candidate genes is expanded by
fetching related genes 1 step(s) to
up and down stream. The related
genes are shown on gray.
4

reportHeight

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
reportWidth
shape

Value
18

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

label,id

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.179

Description
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayMetrics
(GraphMetrics)

This component computes various graph metrics [13] for a GraphML file. Basic metrics include graph diameter, average
shortest path length and average degree. There are also several metrics that are computed for each vertex. These include
clustering coefficient, degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-prePathway
.graph 1.192

Description
Graph of interest

Parameter name
nameAttribute

Value

normalize

true

Description
If given, the Vertex column in vertexMetrics contains values taken from this
vertex attribute. If empty, the ID of vertices are used.
If true, normalize centrality measures (degree, closeness and betweenness) to
range 0 to 1. If false, report raw centrality measures. Note that for
DegreeCentrality, the raw value is the degree of the node. Eigenvector centrality
is always in the range 0 to 1.

1.180

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayNames (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB

Value
20

Description
Source key type
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
false

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.181

9606
false
BioentityName

Description
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayPlot (Graph
sualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-nodeJoin.graph 1.174

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

spring2
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Parameter name
margin

Value

minSize

0

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption
reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

23
18

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

GeneName

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.182

Description
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.
Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTable (CSV2

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayTableSelect
.table 1.183

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
List of KEGG˜\cite{
Kanehisa2009} pathways
supporting the relationships
between the genes shown in
Figure˜\ref{fig:copyNumbermoksiskaanReport-candiSummarynodeCount-mediumpathwayLegend}. Number of edges
taken from each pathway is shown
on edges column.

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
colFormat

Value
p{6cm}rp{11cm}

columns

name,edges,genes

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
ensembl,genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.183

Description
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTableSelect
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT D.”pathway” AS ”ID”,
N.”BioentityName” AS ”name”,
D.”freq” AS ”edges”, G.”ensg” AS
”ensembl”, G.”gene” AS ”genes”
FROM table1 D, table2 N, table3
G WHERE (D.”pathway” = N.
”sourceKey”) AND (D.”pathway”
= G.”pathway”) ORDER BY 3
DESC

1.184

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-refPathwayTable
(INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.185

Value
refsPathwayTable.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

false
Moksiskaan candidate pathway

sectionType

subsection

strictBorders
tail

true
\clearpage{}

1.186

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-small (crInvalidPathwaySize)

Error message for too few links between the nodes
Parameter name
messageDir

1.187

Value
tooFew

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-message (INPUT)

A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.188

Value
tooFew
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nosteps (INPUT)

An empty pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.189

Value
emptyPathway.xml
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nothing (INPUT)

An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.190

Value
noGenes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-pathwayProps (GraphAnnotator)

GraphAnnotator component inserts or extracts attributes from GraphML files using CSV files. This provides a convenient
way to access GraphML attributes. All types of attributes (graph, vertex and edge) are supported. The component can be
used to insert new attributes, extract old attributes, or both.
If the input files vertexAttributes or edgeAttributes are present, their attributes are inserted into the graph. As output, the
updated graph is produced. If no attributes are inserted, the output graph is equal to the input graph.
The output files *Attributes contain all graph/vertex/edge attributes of the output graph in CSV format.
Note: currently, the updated GraphML file contains different vertex/edge id values than the original file: vertices are named
”n0”, ”n1”, etc. The original values can be accessed using the vertex attribute ”originalID”.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Graph
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Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-candiSummary-prePathway
.graph 1.192

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
idAttrib

Value
id

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations

1.191

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-pathwayReport (ExclusiveCombiner)

Binds one set of inputs to the output ports.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Network Control

Parameter name
exclude

Value

prefer

2

1.192

Description
Files and directories matching this regular expression are not copied. Matching is
done for the base name of the filename that is the last component.
Number of the input set that is used if there is content in various input sets. An
error occurs if multiple sets are available and this parameter is negative.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-prePathway (CandidatePathway)

Generates a network that contains the given bioentities and the known biological links between them [11]. The links are
fetched from Moksiskaan database.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.4
Categories: Moksiskaan, Pathway
Input name
hits

Source
copyNumber-integrationResult
Genes.ids 1.124

Description
Table of findings and possible scores

Parameter name
annotRules

Value

Description
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.
A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.
Expansion mode that determines how to select additional bioentities related to
the original candidates. Accepted values are: ’connected’ (include only those
neighbors that belong to a path that starts from a candidate entity and end to a
candidate [the end point may also be the starting entity if the path forms a
loop]), ’up’ (find the up stream neighbors of the candidates), ’down’ (find the
down stream neighbors of the candidates), and ’both’ (expand network by using
the down and up stream neighbors of the candidates).
A comma separated list of GraphML edge properties and their values for the gap
entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal sign.
A comma separated list of GraphML edge properties and their values for the
original input entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal
sign.
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest
Maximum number of bioentities between any two input entities
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column
Identifier of the external reference type as specified in XrefType.csv

bioentityTypes
expand

both

gapProperties

fillcolor=#AAAAAA,fontsize=8
,isHit=false
fillcolor=#FFFFFF,isHit=true

hitProperties

linkTypes
maxGap
organism
xrefCol
xrefType

1.193

300,310,420,430,440
1
9606
10

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-refAnnotTable (INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the gene annotation table
Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
refsAnnotTable.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.194

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

true
Candidate report for OV DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true
\clearpage{}

1.195

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-candiSummary-statusCode (INPUT)

Standard columns for the status file that does not exist
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.196

Value
emptyStatusCode.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-cfgDescMoksiskaan (INPUT)

Descriptions of Moksiskaan components
Parameter name
path

recursive

1.197

Value
/apps/general/anduril/
/moksiskaan/db/pipeline
/components/report-descriptions
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary (DrugReport)

This function can be used to predict drugs that would target the given genes.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
Moksiskaan, Reporting

Parameter name
cytoscape
effectDist
isolateGroup
Names
maxSize

Value
false
1
true

name
pathwayDesc
statusFilter

OV DEGs

xrefCol

1.198

1500

Description
Create a Cytoscape session for the drug pathway and attach it to the report.
Number of allowed pathway steps between the drug and the target gene.
Combined nodes of the pathway graph are labelled with artificial names described
in a separate table. This approach reduces the complexity of the actual figure.
The function fails if the number of initial pathway members exceeds this
threshold before the optional status information is applied.
Name of the candidate set
An additional text that will follow the figure caption of the drug pathway.
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the pathway
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-drugs (DrugPathway)

Produces a network of possible drugs targeting some of the given genes [11]. Drugs are searched effectDist pathways steps up
stream from the genes of interest but pathway precedence links are used for the first step only. The final pathway represents
the found drugs connected to their targets including genes that do not belong to genes of initial interest. The additional
targets are included as the trugs may cause some unexpected side effects. Pathway precedence links are used only once for
each down stream path from a drug towards its targets.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Moksiskaan

Input name
targets

Source
copyNumber-integrationResult
Genes.ids 1.124

Description
Table of target genes of interest

Parameter name
effectDist
maxSize
xrefCol
xrefType

Value
1
1500

Description
Number of allowed pathway steps between the drug and the target gene
This component fails if the number of pathway members exceeds this threshold.
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column
Identifier of the external reference type as specified in XrefType.csv

1.199

10

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-effect (ExpressionGraph)

Simplifies the given graph by removing absent genes and vertices that are in contradiction to the given expression profile.
This component tries to fit the given pathway to the observations about its members [11].
Operations performed:
i) removal of the genes that are constantly absent;
ii) propagation of the expression information for the genes lacking it and having no ambiguities in their upstream regulators;
iii) removal of the edges that are in contradiction between known status of the genes on their both ends;
iv) application of the expression information to the genes;
v) removal of the genes that have not been up or down regulated (onlyDEGs);
vi) removal of the orphan genes that have become disconnected.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Moksiskaan, Graph, Pathway

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-drugSummary-drugs.graph 1.198
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-drugSummary-drugs.status 1.198

Description
Original graph topology

Parameter name
exprAttr

Value
penwidth,color

exprDown
exprPredF

4.0,#0000FF
false,

exprPredT

true,2.0

exprStable
exprUp
idAttr
keepIf

4.0,#999999
4.0,#00FF00
EnsemblGeneId
color=#DDDD00,shape
=diamond
LinkTypeId
isPredicted,penwidth

Description
A comma separated list of names of the vertex attributes that will be used to
store expression information. You must include exactly one value for each
attribute in exprUp, exprDown, and exprStable.
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the inhibited genes
A comma separated list of values of predAttr attributes for the genes without
predicted expressions
A comma separated list of values of predAttr attributes for the genes with
predicted expressions
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the stably expressed genes
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the promoted genes
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map genes to their status
A comma separated list of vertex attribute names and values for those vertices
that shall be kept even if status filter would vanish them
Name of the edge attribute that is used to map links to their types
A comma separated list of names of the vertex attributes that are used to
indicate predicted expressions
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the output

status

linkAttr
predAttr
statusFilter

1.200

Status information for the genes.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-groupTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-drugSummary-nodeJoin
.joins 1.203

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
This table describes the actual
entites of each set of combined
nodes in Figure˜\ref{fig:
copyNumber-moksiskaanReportdrugSummary-pathwayLegend}.
p{1cm}p{15cm}

columns

ID,Members

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Members

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.201

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-linkFunctions (INPUT)

Regulatory functions associated to the link types
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.202

Value
../CandidateReport/
LinkTypeFunctions.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-linkStyles (INPUT)

Visualization configuration for the gene interactions
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.203

Value
../CandidateReport/
LinkTypeProperties.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-nodeJoin (VertexJoin)

Simplifies the given graph by merging vertices with an equal set of edges. The vertex compatibility is also confirmed by
checking the equality of the given set of attributes. Name of the unified vertex is formed by concatenating the name attributes
of its members and by adding a delimiter between them.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-drugSummary-effect.graph 1.199

Description
Original graph that shall be simplified

Parameter name
equalEAttr
equalVAttr
idPrefix

Value
arrowhead,color,weight
color,shape
group

nameAsID

true

nameAttr
nameDelim

label
,\n

Description
A comma separated list of edge attributes that has to be identical
A comma separated list of vertex attributes that has to be identical
Prefix for the identifiers of the vertex complexes provided in joins output. These
prefixes are followed by a consecutive number.
Replace the names of the vertex complexes with the corresponding group
identifiers
Name of the vertex label attribute
Separator that is used to concatenate names of the vertex complex members

1.204

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-pathwayLegend (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-drugSummary-drugs.legend 1.198

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
layout

Value
hierarchical

margin

minSize

1

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Drugs (rhombi) that could possibly
have an effect on the given set of
target genes (octagons). Green
and blue borders are referring to \
textcolor{green}{promoted} and \
textcolor{blue}{inhibited} genes,
respectively. Yellow borders are
used if the effect is dependent on
the drug selection. Direct target
effects of the drugs are shown with
bold borders whereas the
predictions are kept thin. Nodes
that share all their connections
and properties are combined in
order to reduce the complexity of
the graph. The joint nodes are
labeled as $group\#$ and the
participating entities are described
in Table˜\ref{table:copyNumbermoksiskaanReport-drugSummarygroupTable}.
4
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

label,id

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.205

Description
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-pathwayPlot (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
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list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-drugSummary-nodeJoin
.graph 1.203

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.
Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
shape

Value

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

GeneName

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.206

Description
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-drugSummary-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

true
Drugs for OV DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.207

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-enrichmentTable (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.208

Value
/apps/general/anduril/
/moksiskaan/db/../pipeline/exec/
output/goBackground-enrichment.
csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-moksiskaanSummary (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak

Value
false

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.209

Description
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document

Source
copyNumber-moksiskaanReport
-moksiskaanSummary
.document 1.208

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

1.210

copyNumber-moksiskaanReport-template (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true

usepackage

1.211

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

copyNumber-processedACGH (Preprocess)

Preprocesses array CGH data by normalizing, segmenting and calling.
Input name
datadir

Source
Data.CGHData 1.12

Parameter name
callProbabilities
cancerType

Value
false
GBM

1.212

copyNumber-processedACGH-CNProbeAnnotation (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file
rules

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

1.213

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-re
MappedAnnot.table 1.346
copyNumber-processedACGH-I
NPUT13.in 1.214

Description
Source file to be modified

Value

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

A set of search keys

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

copyNumber-processedACGH-INPUT12 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.214

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/CNAreMapQuery.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-processedACGH-INPUT13 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.215

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/CNApreprocessFilter.
rules
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-processedACGH-aCGHAnnot (CSVFilter)

Filter out bad quality probes from the probeAnnotation table.
Input name
csv
auxiliary

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHprobeAnnotation.csv 1.220
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHFiltered.matrix 1.216

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.216

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-aCGHFiltered (QuantileFilter)

Filter out bad quality probes
Input name
matrix

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHgreen.csv 1.219
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHred.csv 1.221

Description
Input matrix 1.

Parameter name
colsIndependently

Value
true

highQuantile

1

lowQuantile

0.02

removeMissing

true

Description
If true, filtering is done for each column independently. If false, filtering is done
based on all columns in a matrix: a row is set to NA values if all the values are
above <code>highQuantile</code> limit or all the values are below
<code>lowQuantile</code> limit.
High threshold, between 0 and 1 inclusive. Set to 1 to disable high threshold
filtering.
Low threshold, between 0 and 1 inclusive. Set to 0 to disable low threshold
filtering.
If true, do not include rows that have only missing values in the output. If false,
include the rows but print NA’s for all columns.

matrix2

1.217

Input matrix 2.

copyNumber-processedACGH-aCGHHMS (AgilentReader)

AgilentReader is a Anduril component that extracts gene expression measurements from the given set of Agilent gene
expression measurements. The processing of input files is implemented using [20].
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
agilent

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0.1
Data Import, Agilent
Source
Data-CGHData.dataFiles 1.15

Description
Agilent source file directory.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
sampleNames

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-samplesHMS.table 1.347

Description
Sample definitions. The table contains the columns GreenSampleID (sample ID
for the sample on green channel), GreenDescription (human-readable description
for the sample), RedSampleID, RedDescription, Filename (key; relative to the
Agilent source directory).

Parameter name
channelColumns

Value
gProcessedSignal,gMedianSignal,
rProcessedSignal,rMedianSignal

combineProbes

true

filter

idColumn

ControlType!=0 || (gIsSaturated=
=1 && rIsSaturated==1) ||
gIsFeatNonUnifOL!=0 ||
rIsFeatNonUnifOL!=0 ||
gIsBGNonUnifOL!=0 ||
rIsBGNonUnifOL!=0 ||
gIsFeatPopnOL!=0 ||
rIsFeatPopnOL!=0 ||
IsManualFlag!=0 ||
gIsPosAndSignif!=1 ||
rIsPosAndSignif!=1
ProbeName

Description
Column names for matrix extraction, in the order green, green2, red, red2.
Empty values may be omitted, so ”col1” is the same as ”col1,,,”. The default
values, for Agilent two-channel arrays, extract preprocessed values into ”green”
and ”red” and raw values into ”green2” and ”red2”.
If true, duplicate probes (having the same sequence) are combined into one using
median. If false, duplicate probes are present in the output, with unique internal
names.
Rows in source files matching this Boolean expression are excluded from the
result. The expression can refer to any cell value of the current row using column
names. Boolean and arithmetic operators and parenthesis as defined in Java are
available. For example, ”ControlType!=0 || (gIsSaturated==1 &amp;&amp;
rIsSaturated==1)” removes probes that are either control probes or are saturated
on both green and red channels; ControlType, gIsSaturated and rIsSaturated
must be valid columns in input files.

probeAnnotation

SystematicName,Row,Col

sampleAnnotation

sampleAnnotation
Channel1
sampleAnnotation
Channel2

\”?FEATURES\”?\t

startPattern

1.218

Column name in input CSV files that gives the probe ID. Features having the
same probe ID are assumed to be copies of the same probe.
Comma-separated list of column names in input CSV files that contain probe
annotation. These are extracted to the probeAnnotation output.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for output. These column
names appear in the sampleAnnotation output. These columns are not queried in
input CSV files; rather, sampleAnnotationChannel1 and
sampleAnnotationChannel2 define the column names in input files and this
parameter gives the corresponding output column names.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for channel 1 in the input
files. The value for channel 1 is extracted from these columns. The list must have
equal length to the sampleAnnotation list.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for channel 2 in the input
files. The value for channel 2 is extracted from these columns. The list must have
equal length to the sampleAnnotation list. If empty, it is assumed that the array
has one channel and annotations for channel 2 are not processed.
Regular expression that identifies the start of content in input CSV files. This
allows to skip some content from the beginning of files. The pattern is matched
to the start of each line. The matching line must be a header that contains
column names.

copyNumber-processedACGH-aCGHMSK (AgilentReader)

AgilentReader is a Anduril component that extracts gene expression measurements from the given set of Agilent gene
expression measurements. The processing of input files is implemented using [20].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0.1
Data Import, Agilent

Input name
agilent
sampleNames

Source
Data-CGHData.dataFiles 1.15
copyNumber-processedACGH
-samplesMSK.csv 1.348

Description
Agilent source file directory.
Sample definitions. The table contains the columns GreenSampleID (sample ID
for the sample on green channel), GreenDescription (human-readable description
for the sample), RedSampleID, RedDescription, Filename (key; relative to the
Agilent source directory).

Parameter name
channelColumns

Value
gProcessedSignal,gMedianSignal,
rProcessedSignal,rMedianSignal

combineProbes

true

Description
Column names for matrix extraction, in the order green, green2, red, red2.
Empty values may be omitted, so ”col1” is the same as ”col1,,,”. The default
values, for Agilent two-channel arrays, extract preprocessed values into ”green”
and ”red” and raw values into ”green2” and ”red2”.
If true, duplicate probes (having the same sequence) are combined into one using
median. If false, duplicate probes are present in the output, with unique internal
names.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
filter

idColumn

Value
ControlType!=0 || (gIsSaturated=
=1 && rIsSaturated==1) ||
gIsFeatNonUnifOL!=0 ||
rIsFeatNonUnifOL!=0 ||
gIsBGNonUnifOL!=0 ||
rIsBGNonUnifOL!=0 ||
gIsFeatPopnOL!=0 ||
rIsFeatPopnOL!=0 ||
IsManualFlag!=0 ||
gIsPosAndSignif!=1 ||
rIsPosAndSignif!=1
ProbeName

probeAnnotation

SystematicName,Row,Col

sampleAnnotation

sampleAnnotation
Channel1
sampleAnnotation
Channel2

\”?FEATURES\”?\t

startPattern

1.219

Description
Rows in source files matching this Boolean expression are excluded from the
result. The expression can refer to any cell value of the current row using column
names. Boolean and arithmetic operators and parenthesis as defined in Java are
available. For example, ”ControlType!=0 || (gIsSaturated==1 &amp;&amp;
rIsSaturated==1)” removes probes that are either control probes or are saturated
on both green and red channels; ControlType, gIsSaturated and rIsSaturated
must be valid columns in input files.

Column name in input CSV files that gives the probe ID. Features having the
same probe ID are assumed to be copies of the same probe.
Comma-separated list of column names in input CSV files that contain probe
annotation. These are extracted to the probeAnnotation output.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for output. These column
names appear in the sampleAnnotation output. These columns are not queried in
input CSV files; rather, sampleAnnotationChannel1 and
sampleAnnotationChannel2 define the column names in input files and this
parameter gives the corresponding output column names.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for channel 1 in the input
files. The value for channel 1 is extracted from these columns. The list must have
equal length to the sampleAnnotation list.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for channel 2 in the input
files. The value for channel 2 is extracted from these columns. The list must have
equal length to the sampleAnnotation list. If empty, it is assumed that the array
has one channel and annotations for channel 2 are not processed.
Regular expression that identifies the start of content in input CSV files. This
allows to skip some content from the beginning of files. The pattern is matched
to the start of each line. The matching line must be a header that contains
column names.

copyNumber-processedACGH-aCGHgreen (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHHMS.green 1.217
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHMSK.red 1.218

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

CSV file 2.
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1.220

copyNumber-processedACGH-aCGHprobeAnnotation (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHHMS.probeAnnotation 1.217
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHMSK.probeAnnotation 1.218

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.221

CSV file 2.

copyNumber-processedACGH-aCGHred (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHHMS.red 1.217
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHMSK.green 1.218

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
keyColumnNames

Value

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.222

Description
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

copyNumber-processedACGH-acghReport (LatexCombiner)

Combined reports of array CGH analysis.
Input name
latex1
latex2

latex3
latex4

latex5
latex6

latex7

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-frequentGainRegions.plot 1.327
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
GainAnnotations-report
.report 1.318
copyNumber-processedACGH
-frequentLossRegions.plot 1.328
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
LossAnnotations-report
.report 1.325
copyNumber-processedACGH
-frequentBothRegions.plot 1.326
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-reportBody
.document 1.342
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentedReport.document 1.356

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

false
Copy number analysis

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.223

LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

LaTeX fragment 5.
LaTeX fragment 6.

LaTeX fragment 7.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr1 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.224

LaTeX fragment 2.

Value
1

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr1-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=1

rename

1.225

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr1-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-chrFilter.csv 1.224

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.226

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr1-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.225
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-chrFilter.csv 1.224

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto
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Parameter name
lowerLimit

Value
-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.227

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr10 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.228

Description
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
10

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr10-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

*
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Parameter name
negate

Value
false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=10

rename

1.229

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr10-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr10-chrFilter.csv 1.228

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
rename

1.230

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr10-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr10-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.229
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr10-chrFilter.csv 1.228

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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1.231

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr11 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.232

Value
11

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr11-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=11

rename

1.233

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr11-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
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A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr11-chrFilter.csv 1.232

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.234

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr11-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis
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Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr11-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.233
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr11-chrFilter.csv 1.232

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

1.235

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr12 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.236

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Value
12

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr12-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
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Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=12

rename

1.237

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr12-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

highBound

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr12-chrFilter.csv 1.236

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Continued on next page. . .

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
idColumn

Value

includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.238

Description
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr12-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr12-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.237
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr12-chrFilter.csv 1.236

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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Parameter name
callProbabilities

Value
false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.239

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr13 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.240

Description
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
13

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr13-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

*
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Parameter name
matchColumn

Value

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=13

rename

1.241

Description
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr13-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr13-chrFilter.csv 1.240

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

rename

1.242

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr13-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr13-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.241
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr13-chrFilter.csv 1.240

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample

false

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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Parameter name
undoSplits

Value
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.243

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr14 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.244

Description
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
14

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr14-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=14

rename
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1.245

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr14-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr14-chrFilter.csv 1.244

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.246

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr14-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
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Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr14-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.245
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr14-chrFilter.csv 1.244

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

1.247

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr15 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.248

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Value
15

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr15-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
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nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=15

rename

1.249

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr15-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv
auxiliary

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr15-chrFilter.csv 1.248

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.250

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr15-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr15-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.249
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr15-chrFilter.csv 1.248

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha

chromosome
0.01

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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Parameter name
analysisAlgorithm

Value
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.251

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr16 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.252

Description
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
16

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr16-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
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Parameter name
includeColumns

Value
*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=16

rename

1.253

Description
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr16-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr16-chrFilter.csv 1.252

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
negate

Value
false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.254

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr16-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr16-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.253
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr16-chrFilter.csv 1.252

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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Parameter name
plotChromosomes

Value
0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.255

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr17 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.256

Description
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
17

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr17-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0
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Parameter name
regexp

Value
Chr=17

rename

1.257

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr17-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr17-chrFilter.csv 1.256

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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copyNumber-processedACGH-chr17-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr17-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.257
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr17-chrFilter.csv 1.256

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

1.259

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr18 (Segmentation)
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Parameter name
chr

1.260

Value
18

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr18-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=18

rename

1.261

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr18-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
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input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr18-chrFilter.csv 1.260

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.262

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr18-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
caseChan

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr18-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.261

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
geneAnnotation

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr18-chrFilter.csv 1.260

Description
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

1.263

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr19 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.264

auto

Value
19

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr19-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=19

rename

1.265

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr19-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr19-chrFilter.csv 1.264

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.266

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr19-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr19-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.265
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr19-chrFilter.csv 1.264

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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Parameter name
lowerLimit

Value
-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.267

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr2 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.268

Description
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
2

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr2-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

*
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Parameter name
negate

Value
false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=2

rename

1.269

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr2-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr2-chrFilter.csv 1.268

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
rename

1.270

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr2-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr2-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.269
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr2-chrFilter.csv 1.268

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

auto
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1.271

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr20 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.272

Value
20

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr20-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=20

rename

1.273

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr20-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
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A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr20-chrFilter.csv 1.272

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.274

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr20-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis
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Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr20-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.273
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr20-chrFilter.csv 1.272

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

1.275

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr21 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.276

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Value
21

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr21-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
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Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=21

rename

1.277

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr21-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

highBound

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr21-chrFilter.csv 1.276

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Continued on next page. . .

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
idColumn

Value

includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.278

Description
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr21-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr21-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.277
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr21-chrFilter.csv 1.276

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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Parameter name
callProbabilities

Value
false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.279

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr22 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.280

Description
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
22

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr22-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

*
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Parameter name
matchColumn

Value

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=22

rename

1.281

Description
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr22-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr22-chrFilter.csv 1.280

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

rename

1.282

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr22-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr22-filtNormCaseChan
.csv 1.281
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr22-chrFilter.csv 1.280

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample

false

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto

Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.
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Parameter name
undoSplits

Value
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.283

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr3 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.284

Description
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
3

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr3-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=3

rename
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1.285

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr3-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr3-chrFilter.csv 1.284

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.286

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr3-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
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Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr3-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.285
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr3-chrFilter.csv 1.284

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

1.287

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr4 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.288

auto

Value
4

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr4-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
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input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=4

rename

1.289

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr4-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv
auxiliary

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr4-chrFilter.csv 1.288

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.290

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr4-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr4-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.289
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr4-chrFilter.csv 1.288

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha

chromosome
0.01

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto
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Parameter name
analysisAlgorithm

Value
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.291

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr5 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.292

Description
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
5

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr5-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
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Parameter name
includeColumns

Value
*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=5

rename

1.293

Description
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr5-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr5-chrFilter.csv 1.292

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
negate

Value
false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.294

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr5-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr5-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.293
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr5-chrFilter.csv 1.292

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Continued on next page. . .

geneAnnotation

auto
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Parameter name
plotChromosomes

Value
0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.295

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr6 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.296

Description
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
6

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr6-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0
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Parameter name
regexp

Value
Chr=6

rename

1.297

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr6-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr6-chrFilter.csv 1.296

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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copyNumber-processedACGH-chr6-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr6-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.297
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr6-chrFilter.csv 1.296

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

1.299

auto

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr7 (Segmentation)
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name

Value

Parameter name
chr

1.300

Value
7

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr7-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=7

rename

1.301

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr7-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
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A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr7-chrFilter.csv 1.300

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.302

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr7-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis
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Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr7-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.301
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr7-chrFilter.csv 1.300

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

geneAnnotation

1.303

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr8 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.304

auto

Value
8

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr8-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
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Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=8

rename

1.305

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr8-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

highBound

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr8-chrFilter.csv 1.304

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Continued on next page. . .

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
idColumn

Value

includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.306

Description
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr8-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr8-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.305
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr8-chrFilter.csv 1.304

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
callProbabilities

Value
false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample
undoSplits

false
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.307

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr9 (Segmentation)

Parameter name
chr

1.308

Description
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

Value
9

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr9-chrFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

*
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Parameter name
matchColumn

Value

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Chr=9

rename

1.309

Description
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr9-filtNormCaseChan (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-copynumberMatrix.csv 1.311
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr9-chrFilter.csv 1.308

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

rename

1.310

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-chr9-segmented (ACGHsegment)

ACGHsegment segments normalized array CGH data, and calls aberrations in one of two ways: by classification of probe data
discretely to gain, normal or loss, or computing probabilities to of a gain, normal or loss state for each probe. Segmentation
utilizes the Circular Binary Segmentation algorithm [14].
Two ways of analysing Array CGH data post-segmentation are included. The first one, the Genome Topography Scan [26]
computes scores over all the samples to calculate the most recurrent aberrations over the sample set. The second one outputs
all the regions in all the samples whose segmented means are more than two standard deviations apart from the mean of all
the intensities. Plots from the GTS as well as from the segmented intensities are output depending on the parameter setting.
Probabilities for copy number aberrations can be computed with two algorithms. The first, FastCall [3], is faster while the
second, CGHcall [24], is more accurate.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Agilent, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
caseChan

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr9-filtNormCaseChan.csv 1.309
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr9-chrFilter.csv 1.308

Description
CSV file containing the normalized probe intensities for the case channel. First
row should have the probenames and samples should be columnwise.
Probewise annotations as produced by the AgilenReader component. Only the
probes present in the casechannel csv can be included. Use CSVFilter if the
probes do not otherwise match.

Parameter name
CGHCall
Maxnumseg
CGHCallPrior

Value
100

CGHCallRobustsig

true

GTSlinkage
alpha
analysisAlgorithm

chromosome
0.01
0

bpEndCol
bpStartCol
callProbMethod

end
start
CGHCall

callProbabilities

false

chrColumn
filterNA

Chr
true

lowerLimit

-0.730256188131386

minWidth
nSegFit

2
3000

plotChromosomes

0

plotEverySample

false

Description
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Maximum number of segments on a
sample to be used for fitting the probabilty model.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Set the method to determine prior
probabilities to CGHCall algorithm. Must be one of ”auto”, ”all”, ”not all”.
Only used if callProbMethod=CGHCall. Setting this to true enforces a lower
bound on the normal segments.
Linkage parameter for GTS.
P-value of CBS to accept a break point.
1 means that only the GTS algorithm is run, 2 that only the standard deviation
test is run. 0 indicates that both are run.
Column name for chromosome end basepair in geneAnnotation.
Column name for chromosome start basepair in geneAnnotation.
Method with which to call CNA segment probabilities. Must be either CGHCall
or FastCall. FastCall is significantly (30000 times) faster while CGHCall is more
accurate.
Enabling this will make the component estimate probabilties for CNA segments
via the CGHcall package. Only guaranteed to work when multiple chromosomes
are analyzed simultaneously.
Column name for chromosome identifiers in geneAnnotation.
Filter out probes with NA values. This is always true when ’callProbabilities’ is
true.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment lossed. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the lower threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.
Minimum number of probes for CBS to define a segment.
Maximum number of segments used for fitting the mixture model in CGHcall
probability calculations. Disabled if callProbabilities=false. Decreasing this
lowers accuracy but can speed computation significantly.
Defines the plots that the user wants to output as a comma separated list. The
whole genome is plotted by default for each sample. Inputting a value different
than 0 will generate additional plots for these specific chromosomes from each
sample.
Enabling this will make the component print each sample separately.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
undoSplits

Value
sdundo

upperLimit

0.730256188131386

1.311

Description
A character string specifying how change-points are to be undone, if at all.
Undoing change-points decreases the sensitivity of segmentation. Choices are
”none”,”prune”, which uses a sum of squares criterion, and ”sdundo” (default),
which undoes splits that are not at least this many SDs apart. SD by default is 3.
Use this as the intensity limit for calling a segment gained. Default value
computes the mean of the sample set and estimates the upper threshold for CNA
call to be two standard deviations from it.

copyNumber-processedACGH-copynumberMatrix (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-normalized.casechannel 1.345
copyNumber-processedACGH-C
NProbeAnnotation.file 1.212

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.312

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations (AnnotateRegions)

Annotate frequently aberrated regions.
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Parameter name
desc

1.313

Value
gain

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations-INPUT14 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.314

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/CNArefsSegRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations-annot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-frequentGainRegions.SignR
egion 1.327
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
ID,freq,chromosome

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.DNARegion

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
chromosome:start-end

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
chromosome:start-end=chr
never

targetDB

.GeneId,.DNABand

unique

true

1.315

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations-annotExpand (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
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may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
GainAnnotations-annot.bio
Annotation 1.314

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
.GeneId

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.316

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations-annotGenes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
GainAnnotations-annotExpand
.relation 1.315
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
freq,chr,chromosome,ID

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
inputDB

Value
.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
.GeneId

maxHits
rename

100000
.GeneName=gene name,ID=
Region
never

skipLevel

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,.DNARegion,GO
true

unique

1.317

Description
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations-filtSegs (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
GainAnnotations-annotGenes.bio
Annotation 1.316

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 ORDER
BY ”freq” DESC

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.318

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqGainAnnotations-report (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns
countRows

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
GainAnnotations-filtSegs
.table 1.317
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
GainAnnotations-INPUT14.
in 1.313

Description
Table content

Value
false

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
Continued on next page. . .

llp{2cm}p{10cm}r
gene name,chr,.DNABand,.
GeneDesc,freq
false

Reference rules for the hyperlinks
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Parameter name
dropMissing

Value
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
.DNABand

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section
sectionType

{}
Interesting copy number gain
segments
subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.319

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations (AnnotateRegions)

Parameter name
desc

1.320

Description
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

Value
loss

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations-INPUT15 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.321

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/CNArefsSegRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations-annot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-frequentLossRegions.SignR
egion 1.328
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
ID,freq,chromosome

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
Continued on next page. . .

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
goFilter

Value

indicator

true

inputDB

.DNARegion

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
chromosome:start-end

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
chromosome:start-end=chr
never

targetDB

.GeneId,.DNABand

unique

true

1.322

Description
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations-annotExpand (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
LossAnnotations-annot.bio
Annotation 1.321

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
.GeneId

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.
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1.323

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations-annotGenes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
LossAnnotations-annotExpand
.relation 1.322
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
freq,chr,chromosome,ID

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
.GeneId

maxHits
rename

100000
.GeneName=gene name,ID=
Region
never

skipLevel

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,.DNARegion,GO
true

unique

1.324

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations-filtSegs (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
LossAnnotations-annotGenes.bio
Annotation 1.323

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name

Value

Description

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 ORDER
BY ”freq” DESC

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.325

copyNumber-processedACGH-freqLossAnnotations-report (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
LossAnnotations-filtSegs
.table 1.324
copyNumber-processedACGH-freq
LossAnnotations-INPUT15.
in 1.320

Description
Table content

Value
false

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

llp{2cm}p{10cm}r

countRows
dropMissing

gene name,chr,.DNABand,.
GeneDesc,freq
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
.DNABand

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section
sectionType

{}
Interesting copy number loss
segments
subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.326

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

copyNumber-processedACGH-frequentBothRegions (SegmentPlot)

This component has two purposes: first, to plot segmented chromosomal data; second, call frequently occuring regions therein.
Any chromosomal regions defined with chromosome, start and end locations can be plotted, but the main purpose of this
component is to visualize Array CGH segmentation results. It can also be utilized for ChIPonChip analysis pipeline in a
subset of use cases.
Deleted and gained regions can be analyzed separately or jointly. The input table must contain the following columns: Sample,
chromosome, starting basepair, ending basepair. Segment call and score are optional columns. These are used to distinguish
between duplications and deletions and to assign confidences or ranks to the calls, respectively.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
chrSegments

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmented.table 1.350

Description
Chromosomal segments, usually obtained from an Array CGH experiment after
segmentation.

Parameter name
bpEndColumn
bpStartColumn
callColumn

Value
loc.end
loc.start
CNA call

chrColumn
drawSampleIDs
excludeChr

chrom
false
23,24,X,Y,M

gainsOrLosses
lineWidth
sThold

0
2
0.1

sampleColumn
scoreColumn

ID

scoreMerge

max

Description
The name of the chromosomal end location column in the input file.
The name of the chromosomal start location column in the input file.
The name of the call column in the input file. All calls are considered to be 1 if
this parameter value is empty.
The name of the chromosomal number column in the input file.
Plot sample ids to the start of each row.
Chromosomes that are not used in the analysis. Defaults to excluding
mitochondrial and sex chromosomes.
Determine whether to plot gains alone (1) or losses alone (-1) or both (default).
Line width in output plot
The significance threshold. Please note that this is just the fraction of samples we
want the segment to be present in.
The name of the sample name column in the input file.
The name of the score column in the input file. You may leave this parameter
empty if the data do not contain such information.
Defines an R function that is used to summarize the score values of all input calls
that are contributing to an output regions.

1.327

copyNumber-processedACGH-frequentGainRegions (SegmentPlot)

Plot frequently occuring gains.
Input name
chrSegments

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmented.table 1.350

Description
Chromosomal segments, usually obtained from an Array CGH experiment after
segmentation.

Parameter name
bpEndColumn
bpStartColumn
callColumn

Value
loc.end
loc.start
CNA call

chrColumn
drawSampleIDs
excludeChr

chrom
false
23,24,X,Y,M

gainsOrLosses
lineWidth
sThold

1
2
0.1

sampleColumn
scoreColumn

ID

scoreMerge

max

Description
The name of the chromosomal end location column in the input file.
The name of the chromosomal start location column in the input file.
The name of the call column in the input file. All calls are considered to be 1 if
this parameter value is empty.
The name of the chromosomal number column in the input file.
Plot sample ids to the start of each row.
Chromosomes that are not used in the analysis. Defaults to excluding
mitochondrial and sex chromosomes.
Determine whether to plot gains alone (1) or losses alone (-1) or both (default).
Line width in output plot
The significance threshold. Please note that this is just the fraction of samples we
want the segment to be present in.
The name of the sample name column in the input file.
The name of the score column in the input file. You may leave this parameter
empty if the data do not contain such information.
Defines an R function that is used to summarize the score values of all input calls
that are contributing to an output regions.

1.328

copyNumber-processedACGH-frequentLossRegions (SegmentPlot)

Plot frequently occuring losses.
Input name
chrSegments

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmented.table 1.350

Description
Chromosomal segments, usually obtained from an Array CGH experiment after
segmentation.

Parameter name
bpEndColumn
bpStartColumn
callColumn

Value
loc.end
loc.start
CNA call

chrColumn
drawSampleIDs

chrom
false

Description
The name of the chromosomal end location column in the input file.
The name of the chromosomal start location column in the input file.
The name of the call column in the input file. All calls are considered to be 1 if
this parameter value is empty.
The name of the chromosomal number column in the input file.
Plot sample ids to the start of each row.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
excludeChr

Value
23,24,X,Y,M

gainsOrLosses
lineWidth
sThold

-1
2
0.05

sampleColumn
scoreColumn

ID

scoreMerge

max

1.329

Description
Chromosomes that are not used in the analysis. Defaults to excluding
mitochondrial and sex chromosomes.
Determine whether to plot gains alone (1) or losses alone (-1) or both (default).
Line width in output plot
The significance threshold. Please note that this is just the fraction of samples we
want the segment to be present in.
The name of the sample name column in the input file.
The name of the score column in the input file. You may leave this parameter
empty if the data do not contain such information.
Defines an R function that is used to summarize the score values of all input calls
that are contributing to an output regions.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults (GTSResults)

Infer copy number aberration scores.

1.330

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-AnnotGainGenes (NextGene)

Finds the near by genes, exons, or transcripts for the given loci. The search for the closest element of interest is restricted
into a window that expands the locus independently into both directions along the DNA strand. An element is assigned to
the given locus if (assuming it is the nearest or all elements within the window are accepted) and only if it is overlapping with
[p − bpBef ore, p + bpAf ter] at forward strand or the similarly constructed site at the backward strand. The overlap refers to
the whole element if signDist is false and to the beginning of the element if it is true. The information about the element loci
is fetched from Ensembl [10] database.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5.1
Annotation, Short-read Sequencing, SNP

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
Locations of interest

connection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-extractChrGain
.table 1.333
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
baseColumn
bothStrands

Value
loci
false

bpAfter
bpBefore
chrColumn

1
0
chr

Description
Name of the base pair loci column in input.
Take the nearest separately for both DNA strands. The same nextDist limit
applies to both strands that is the strand with the closest gene determines the
distance limit.
Number of base pairs that are looked after the given loci
Number of base pairs that are looked before the given loci
Name of the chromosome column in input if the base column does not include
this information.
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output.
Type of elements of interest (gene, exon, or transcript)
Name of the identifier column in input.
Definition of the reference point if the input is in region format (chr:start-end).
Options are: start=start base pair, average=(start+end)/2, and end=end base
pair.
Take only that gene that is the closest for the given locus
If this value is greater than zero then the nearest gene is reported separately for
both directions along the strand. The value determines the maximum number of
base pairs that are allowed after the nearest gene to accept the second hit from
the other side of the site or those from the complement strand (see bothStrands).
This parameter has no effect if nearestOnly parameter is false.
True means that the distance is gene.start-loci and false means that it is max(0,
gene.start-loci, loci-gene.end).

echoColumns
elementType
idColumn
locationDef

gene
ID
average

nearestOnly
nextDist

false
-1000

signDist

false

1.331

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.timeout, database.recycle, and database.driver can be
found from the documentation of Korvasieni.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-AnnotLossGenes (NextGene)

Finds the near by genes, exons, or transcripts for the given loci. The search for the closest element of interest is restricted
into a window that expands the locus independently into both directions along the DNA strand. An element is assigned to
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the given locus if (assuming it is the nearest or all elements within the window are accepted) and only if it is overlapping with
[p − bpBef ore, p + bpAf ter] at forward strand or the similarly constructed site at the backward strand. The overlap refers to
the whole element if signDist is false and to the beginning of the element if it is true. The information about the element loci
is fetched from Ensembl [10] database.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5.1
Annotation, Short-read Sequencing, SNP

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
Locations of interest

connection

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-extractChrLoss
.table 1.334
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
baseColumn
bothStrands

Value
loci
false

bpAfter
bpBefore
chrColumn

1
0
chr

Description
Name of the base pair loci column in input.
Take the nearest separately for both DNA strands. The same nextDist limit
applies to both strands that is the strand with the closest gene determines the
distance limit.
Number of base pairs that are looked after the given loci
Number of base pairs that are looked before the given loci
Name of the chromosome column in input if the base column does not include
this information.
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output.
Type of elements of interest (gene, exon, or transcript)
Name of the identifier column in input.
Definition of the reference point if the input is in region format (chr:start-end).
Options are: start=start base pair, average=(start+end)/2, and end=end base
pair.
Take only that gene that is the closest for the given locus
If this value is greater than zero then the nearest gene is reported separately for
both directions along the strand. The value determines the maximum number of
base pairs that are allowed after the nearest gene to accept the second hit from
the other side of the site or those from the complement strand (see bothStrands).
This parameter has no effect if nearestOnly parameter is false.
True means that the distance is gene.start-loci and false means that it is max(0,
gene.start-loci, loci-gene.end).

echoColumns
elementType
idColumn
locationDef

gene
ID
average

nearestOnly
nextDist

false
-1000

signDist

false

1.332

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.timeout, database.recycle, and database.driver can be
found from the documentation of Korvasieni.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-GTSoutput (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.333

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/GTSoutput.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-extractChrGain (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
script

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-GTSoutput.in 1.332

Description
Data transformation
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentedGTSgain.join 1.351

Description
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.334

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-extractChrLoss (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-GTSoutput.in 1.332
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentedGTSloss.table 1.352

Description
Data transformation

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

Parameter name
asConnection

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.335

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-gainGenes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
table1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-AnnotGainGenes.bioA
nnotation 1.330

Description
The mandatory input relation
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(5)

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
.GeneId

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.336

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-korvaGains (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-gainGenes.ids 1.335
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
.GeneId

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000

targetDB
unique

never

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,.DNARegion,GO
true

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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1.337

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-korvaLosses (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-lossGenes.ids 1.338
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
.GeneId

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,.DNARegion,GO
true

unique

1.338

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-lossGenes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(6)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-AnnotLossGenes.bioA
nnotation 1.331

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
columnIn

Value
.GeneId

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.339

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-outputGain (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

table2

table3

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-korvaGains.bio
Annotation 1.336
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-AnnotGainGenes.bioA
nnotation 1.330
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-extractChrGain
.table 1.333

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM (SELECT T1.”.
GeneId” AS ”ensembl gene
stable id”, T1.”.GeneName”, T1.”.
DNABand”, MAX(T3.
”GTSscore”) AS ”GTSscore”
FROM table1 T1, table2 T2,
table3 T3 WHERE (T1.”.GeneId”
= T2.”.GeneId”) AND (T2.”ID”
= T3.”ID”) GROUP BY
”ensembl gene stable id”,”.
GeneName”,”.DNABand” LIMIT
100) AS T4 LEFT OUTER JOIN
(SELECT T1.”.GeneId”, MAX(
T3.”GTSscore”) AS ”GTSscore2”,
T3.”AFI”, T3.”ARI” FROM
table1 T1, table2 T2, table3 T3
WHERE (T1.”.GeneId” = T2.”.
GeneId”) AND (T2.”ID” =
T3.”ID”) GROUP BY ”.GeneId”,
”AFI”,”ARI”) AS T5 ON (T4.
”ensembl gene stable id” = T5.”.
GeneId” AND T4.”GTSscore” =
T5.”GTSscore2”)

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-outputLoss (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-korvaLosses.bio
Annotation 1.337
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-AnnotLossGenes.bioA
nnotation 1.331
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-extractChrLoss
.table 1.334

table2

table3

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM (SELECT T1.”.
GeneId” AS ”ensembl gene
stable id”, T1.”.GeneName”, T1.”.
DNABand”, MAX(T3.
”GTSscore”) AS ”GTSscore”
FROM table1 T1, table2 T2,
table3 T3 WHERE (T1.”.GeneId”
= T2.”.GeneId”) AND (T2.”ID”
= T3.”ID”) GROUP BY
”ensembl gene stable id”,”.
GeneName”,”.DNABand” LIMIT
100) AS T4 LEFT OUTER JOIN
(SELECT T1.”.GeneId”, MAX(
T3.”GTSscore”) AS ”GTSscore2”,
T3.”AFI”, T3.”ARI” FROM
table1 T1, table2 T2, table3 T3
WHERE (T1.”.GeneId” = T2.”.
GeneId”) AND (T2.”ID” =
T3.”ID”) GROUP BY ”.GeneId”,
”AFI”,”ARI”) AS T5 ON (T4.
”ensembl gene stable id” = T5.”.
GeneId” AND T4.”GTSscore” =
T5.”GTSscore2”)

1.341

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-outputRefs (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.342

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/GTSOutputRefs.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex
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Input name
latex1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-summaryGain
.report 1.343
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-summaryLoss.report 1.344

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.343

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-summaryGain (CSV2Latex)

OUTPUT documents
Input name
tabledata
refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat
columns

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-outputGain.table 1.339
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-outputRefs.in 1.341

Description
Table content

Value
false
100 highest scoring genes
implicated by GTS to be focally
amplified in a frequent, broad gain
region. GTSscore is the product of
AFI and ARI score for the
respective loci. .GeneNames are \
textcolor{red}{clickable links} to
Ensembl.
lp{2cm}p{1cm}p{1cm}p{1cm}

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

.GeneName,.DNABand,GTSscore
,AFI,ARI
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
.DNABand

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
GTSscore=#0.00000,AFI=#0.
00000,ARI=#0.00000

pageBreak
rename

true

ruler
section

{}
GTS gain genes

sectionType

section

skipEmpty

false

1.344

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-processedACGH-gtsResults-summaryLoss (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata
refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat
columns

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-outputLoss.table 1.340
copyNumber-processedACGH-gts
Results-outputRefs.in 1.341

Description
Table content

Value
false
100 highest scoring genes
implicated by GTS to be focally
deleted in a frequent, broad loss
region. GTSscore is the product of
AFI and ARI score for the
respective loci. .GeneNames are \
textcolor{red}{clickable links} to
Ensembl.
lp{2cm}p{1cm}p{1cm}p{1cm}

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

.GeneName,.DNABand,GTSscore
,AFI,ARI
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
.DNABand

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
GTSscore=#0.00000,AFI=#0.
00000,ARI=#0.00000

pageBreak
rename

true

ruler
section

{}
GTS loss genes

sectionType

section

skipEmpty

false

1.345

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-processedACGH-normalized (ACGHnorm)

Normalizes two channel array CGH data with LOESS, median or mode. The LOESS method uses the implementation in the
limma R package [20]. If median or mode normalization is used [25], missing values are imputed [23], and cellular admixture
of tumor samples can also be taken into account if known.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Normalization, Preprocessing, Copy Number Analysis

Input name
casechannel
control

Parameter name
adjustCellularity

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHFiltered.matrix 1.216
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHFiltered.matrix2 1.216

Description
Probe intensities of the case channel of an Array CGH experiment, preferrably as
output by AgilentReader.
Probe intensities of the control channel of an Array CGH experiment, preferrably
as output by AgilentReader.

Value
false

Description
Adjust for the cellular admixture of each sample (i.e., proportion of cancer versus
normal cells in sample). See admixtureMatrix input. This parameter is only used
if method is one of ’median’ or ’mode’.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
chrCol

Value
Chr

endCol

End

idCol
iterations
method
span

4
loess
0.3

startCol

Start

1.346

Description
Column name of chromosome annotation. This parameter is only used if method
is one of ’median’ or ’mode’.
Column name of probe position end locus. This parameter is only used if method
is one of ’median’ or ’mode’.
Column name of probe ids. If not given, assumed to be the first column. This
parameter is only used if method is one of ’median’ or ’mode’.
Number of iterations of loess fit. Only used if method=’loess’.
Normalization method to be used. One of ’loess’, ’median’ or ’mode’.
Numeric parameter between 0 and 1 specifying proportion of data to be used in
the local regression moving window. Larger numbers give smoother fits. Only
used if method=’loess’.
Column name of probe position start locus. This parameter is only used if
method is one of ’median’ or ’mode’.

copyNumber-processedACGH-reMappedAnnot (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
copyNumber-agil36to37map
.in 1.85
copyNumber-processedACGH-a
CGHAnnot.csv 1.215
copyNumber-processedACGH-I
NPUT12.in 1.213

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.347

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-processedACGH-samplesHMS (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-samples.table 1.372

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
SUBSTRING(”Filename”, 1, 3) =
’TCG’ AND ”GreenSampleID”
NOT IN (’TCGA-12-0821’,
’TCGA-06-0165’)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.348

copyNumber-processedACGH-samplesMSK (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
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Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-samplesMSKin.table 1.349

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

GreenSampleID,GreenDescription,
RedSampleID,RedDescription,
Filename

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.349

copyNumber-processedACGH-samplesMSKin (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-samples.table 1.372

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.350

Value
SELECT ”GreenSampleID” AS
”RedSampleID”,
”GreenDescription”,
”RedSampleID” AS
”GreenSampleID”,
”RedDescription”, ”Filename”
FROM table1 WHERE
SUBSTRING(”Filename”, 1, 3) =
’MSK’

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmented (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-unionSegs.table 1.360
copyNumber-processedACGH
-unionSegs2.table 1.361

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 UNION
SELECT * FROM table2

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.351

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentedGTSgain (CSVListJoin)

Combines the content of the input files into a single CSV file. The columns of the output file will form a union of all column
names of the input files plus an additional column for the names of the source files.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
3.1
Convert

Input name
file1
file2
file3

Parameter name
acceptExt

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-unionSegsG.table 1.362
copyNumber-processedACGH
-unionSegsG3.table 1.364
copyNumber-processedACGH
-unionSegsG2.table 1.363

Description
An optional input file

Value

Description
File extension that selects the files of interest. Add a dot (like .csv or .motif) into
this parameter if the extension has it. Empty value refers to all files.
Column name for the source file names. The whole column will be omitted if this
string is empty.
This flag can be used to remove file extensions from the source file names.
Use array keys as output file names

fileCol
stripExt
useKeys

1.352

true
true

An optional input file
An optional input file

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentedGTSloss (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-unionSegsL.table 1.365
copyNumber-processedACGH
-unionSegsL2.table 1.366

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”gts.chr”,”gts.pos”,”gts.
ARI.loss”,”gts.AFI.loss”,”gts.cnv”
FROM table1 UNION SELECT
”gts.chr”,”gts.pos”,”gts.ARI.loss”,
”gts.AFI.loss”,”gts.cnv” FROM
table2

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.353

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentedPart1 (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-segmented.report 1.226
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr2-segmented.report 1.270
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr3-segmented.report 1.286
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr4-segmented.report 1.290
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr5-segmented.report 1.294
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr6-segmented.report 1.298
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr7-segmented.report 1.302
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr8-segmented.report 1.306
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr9-segmented.report 1.310

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4
latex5
latex6
latex7
latex8
latex9

1.354

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
LaTeX fragment 5.
LaTeX fragment 6.
LaTeX fragment 7.
LaTeX fragment 8.
LaTeX fragment 9.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentedPart2 (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
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Input name
latex1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr10-segmented.report 1.230
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr11-segmented.report 1.234
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr12-segmented.report 1.238
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr13-segmented.report 1.242
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr14-segmented.report 1.246
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr15-segmented.report 1.250
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr16-segmented.report 1.254
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr17-segmented.report 1.258
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr18-segmented.report 1.262

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4
latex5
latex6
latex7
latex8
latex9

1.355

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
LaTeX fragment 5.
LaTeX fragment 6.
LaTeX fragment 7.
LaTeX fragment 8.
LaTeX fragment 9.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentedPart3 (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr19-segmented.report 1.266
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr20-segmented.report 1.274
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr21-segmented.report 1.278
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr22-segmented.report 1.282

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.356

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentedReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name

Source

Description

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentedPart1.document 1.353
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentedPart2.document 1.354
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentedPart3.document 1.355

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

Input name
latex1
latex2
latex3

1.357

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segments (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentsOutPre.table 1.358

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

gts.chr,gts.pos

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

rename

1.358

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentsOutPre (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentsPre.stdout 1.359

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT SUBSTR(”gts.chr”, 4)
AS ”chr”, ”gts.pos” AS ”loci”,
table1.* FROM table1

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.359

copyNumber-processedACGH-segmentsPre (StandardProcess)

Execute the given command. The given input is delivered to the standard input stream and the output streams are bind to
the output ports.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
External

Input name
input

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-segmentedGTSgain.join 1.351

Description
Standard input stream for the executable

Parameter name
command
wd

Value
cut -f 1,2,7-

Description
Command to be launched
Working directory for the executable if not the component folder

1.360

copyNumber-processedACGH-unionSegs (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2
table3

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-segmented.segments 1.226
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr2-segmented.segments 1.270
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr3-segmented.segments 1.286

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table4

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr4-segmented.segments 1.290
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr5-segmented.segments 1.294
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr6-segmented.segments 1.298
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr7-segmented.segments 1.302
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr8-segmented.segments 1.306
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr9-segmented.segments 1.310
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr10-segmented.segments 1.230
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr11-segmented.segments 1.234
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr12-segmented.segments 1.238

Description
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 UNION
SELECT * FROM table2 UNION
SELECT * FROM table3 UNION
SELECT * FROM table4 UNION
SELECT * FROM table5 UNION
SELECT * FROM table6 UNION
SELECT * FROM table7 UNION
SELECT * FROM table8 UNION
SELECT * FROM table9 UNION
SELECT * FROM table10
UNION SELECT * FROM table11
UNION SELECT * FROM table12

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table5
table6
table7
table8
table9
table10
table11
table12

1.361

CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 7. The table is referred to as ’table7’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 8. The table is referred to as ’table8’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 9. The table is referred to as ’table9’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 10. The table is referred to as ’table10’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 11. The table is referred to as ’table11’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 12. The table is referred to as ’table12’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-processedACGH-unionSegs2 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2
table3
table4
table5
table6
table7
table8
table9
table10

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr13-segmented.segments 1.242
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr14-segmented.segments 1.246
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr15-segmented.segments 1.250
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr16-segmented.segments 1.254
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr17-segmented.segments 1.258
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr18-segmented.segments 1.262
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr19-segmented.segments 1.266
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr20-segmented.segments 1.274
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr21-segmented.segments 1.278
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr22-segmented.segments 1.282

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 7. The table is referred to as ’table7’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 8. The table is referred to as ’table8’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 9. The table is referred to as ’table9’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 10. The table is referred to as ’table10’ in the SQL query.
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Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

1.362

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

table1 UNION
table2 UNION
table3 UNION
table4 UNION
table5 UNION
table6 UNION
table7 UNION
table8 UNION
table9 UNION
table10

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-processedACGH-unionSegsG (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-segmented.GTSgain 1.226
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr2-segmented.GTSgain 1.270
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr3-segmented.GTSgain 1.286
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr4-segmented.GTSgain 1.290
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr5-segmented.GTSgain 1.294
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr6-segmented.GTSgain 1.298

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2
table3
table4
table5
table6

1.363

*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

table1
table2
table3
table4
table5
table6

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-processedACGH-unionSegsG2 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2
table3
table4
table5

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr13-segmented.GTSgain 1.242
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr14-segmented.GTSgain 1.246
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr15-segmented.GTSgain 1.250
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr16-segmented.GTSgain 1.254
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr17-segmented.GTSgain 1.258

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table6

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr18-segmented.GTSgain 1.262
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr19-segmented.GTSgain 1.266
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr20-segmented.GTSgain 1.274
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr21-segmented.GTSgain 1.278
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr22-segmented.GTSgain 1.282

Description
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table7
table8
table9
table10

1.364

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

table1 UNION
table2 UNION
table3 UNION
table4 UNION
table5 UNION
table6 UNION
table7 UNION
table8 UNION
table9 UNION
table10

CSV table 7. The table is referred to as ’table7’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 8. The table is referred to as ’table8’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 9. The table is referred to as ’table9’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 10. The table is referred to as ’table10’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-processedACGH-unionSegsG3 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr7-segmented.GTSgain 1.302
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr8-segmented.GTSgain 1.306
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr9-segmented.GTSgain 1.310
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr10-segmented.GTSgain 1.230
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr11-segmented.GTSgain 1.234
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr12-segmented.GTSgain 1.238

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2
table3
table4
table5
table6

1.365

*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

table1
table2
table3
table4
table5
table6

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-processedACGH-unionSegsL (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr1-segmented.GTSloss 1.226
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr2-segmented.GTSloss 1.270
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr3-segmented.GTSloss 1.286
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr4-segmented.GTSloss 1.290
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr5-segmented.GTSloss 1.294
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr6-segmented.GTSloss 1.298
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr7-segmented.GTSloss 1.302
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr8-segmented.GTSloss 1.306
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr9-segmented.GTSloss 1.310
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr10-segmented.GTSloss 1.230
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr11-segmented.GTSloss 1.234
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr12-segmented.GTSloss 1.238

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 UNION
SELECT * FROM table2 UNION
SELECT * FROM table3 UNION
SELECT * FROM table4 UNION
SELECT * FROM table5 UNION
SELECT * FROM table6 UNION
SELECT * FROM table7 UNION
SELECT * FROM table8 UNION
SELECT * FROM table9 UNION
SELECT * FROM table10
UNION SELECT * FROM table11
UNION SELECT * FROM table12

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2
table3
table4
table5
table6
table7
table8
table9
table10
table11
table12

1.366

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 7. The table is referred to as ’table7’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 8. The table is referred to as ’table8’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 9. The table is referred to as ’table9’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 10. The table is referred to as ’table10’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 11. The table is referred to as ’table11’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 12. The table is referred to as ’table12’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-processedACGH-unionSegsL2 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2
table3
table4
table5
table6
table7

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr13-segmented.GTSloss 1.242
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr14-segmented.GTSloss 1.246
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr15-segmented.GTSloss 1.250
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr16-segmented.GTSloss 1.254
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr17-segmented.GTSloss 1.258
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr18-segmented.GTSloss 1.262
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr19-segmented.GTSloss 1.266

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 7. The table is referred to as ’table7’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table8

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr20-segmented.GTSloss 1.274
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr21-segmented.GTSloss 1.278
copyNumber-processedACGH
-chr22-segmented.GTSloss 1.282

Description
CSV table 8. The table is referred to as ’table8’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table9
table10

1.367

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

table1 UNION
table2 UNION
table3 UNION
table4 UNION
table5 UNION
table6 UNION
table7 UNION
table8 UNION
table9 UNION
table10

CSV table 9. The table is referred to as ’table9’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 10. The table is referred to as ’table10’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-qualityControlPDF (LatexPDF)

Quality control report of lymphoma analysis.
Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.368

Source
copyNumber-qualityControl
ReportPre-report.document 1.371
copyNumber-latexTemplate
.header 1.126
copyNumber-latexTemplate
.footer 1.126

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

copyNumber-qualityControlReportPre (QualityControl)

Quality control for array CGH: draw boxplots and MDS plots for each array.
Input name
normalizedCase
normalizedControl

1.369

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH.normalizedCase 1.211
copyNumber-processedACGH.normalizedControl 1.211

copyNumber-qualityControlReportPre-boxPlot (BoxPlot)

BoxPlot generates box-and-whisker diagrams for the given sets of expression data. Each diagram shows the smallest expression,
lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and largest expression value for each gene across all samples.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.1
Plot, Quality Control, Latex

Input name
matr1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-normalized.casechannel 1.345

Description
Matrix data 1.

Parameter name
caption1
caption2

Value

Description
Caption for plot 1 in the TeX section.
Caption for plot 2 in the TeX section.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
caption3
dpcm
height
pagebreak
plotPar
plotType
pngImage
title1
title2
title3
violinLineWidth
violinWidth
width
xvertical
yHigh
yLow

Value
60
11
false
boxplot
false

1
1.2
14
true
-0.000001
-0.000001

ylabel1
ylabel2
ylabel3

1.370

Description
Caption for plot 3 in the TeX section.
Dots per centimeter. Used for png-images.
Height of each plot in cm.
Tells if the result document should start with a page break.
String to be evaluated in par() function. for example ”bty=’n’, pch=7”
Choices are: boxplot, violin.
Switch image format between png and pdf
Main title for plot 1, e.g. ”Log Ratio”.
Main title for plot 2, e.g. ”Log Ratio”.
Main title for plot 3, e.g. ”Log Ratio”.
Value for the violin plot line widths.
Multiplier for the violin plot widths.
Width of each plot in cm.
X axis labels are printed in vertical direction.
High bound of the Y axis for all plots. If yLow and yHigh are the same, the
values are computed from the data.
Low bound of the Y axis for all plots. If yLow and yHigh are the same, the
values are computed from the data.
Label for y axis in plot 1.
Label for y axis in plot 2.
Label for y axis in plot 3.

copyNumber-qualityControlReportPre-maPlot (Plot2D)

Create scatter or line plots having a dot for each supplied (Y, X) coordinate pair. Coordinates for the Y axis must always be
provided; values for the X axis are optional. If X coordinates are missing, integers 1 to N are used.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI),
Sirkku Karinen (sirkku.karinen@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex, Plot

Input name
y
x

Parameter name
caption

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-normalized.casechannel 1.345
copyNumber-processedACGH
-normalized.controlchannel 1.345

Description
Coordinates on the Y axis. Columns from this file are selected for plotting using
”yColumns”.
Coordinates on the X axis. Columns from this file are selected for plotting using
”xColumns”. There must as many rows in ”x” as there are in ”y”.

Value
MA plot for normalized values (%s
vs %s)

Description
LaTeX caption of each figure. The caption may contain one or two %s
placeholders, which are replaced with the current column names in ”y” and ”x”
(if defined). Column names are not used when multiple plots are created to the
same image (imageType = ’single’).
Custom function for colors. Example c(’red’, ’blue’, ’green’) or rainbow(3) or
rainbow(%d), in which %d is replaced with the number of different labels or
columns in the plot. Default colors start from black and continue by
rainbow()-function until each label or column is assigned with own color.
If true, all plots have the same limits for X and Y axes. This makes it easier to
compare plots. Only relevant when multiple columns have been selected.
Dots per centimeter. Used for png-images.
If false, do not print X axis ticks and numbers.
Height of each plot in cm.
Plot multiple images = ’multiple’, single image = ’single’ or a pairs plot = ’pairs’
Columns in input ”label” that is used. If not defined, uses the first column.
Legend position ’bottomleft’ or ’topright’ etc (Can not be used with the pairs
plot)
Substitution value for infinitely small values
Substitution value for infinitely great values
String to be evaluated in par() function. for example ”bty=’n’, pch=7”
Plot type p=points, l=lines, h=bars, bar=barplot
Switch image format between png and pdf
Title of the LaTeX section or an empty string to omit the section
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
If true, sort values before plotting. This creates a cumulative-like distribution
plot. (Can not be used with pairs plot)
Image title. The caption may contain one or two %s placeholders, which are
replaced with the current column names in ”y” and ”x” (if defined). Column
names are not used when multiple plots are created to the same image
(imageType = ’single’).
Width of each plot in cm.
Continued on next page. . .

colorFunction

commonScale

true

dpCm
drawX
height
imageType
labelColumn
legendPosition

60
true
11
multiple

nInf
pInf
plotPar
plotType
pngImage
sectionTitle
sectionType

-2e100
2e100
p
true
Two dimensional plot
subsection

sort

false

title

%s vs %s

width

14

off
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Parameter name
xColumns

Value
*

xHigh

-0.000001

xLabel

Fit curve

xLow

-0.000001

xTransformation

yColumns

*

yHigh

-0.000001

yLabel

Residuals

yLow

-0.000001

yTransformation

1.371

Description
Columns in input ”x” that are plotted. The special value * includes all columns
except non-numeric ones. There must be as many selected columns in X as there
are in Y. Note that the files ”y” and ”x” may still contain a different number of
columns.
High bound of the X axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
X axis label. The label may contain one %s placeholder, which is replaced with
the current column name in ”x”, or if not defined, in ”y”.
Low bound of the X axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
Numeric R expression that is used to transform X values. The X values are
available as a numeric matrix (or vector) under the name ”x”. This is analogous
to ”yTransformation”.
Columns in input ”y” that are plotted. The special value * includes all columns
except non-numeric ones.
High bound of the Y axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
X axis label. The label may contain one %s placeholder, which is replaced with
the current column name in ”y”.
Low bound of the Y axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
Numeric R expression that is used to transform Y values. The Y values are
available as a numeric matrix (or vector) under the name ”y”. Only those
columns are present that are selected using ”yColumns”. For example, ”-log10(y)”
transforms Y values using a negative base 10 logarithm (defined only for positive
values). The expression may be any legal R expression that takes a numeric
matrix (or vector) and produces a matrix (or vector) of the same size.

copyNumber-qualityControlReportPre-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

false
Quality Control

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.372

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-samples (TableQuery)

Sample annotation and file locations.
Input name
table1
query

Source
Data-CGHAnnotOut.csv 1.14
copyNumber-INPUT10.in 1.84

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.373

copyNumber-sharedSamples (SampleSync)

Input name
ExprAnnot

Source
Data.GeneExpAffyAnnot 1.12
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1.374

copyNumber-sharedSamples-INPUT11 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/filterSharedSamples.r
true

recursive

1.375

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-sharedSamples-cnaAnnotIn (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

Source
copyNumber-samples.table 1.372
Data-GeneExpAffyAnnot.
table 1.16

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”GreenSampleID”
FROM table1 T1, table2 T2
WHERE T1.”GreenSampleID” =
T2.”PatientCode” AND T2.
”PatientCode” NOT IN (’TCGA12-0821’,’TCGA-06-0165’)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.376

copyNumber-sharedSamples-cnaAnnotOut (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(7)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-sharedSamples-cna
AnnotIn.table 1.375

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Continued on next page. . .

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation

false
false
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Parameter name
regexp1

Value

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.377

Description
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

copyNumber-sharedSamples-exprAnnotIds (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Parameter name
asConnection

Source
copyNumber-sharedSamples-INP
UT11.in 1.374
copyNumber-sharedSamples-expr
AnnotIn.table 1.378

Description
Data transformation

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.378

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

copyNumber-sharedSamples-exprAnnotIn (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

Source
copyNumber-samples.table 1.372
Data-GeneExpAffyAnnot.
table 1.16

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.379

Value
SELECT ”AnalyteCode” FROM
table1 T1, table2 T2 WHERE T1.
”GreenSampleID” = T2.
”PatientCode” AND T2.
”PatientCode” NOT IN (’TCGA12-0821’,’TCGA-06-0165’)

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

copyNumber-sharedSamples-exprAnnotOut (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(8)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-sharedSamples-expr
AnnotIds.table 1.377

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.380

false
false

copyNumber-summaryGenes (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert
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Input name
csv1

Description
CSV file 1.

csv3

Source
copyNumber-survivalGenes
.ids 1.383
copyNumber-integratGenes
.ids 1.87
copyNumber-exprGenes.ids 1.86

Parameter name
intersection

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

csv2

CSV file 2.
CSV file 3.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

false

1.381

copyNumber-summaryPDF (LatexPDF)

Summary report of copy number analysis.
Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.382

Source
copyNumber-summaryReport
.document 1.382
copyNumber-latexTemplate
.header 1.126
copyNumber-latexTemplate
.footer 1.126

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

copyNumber-summaryReport (LatexCombiner)

Summary report of copy number analysis.
Input name
latex1

Source
copyNumber-processedACGH
-acghReport.document 1.222
copyNumber-survivalReport
.document 1.385

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.383

LaTeX fragment 2.

false

copyNumber-survivalGenes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1
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(9)

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportJoin
.table 1.416

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.384

copyNumber-survivalImages (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-report.document 1.393
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-report.document 1.408

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.385

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

copyNumber-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

Summary of copy number survival analyses.
Input name
latex1
latex2

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-report.document 1.393
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-report.document 1.408

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.
LaTeX fragment 2.
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Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.386

false

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp (CNASurvival)

Integrate segmented copy number gain regions with survival data with relapse as the end point.
Input name
labelMatrix
survivalData

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp.labelMatrix 1.88
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType
group
survivalTimeOut

Value
GBM
gain vs no-gain
36

1.387

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-INPUT20 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.388

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/CNArows2cols.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-INPUT21 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.389

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/CNArefsSurvival.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-acghSurv (KaplanMeier)

Preliminary survival analysis without exon annotations.
Input name
survival

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survivalMatrix.table 1.398

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.1
*

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
excludeCol

Value
PatientID,VitalStatus,
SurvivalEndTime

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

15

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

1.390

Description
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-filteredLabels (TableQuery)

Filter CNA labels that have Exon annotation.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-M
atchedLabelMatrix.table 1.97

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”.GeneId” IS NOT NULL

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.391

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-geneIDs (CSV2IDList)

Survival analysis significant result genes.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-acghSurv.statistics 1.389

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
group

columnOut

Gene

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9
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1.392

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-kmAnnotation (CSVFilter)

Filter unnecessary columns from annotated survival exons.
Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survAnnot.bioAnnotation 1.396

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

GeneId,gene name,band,desc

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.393

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1
latex2

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survivalReport.report 1.400
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-resultTable.report 1.394

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

false
Copy number aberration induced
survival: gain vs no-gain

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
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1.394

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-resultTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata
refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-resultTablePre.table 1.395
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-INPUT21.in 1.388

Description
Table content

Value
false

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

lp{2cm}p{2cm}p{3cm}

countRows
dropMissing

GeneId,gene name,band,survival
pvalue
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
survival pvalue=#0.000

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.395

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-resultTablePre (TableQuery)

Join annotations with survival results.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survAnnot.bioAnnotation 1.396
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survivalReport.statistics 1.400

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.”pValue”
AS ”survival pvalue”, table2.”plot”
AS ”plot” FROM table1, table2
WHERE table2.”group” = table1.
”GeneId” ORDER BY ”survival
pvalue” ASC

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
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1.396

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-survAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Fetch gene annotations from ensembl for survival exons.
Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-geneIDs.ids 1.391
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
*

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
Gene

maxHits
rename

skipLevel

100000
Gene=GeneId,.GeneName=gene
name,.DNABand=band,.
GeneDesc=desc
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.DNABand,.GeneDesc

unique

false

1.397

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-survivalDataIn (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05

Value
-

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

\.

0
1
2
3
4
5
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
value06
value07
value08
value09

1.398

Value

Description
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

6
7
8
9

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-survivalMatrix (REvaluate)

Transpose CNA label matrix.
Input name
script

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-INPUT20.in 1.387
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survivalDataIn.file 1.397
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-filteredLabels.table 1.390

Description
Data transformation

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

6

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

table1
table2

1.399

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-survivalMatrixFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

highBound

idColumn

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survivalMatrix.table 1.398
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-geneIDs.ids 1.391

Value
false

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
includeColumns

Value
PatientID,VitalStatus,
SurvivalEndTime

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.400

Description
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-survivalReportAmp-survivalReport (KaplanMeier)

Re-execute survival analysis with exon annotations.
Input name
survival

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-survivalMatrixFilter.csv 1.399
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-kmAnnotation.csv 1.392

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.1
*

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

excludeCol

PatientID,VitalStatus,
SurvivalEndTime

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

15

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

annotation

1.401

Additional annotations for the groupCol names. These annotations are listed as
column name value pairs in figure caption.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel (CNASurvival)

Integrate segmented copy number loss regions with survival data with relapse as the end point.
Input name
labelMatrix
survivalData

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel.labelMatrix 1.106
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23
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Parameter name
cancerType
group
survivalTimeOut

1.402

Value
GBM
loss vs no-loss
36

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-INPUT22 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.403

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/CNArows2cols.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-INPUT23 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.404

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/CNArefsSurvival.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-acghSurv (KaplanMeier)

Preliminary survival analysis without exon annotations.
Input name
survival

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survivalMatrix.table 1.413

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.1
*

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

excludeCol

PatientID,VitalStatus,
SurvivalEndTime

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

15

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

1.405

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-filteredLabels (TableQuery)

Filter CNA labels that have Exon annotation.
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Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-M
atchedLabelMatrix.table 1.115

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”.GeneId” IS NOT NULL

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.406

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-geneIDs (CSV2IDList)

Survival analysis significant result genes.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-acghSurv.statistics 1.404

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
group

columnOut

Gene

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.407

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-kmAnnotation (CSVFilter)

Filter unnecessary columns from annotated survival exons.
Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survAnnot.bioAnnotation 1.411

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

GeneId,gene name,band,desc
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.408

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1
latex2

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survivalReport.report 1.415
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-resultTable.report 1.409

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

false
Copy number aberration induced
survival: loss vs no-loss

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.409

LaTeX fragment 2.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-resultTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata
refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-resultTablePre.table 1.410
copyNumber-survivalReportDel-I
NPUT23.in 1.403

Description
Table content

Value
false

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Continued on next page. . .

lp{2cm}p{2cm}p{3cm}
GeneId,gene name,band,survival
pvalue

Reference rules for the hyperlinks
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Parameter name
countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
survival pvalue=#0.000

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.410

Description
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-resultTablePre (TableQuery)

Join annotations with survival results.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survAnnot.bioAnnotation 1.411
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survivalReport.statistics 1.415

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.”pValue”
AS ”survival pvalue”, table2.”plot”
AS ”plot” FROM table1, table2
WHERE table2.”group” = table1.
”GeneId” ORDER BY ”survival
pvalue” ASC

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.411

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-survAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Fetch gene annotations from ensembl for survival exons.
Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-geneIDs.ids 1.406
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
*

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
inputDB

Value
.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
Gene

maxHits
rename

skipLevel

100000
Gene=GeneId,.GeneName=gene
name,.DNABand=band,.
GeneDesc=desc
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.DNABand,.GeneDesc

unique

false

1.412

Description
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)

Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-survivalDataIn (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Value
-

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1.413

\.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-survivalMatrix (REvaluate)

Transpose CNA label matrix.
Input name
script
table1
table2

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel-I
NPUT22.in 1.402
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survivalDataIn.file 1.412
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-filteredLabels.table 1.405

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)
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Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

6

1.414

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-survivalMatrixFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survivalMatrix.table 1.413
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-geneIDs.ids 1.406

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

PatientID,VitalStatus,
SurvivalEndTime

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
rename

1.415

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumber-survivalReportDel-survivalReport (KaplanMeier)

Re-execute survival analysis with exon annotations.
Input name
survival

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-survivalMatrixFilter.csv 1.414
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-kmAnnotation.csv 1.407

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.1
*

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

excludeCol

PatientID,VitalStatus,
SurvivalEndTime

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

15

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

annotation

1.416

Additional annotations for the groupCol names. These annotations are listed as
column name value pairs in figure caption.

copyNumber-survivalReportJoin (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportJoin
Pre.table 1.417

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”GeneId”,”gene name”,
”band”,”desc”, MIN(”survival
pvalue”) AS ”survival pvalue”,
”plot” FROM table1 GROUP BY
”GeneId”,”gene name”,”band”,
”desc”,”plot”

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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1.417

copyNumber-survivalReportJoinPre (TableQuery)

Construct results HTML site.
Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-survivalReportAmp
-resultTablePre.table 1.395
copyNumber-survivalReportDel
-resultTablePre.table 1.410

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM ((SELECT *
FROM table1) UNION (SELECT
* FROM table2))

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.418

copyNumberMethylation (MetExprCNA)

Input name
cnaLabels1
cnaLabels2
methylation
exprMatrix

1.419

Source
copyNumber.gainLabelMatrix 1.65
copyNumber.lossLabelMatrix 1.65
methylation.matrix 1.767
geneExpression2.exprMatrix 1.584

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain (ThreeWayInt)

Input name
cghLabelsIn
exprMatrixIn

Source
copyNumber.gainLabelMatrix 1.65
geneExpression2.exprMatrix 1.584

Parameter name
gainData
hypoData

Value
true
true

1.420

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-EMCannot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-EMCint.statistics 1.422
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
*

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
inputDB

Value
.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.DNABand

unique

false

1.421

Description
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-EMCannotSort (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-EMCannot.bio
Annotation 1.420

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”score” > 0.02 AND ”fdr” < 0.05
ORDER BY ”score” DESC

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.422

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-EMCint (ExprMethylCGH)

Integrates expression data with methylation and CGH data by using two label matrices of ones and zeros [12]. Rows with
missing values (NA) can be discarded based on the naLimit parameter. Values that are not 0, 1 or NA are ignored by the
component and are not taken into account when computed the naLimit. All three matrices must have equal dimensions.
Moreover, column (samples) and rows are assumed to match; that is, the user must ensure that they both are in the correct
order.
Author:
Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.1.1
Category: Integration
Input name
exprMatrix

cghMatrix

methylMatrix

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-EmetCGHInput.
table 1.424
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-EmetCGHInput.optO
ut2 1.424
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-EmetCGHInput.optO
ut1 1.424

Description
Matrix of expression values. Contains the union of the samples in the label
matrices.
Matrix of ones and zeros based on CGH measurements.

Matrix of ones and zeros based on methylation measurements.
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Parameter name
favorSynergetic

Value
true

gainData

true

naLimit
permutation
strictChecks
strictLim

0.1
1000
true
0.05

1.423

Description
Defines whether genes with low frequency of overlapping ’1’ in cgh and
methylation matrices are penalized. The default value favors genes where both
cna and methylation work additively by setting epsilon=1 and using overlapping
control samples.
Defines whether label matrix values with ones correspond to
gains/hypomethylation or losses/hypermethylation.
Percentage of missing values allowed in the expression matrix.
Number of permutations to perform to attain p-values.
Enable additional checks for additive effect. See also strictLim.
P-value of significance for t-test if strictChecks=true. Disabled otherwise.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-EMCout (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-EMCannotSort
.table 1.421

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

6

regexp

rename
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copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-EmetCGHInput (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1
table2

table3

Parameter name
asConnection

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-INPUT28.in 1.426
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabels.csv 1.429
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-exprMatrixFilter.
csv 1.428
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-cghLabelsFilter.csv 1.427

Description
Data transformation

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.425

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)

Data matrix 3 (data.frame/file table3)

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-INPUT27 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.426

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/metExprCNAScript2.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-INPUT28 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.427

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/metExprCNAScript.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-cghLabelsFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
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reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-cna
LabelsOut.table 1.99
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabelsPre3.csv 1.432

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.428

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-exprMatrixFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source

Description

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabelsPre3.csv 1.432

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.429

.GeneId=Gene

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-metLabels (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

conversionTable

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabelsPre4.
table 1.433
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabelsPre4.
table 1.433

Value
max

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
collapseString

Value
consensus

conversionColumn

GeneID

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn

Gene

unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.430

2

Description
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-metLabelsPre1 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp-cna
LabelsOut.table 1.99
copyNumberMethylation-met
LabelsIn.csv 1.450

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT T1.”Gene”, T2.* FROM
table1 T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN
table2 T2 ON (T1.”Gene” = T2.
”GeneName”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.431

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-metLabelsPre2 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
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A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabelsPre1.
table 1.430

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

GeneName

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.432

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-metLabelsPre3 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabelsPre2.csv 1.431

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.433

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumberMethylation-EMCgaingain-metLabelsPre4 (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-INPUT27.in 1.425
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-metLabelsPre3.csv 1.432

Description
Data transformation

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

true

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

table1

1.434

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss (ThreeWayInt)
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Input name
cghLabelsIn
exprMatrixIn

Source
copyNumber.lossLabelMatrix 1.65
geneExpression2.exprMatrix 1.584

Parameter name
gainData
hypoData

Value
false
false

1.435

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-EMCannot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-EMCint.statistics 1.437
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
*

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.DNABand

unique

false

1.436

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-EMCannotSort (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name

Source

Description

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-EMCannot.bio
Annotation 1.435

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
”score” > 0.02 AND ”fdr” < 0.05
ORDER BY ”score” DESC

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.437

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-EMCint (ExprMethylCGH)

Integrates expression data with methylation and CGH data by using two label matrices of ones and zeros [12]. Rows with
missing values (NA) can be discarded based on the naLimit parameter. Values that are not 0, 1 or NA are ignored by the
component and are not taken into account when computed the naLimit. All three matrices must have equal dimensions.
Moreover, column (samples) and rows are assumed to match; that is, the user must ensure that they both are in the correct
order.
Author:
Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.1.1
Category: Integration
Input name
exprMatrix

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-EmetCGHInput.
table 1.439
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-EmetCGHInput.optO
ut2 1.439
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-EmetCGHInput.optO
ut1 1.439

Description
Matrix of expression values. Contains the union of the samples in the label
matrices.

Parameter name
favorSynergetic

Value
true

gainData

false

naLimit
permutation
strictChecks
strictLim

0.1
1000
true
0.05

Description
Defines whether genes with low frequency of overlapping ’1’ in cgh and
methylation matrices are penalized. The default value favors genes where both
cna and methylation work additively by setting epsilon=1 and using overlapping
control samples.
Defines whether label matrix values with ones correspond to
gains/hypomethylation or losses/hypermethylation.
Percentage of missing values allowed in the expression matrix.
Number of permutations to perform to attain p-values.
Enable additional checks for additive effect. See also strictLim.
P-value of significance for t-test if strictChecks=true. Disabled otherwise.

cghMatrix

methylMatrix

1.438

Matrix of ones and zeros based on CGH measurements.

Matrix of ones and zeros based on methylation measurements.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-EMCout (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
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Input name
csv

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-EMCannotSort.table 1.436

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

6

regexp

rename

1.439

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-EmetCGHInput (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1
table2
table3

Parameter name
asConnection
param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-INPUT30.in 1.441
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabels.csv 1.444
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-exprMatrixFilter.csv 1.443
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-cghLabelsFilter.csv 1.442

Description
Data transformation

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Continued on next page. . .

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)
Data matrix 3 (data.frame/file table3)
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Parameter name
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.440

Value

Description
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

will
will
will
will

be
be
be
be

assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned

to
to
to
to

param6
param7
param8
param9

variable
variable
variable
variable

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-INPUT29 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.441

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/metExprCNAScript2.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-INPUT30 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.442

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/metExprCNAScript.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-cghLabelsFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-cna
LabelsOut.table 1.117
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabelsPre3.csv 1.447

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.443

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-exprMatrixFilter (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabelsPre3.csv 1.447

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

rename

.GeneId=Gene

1.444

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-metLabels (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabelsPre4.table 1.448
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabelsPre4.table 1.448

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
max

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

GeneID

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn

Gene

unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

2
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copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-metLabelsPre1 (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel-cna
LabelsOut.table 1.117
copyNumberMethylation-met
LabelsIn.csv 1.450

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT T1.”Gene”, T2.* FROM
table1 T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN
table2 T2 ON (T1.”Gene” = T2.
”GeneName”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.446

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-metLabelsPre2 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabelsPre1.table 1.445

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

GeneName
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Parameter name
negate

Value
true

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.447

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-metLabelsPre3 (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabelsPre2.csv 1.446

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename
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copyNumberMethylation-EMClossloss-metLabelsPre4 (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-INPUT29.in 1.440
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-metLabelsPre3.csv 1.447

Description
Data transformation

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

table1

1.449

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

copyNumberMethylation-metAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
methylation-probeNames
.csv 1.782
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneName

inputType
isListKey

Gene
false

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
keyColumn

Value

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneId

unique

false

1.450

Description
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

copyNumberMethylation-metLabelsIn (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
methylation-probeNames
.csv 1.782
copyNumberMethylation-met
Annot.bioAnnotation 1.449

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

.GeneId

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false
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unique
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copyNumberMethylation-resultConvert (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
copyNumberMethylation-result
Join.csv 1.452
copyNumberMethylation-result
Join.csv 1.452

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
first

collapseString

first

conversionColumn

ID

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable
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originalWhen
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sourceColumn
split
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splitConverted
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targetColumn
unique
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varMeasure

varThreshold
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2

copyNumberMethylation-resultJoin (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
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false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
gaingain-EMCout.csv 1.423
copyNumberMethylation-EMC
lossloss-EMCout.csv 1.438

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

false

1.453

CSV file 2.

ensembl (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.454

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/ensembl.properties
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1 (GeneExpressionAnalysis)

Gene expression analysis of two Agilent arrays.
Input name
expressionData
annotationTable
clinicalData

Source
Data.GeneExpAgilData 1.12
Data.GeneExpAgilAnnot 1.12
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
arrayType
cancerType
fdrLimit
foldchangeLimit
queryMoksiskaan
survivalTimeOut

Value
agilent wholegenome
GBM
0.0010
4.0
false
120

1.455

geneExpression1-INPUT1 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
sql/agilentSampleAnnotationGE.
sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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geneExpression1-INPUT2 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.457

Value
sql/UniqProbes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-INPUT3 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.458

Value
csv/degTransformation.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-allLogratio (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr

Source
geneExpression1-allMeans
.expr 1.459
geneExpression1-sampleGroups
.groups 1.570

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor vs normal

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

groups

1.459

Sample group specification.

geneExpression1-allMeans (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr
groups

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.473
geneExpression1-sampleGroups
.groups 1.570

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor solid,normal tissue

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

1.460

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.
Sample group specification.

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

geneExpression1-allProbes (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression1-allProbesDup
.table 1.461
geneExpression1-allProbesDup
.table 1.461

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

GeneID

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Continued on next page. . .

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

GeneID
false

splitConverted

false
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Parameter name
targetColumn

Value

unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.461

2

Description
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

geneExpression1-allProbesDup (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value
2

query

1.462

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-degAnnot (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script

Source
geneExpression1-degAnnotCols
.in 1.463

Description
Data transformation

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.463

geneExpression1-degAnnotCols (INPUT)

Switch the order of annotation columns.

Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.464

Value

Description

Value
r/DEGAnnotColumns.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-degAnnotK (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
geneExpression1-degProbes
.ids 1.466
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
.GeneId

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,GO,
Uniprot/SWISSPROT
false

unique

1.465

geneExpression1-degIDList (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert
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(10)

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression1-degSet
.result 1.468

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Members

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

true
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.466

geneExpression1-degProbes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(11)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression1-degSet
.result 1.468

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Members,Members

columnOut

.GeneId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

true
false
ID=over|under

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9
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1.467

geneExpression1-degReport (DEGReport)

Generates a LATEX report on differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The report has two parts: a summary section that lists
the number of over- and underexpressed genes in each sample group; and a gene list section that lists all the gene names.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
DEG, Latex

Input name
deg

Source
geneExpression1-degSet
.result 1.468

geneAnnotation

geneExpression1-degAnnot
.table 1.462

Parameter name
columns
geneColumn

Value
8
.GeneName

sectionTitle

Summary of differentially
expressed genes
subsection

sectionType
setPattern

1.468

Description
Sets of differentially expressed genes. If expression values are given (expr), there
must be an annotation column SampleGroup that binds the set to an expression
column.
Annotation for genes. Must contain the column named by geneColumn.

Description
Number of columns in gene list table.
Column name in geneAnnotation that contains gene names. If empty, gene names
are not printed.
Title for a new latex section. If none is given, a new section is not created.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
R regular expression for matching set names. If empty, all sets are included.

geneExpression1-degSet (SetTransformer)

Take DEGs based on combined fold change and t-test criteria.
Input name
transformation

Source
geneExpression1-INPUT3.in 1.457

set1

geneExpression1-geneExpDEGs
.deg 1.471

Parameter name
includeAnnotation

Value
*

includeOriginal

false

1.469

Description
Set transformations, one per CSV row. The columns Target (target set ID) and
Definition (transformation expression) must be present. The column IterationSet
may be present if iterated transformations are used. IterationSet should contain
NA for non-iterated transformations. Any other columns are interpreted as
annotation columns and are copied to the output. For iterated transformations,
the wildcard * in annotations is replaced with the current set ID.
Input sets 1. NA values in Members are interpreted as empty sets.

Description
Comma-separated list of column names in the transformation input that should
be used as annotation columns. The wildcard * includes all columns. The special
columns Target, Definition and IterationSet are excluded automatically.
If true, the original sets from input files are included in the output as well. If
false, only sets defined in transformations are included.

geneExpression1-degStat (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

query

1.470

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-degStatSQL (INPUT)

This query combines DEGs to their fold changes and p-values.
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.471

Value
sql/DEGStatistics.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-geneExpDEGs (FoldChange)

Select differentially expressed genes using the fold change criteria. This filter does not compute the fold changes itself but
takes them as input.
A gene with a log ratio intensity l is considered to be under expressed if and only if l ≤ − log2 (threshold) and over expressed
if and only if l ≥ log2 (threshold).
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
DEG

Input name
logratio

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpFC
.expr 1.474

Description
Log ratio data.

Parameter name
nameDeg

Value
%s fcDeg

nameOver

%s fcOver

nameStable

%s fcStable

nameUnder

%s fcUnder

stableThreshold

0

threshold

4.0

Description
Name of the sets for differentially expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded
to the current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for overexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for stably expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for underexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale) for stable genes. Genes with fold change
smaller than the threshold in both directions are considered stably expressed. If
the parameter has the value zero, no list of stably expressed genes is included in
the results.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale). Genes with fold change greater than or
equal to the threshold in either direction are considered differentially expressed.

1.472

geneExpression1-geneExpData (AgilentReader)

Readin raw Agilent data.
Input name
agilent
sampleNames

Source
Data-GeneExpAgilData.dataF
iles 1.19
geneExpression1-sample
Annotation.table 1.568

Parameter name
channelColumns

Value
gProcessedSignal,gMedianSignal,
rProcessedSignal,rMedianSignal

combineProbes

true

filter

ControlType!=0 || rIsSaturated=
=1 || rIsFeatPopnOL==1 ||
rIsBGPopnOL==1

idColumn

ProbeName

probeAnnotation

GeneName,ControlType,Sequence

Description
Agilent source file directory.
Sample definitions. The table contains the columns GreenSampleID (sample ID
for the sample on green channel), GreenDescription (human-readable description
for the sample), RedSampleID, RedDescription, Filename (key; relative to the
Agilent source directory).

Description
Column names for matrix extraction, in the order green, green2, red, red2.
Empty values may be omitted, so ”col1” is the same as ”col1,,,”. The default
values, for Agilent two-channel arrays, extract preprocessed values into ”green”
and ”red” and raw values into ”green2” and ”red2”.
If true, duplicate probes (having the same sequence) are combined into one using
median. If false, duplicate probes are present in the output, with unique internal
names.
Rows in source files matching this Boolean expression are excluded from the
result. The expression can refer to any cell value of the current row using column
names. Boolean and arithmetic operators and parenthesis as defined in Java are
available. For example, ”ControlType!=0 || (gIsSaturated==1 &amp;&amp;
rIsSaturated==1)” removes probes that are either control probes or are saturated
on both green and red channels; ControlType, gIsSaturated and rIsSaturated
must be valid columns in input files.
Column name in input CSV files that gives the probe ID. Features having the
same probe ID are assumed to be copies of the same probe.
Comma-separated list of column names in input CSV files that contain probe
annotation. These are extracted to the probeAnnotation output.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
sampleAnnotation

Value

sampleAnnotation
Channel1
sampleAnnotation
Channel2

startPattern

1.473

\”?FEATURES\”?\t

Description
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for output. These column
names appear in the sampleAnnotation output. These columns are not queried in
input CSV files; rather, sampleAnnotationChannel1 and
sampleAnnotationChannel2 define the column names in input files and this
parameter gives the corresponding output column names.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for channel 1 in the input
files. The value for channel 1 is extracted from these columns. The list must have
equal length to the sampleAnnotation list.
Comma-separated list of sample annotation columns for channel 2 in the input
files. The value for channel 2 is extracted from these columns. The list must have
equal length to the sampleAnnotation list. If empty, it is assumed that the array
has one channel and annotations for channel 2 are not processed.
Regular expression that identifies the start of content in input CSV files. This
allows to skip some content from the beginning of files. The pattern is matched
to the start of each line. The matching line must be a header that contains
column names.

geneExpression1-geneExpDataOutAnnot (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpMatrix
.matrix 1.475
geneExpression1-probeFilter
.table 1.566

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

.GeneId

keyColumn

ProbeName

originalWhen
Missing

true

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Continued on next page. . .

conversionTable

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn

.GeneId

unique

true
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Parameter name
varMeasure

Value

varThreshold

2

1.474

Description
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

geneExpression1-geneExpFC (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr

Source
geneExpression1-groupMeans
.expr 1.477
geneExpression1-sampleGroups
.groups 1.570

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor vs normal

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

groups

1.475

Sample group specification.

geneExpression1-geneExpMatrix (LinearNormalizer)

Normalize a matrix so that each column has a) the same mean or b) median or c) is fitted to some range specified by
parameters or d) normalized using z normalization or e) z normalized using median instead of mean f) normalized to have
unit variance. The common mean level of a column can be configured with a parameter.
If a column contains missing values, the mean is computed from non-missing values.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Ville Rantanen (ville.rantanen@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Normalization

Input name
matrix

Source
geneExpression1-mergedExp
.csv 1.479

Description
Input matrix.

Parameter name
group

Value

lengthOfRange
meanOfRange

2
0

Description
Label of the column that provides grouping. If given, the normalization is done
individually for each unique group instead of the whole table.
Length of the range. This parameter is used only with range normalization.
Common mean level. Each column will have a mean defined by this parameter
when using method ”mean”. When using method ”median” this value is added to
every value after substraction by median. When using method ”range” this
parameters shows the mean of the range. This parameter is added to every value
after normalization when using ”z”, ”zMedian”, or ”unit variance” methods.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
method

1.476

Value
mean

Description
Possible values are ”mean”, ”median”, ”range”, ”z”, ”zMedian” and
”unitVariance” normalizations.

geneExpression1-geneStatisticsQuery (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.477

Value
sql/GeneStatistics.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-groupMeans (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.473
geneExpression1-sampleGroups
.groups 1.570

groups

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor solid,normal tissue

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

1.478

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.
Sample group specification.

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

geneExpression1-heatmap (GOClustering)

This Anduril component uses Gene ontology (GO) [1] annotations to cluster a set of genes. Each cluster consists of genes that
share similar GO annotations.
The GO clustering of the genes can be visualized together with expression data (optional). Samples of the expression data
are clustered based on their expression profiles and a heatmap is formed by clustering the y-axis of genes using their GO
annotations. Component is based on the method descibed in [16].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
goAnnotations

Ping Chen (ping.chen@helsinki.fi), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi),
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
1.1.2
Clustering, GO
Source
geneExpression1-degAnnot
.table 1.462

Description
GO annotations for the genes
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Parameter name
ColumnWidth
asBitmap

Value
15
true

columnMargin
cutLimit

0
0.5

decimal
drawHeatmap
dropUnknown
geneColumn

3
true
true

goColumn
grayScale
heatmapScale

GO
true
row

organism

9606

pvalues

false

rowMargin
sectionType

5
subsection

showClusterNames

true

title
xLab
yLab

GO clustering
Samples
GO.groups

1.479

Description
Control the column width of the GO MEMBER table.
Produce heatmap in Portable network graphics (PNG) format instead of Portable
document format (PDF). PNG bitmaps are more suitable if the heatmap contains
large number of samples and genes.
Margin for column names in heatmap
Clustering cut off height for the hierachical clustering of the genes. This limit is
between 0 and 1, where 0 refers to more specific groups.
Control the output of long decimal.
If true, draw a heatmap.
Genes with no GO annotations are excluded if this flag is true
Name of the gene name column in the annotation file. The value is used for
creating the report. The given column is used for listing all the members in the
clusters to the report. If the value is empty, cluster member lists are not put into
the report.
Name of the GO annotation column in the annotation file
If true, heatmap is in grayscale. If false, heatmap is colorful.
Determines how the values for the heatmap are scaled. Legal values are ”row”,
”column” and ”none”. This corresponds to the scale parameter of the R function
heatmap.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input similarityTable is not given. Supported organisms: Homo
sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans: 6239,
Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus: 10116.
If true, compute p-values for information contents of the clusters using a
permutation test. The p-values are shown in their own table in the report. The
permutation test may be slow.
Margin for row names in heatmap
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if <code>sectionTitle</code> is an empty string.
If true, show cluster names G1, ..., Gn on the right side of the heat map. If false,
show gene names.
Title for the subsection and for the heatmap image.
Label for the x-axis of the heatmap
Label for the y-axis of the heatmap

geneExpression1-mergedExp (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpData
.red 1.472

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn

ProbeName

includeColumns

*
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

1.480

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis (doMoksiskaan)

1.481

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary (CandidateReport)

This function generates a LATEX report characterizing the given set of genes. The document contains a table of genes and
their annotations. Gene Ontology [1] enrichments are reported separately for the three ontologies available.
Moksiskaan database is used to produce a candidate pathway representing the pathway context of the genes. Pathway
members are reported in terms of their canonical pathway associations, Gene Ontology terms and gene descriptions.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
3.1
Moksiskaan, Pathway, Reporting

Input name
moksiskaan

Source
moksiskaanInit.connection 1.783

Description
JDBC connection for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
annotRules

Value

Description
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.
A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.
Absolute value of the correlation coefficient must be greater than this limit it the
correlation data is used to prune the candidate pathway.
Create a Cytoscape session for the candidate pathway and attach it to the report.
Selection criterion for the related genes as described in CandidatePathway
component.
Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate genes based on their
FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the GO enrichment
analysis.
Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate pathway members
based on their FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the
GO enrichment analysis.
Disables the rendering of the genes other than the given candidates
Combined nodes of the pathway graph are labelled with artificial names described
in a separate table. This approach reduces the complexity of the actual figure.
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest or ’defaults’ for the
predefined set of supported links
Maximum number of genes between any two candidate genes in their interaction
network
Name of the candidate set
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
An additional text that will follow the figure caption of the candidate pathway.
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the candidate pathway if the status information is provided
Continued on next page. . .

bioentityTypes
corrLimit

0.3

cytoscape
expand

false
both

goLimInput

0.05

goLimModel

0.01

hideGaps
isolateGroup
Names
linkTypes

false
false

maxGap

1

name
organism

OV DEGs
9606

pathwayDesc
statusFilter

300,310,420,430,440
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Parameter name
useStudies

1.482

Value
*

Description
A comma separated list of study identifiers of the possibly interesting results. An
asterisk refers to all possible studies available. An empty string disables the
listing of relevant studies for the genes

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-annotSelect (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT A.”.GeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, A.”.GeneName” AS
”name”, A.”.DNARegion”||’ ’||A.”
.DNABand” AS ”locus”, A.”.
GeneDesc”||’, type=’||A.”.Biotype”
|| IFNULL(’, GO=[’||G
.”Description”||’]’,”) AS
”description”, S.”studies” AS
”studies”, IFNULL(E.”code”,”)||
CASEWHEN(P.”Vertex” IS
NULL, CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)
), ’*’) AS ”S” FROM table1 AS A
LEFT OUTER JOIN ( SELECT
”sourceKey”, GROUP CONCAT(
CASEWHEN(”HitEvidence”=’t’,
CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
GROUP BY ”sourceKey” ) AS S
ON (S.”sourceKey” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table3 AS G ON (G.”ensg” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table4 AS P ON (P.
”EnsemblGeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
LEFT OUTER JOIN table5 AS E
ON (E.”.GeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
ORDER BY 2,3

1.483

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-annotSelectTypes (INPUT)

Data type definitions for annotSelect query
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.484

Value
AnnotSelectTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-annot
Select.table 1.482

Description
Table content
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Parameter name
attach
caption

columns

Value
false
Descriptions of the candidate
genes. Studies that have reported
results about the candidate genes
are listed so that those with
negative evidence have been
prefixed with a hyphen. S column
contains an at sign if the gene is
part of the candidate pathway.
@{}l@{\hspace{0.8em}}p{1.2cm
}p{2.5cm}p{10.5cm}p{3cm}@{}
S,name,locus,description,studies

countRows
dropMissing

true
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
locus,studies

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

true

ruler
section

{}
Candidate genes

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

colFormat

1.485

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-candiKorva (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
geneExpression1-degIDList
.ids 1.465
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
inputDB

Value
.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
source

targetDB

.GeneId,.GeneName,.DNARegion,
.DNABand,.Biotype,.GeneDesc
,GO
false

unique

1.486

Description
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-getStudies (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
10
false

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.487

9606
false
HitStudyId,HitStudyName,
HitEvidence

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goDesc (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
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col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goGenes
.table 1.498

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
\c\s

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
false
Description

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.488

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich (GOReport)

Generates a report of Gene Ontology [1] terms that are enriched among the original list of candidate genes.
Parameter name
geneId
geneName
geneStatusId

Value
.GeneId
.GeneName

organism

9606

sectionType

subsubsection

threshold
title

0.05
GO enrichment of all candidates

1.489

Description
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
Name of the input column that contains the gene names
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.
Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
Title of the result section

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-enrichTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goNames.table 1.495

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\
cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.05$). Ratio is the
proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is
sorted based on the FDR corrected
p-values.

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
colFormat

Value
p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm}

columns
countRows
dropMissing

Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
Proportion=#0.000

pageBreak
rename

false
Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=
Type

ruler
section

{}
GO enrichment of all candidates

sectionType

subsubsection

skipEmpty

true

1.490

Description
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich (GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-candi
Korva.bioAnnotation 1.485

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
Continued on next page. . .

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

true
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Parameter name
filterParents

Value
true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

false

maxPriori
minFrequency

1.00
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

0.05
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

1.491

Description
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goExpand (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.goTerms 1.490

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.
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geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphBP (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.graphBP 1.490

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
Continued on next page. . .
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bgcolor
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dot
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edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

spring2

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap
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Parameter name
ps2pdf
rankdir

Value
ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
23
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.493

Description
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphCC (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.graphCC 1.490

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo
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Parameter name
dot

Value
dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

Description
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
titleAttribute

Value

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.494

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphMF (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.graphMF 1.490

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
margin

Value

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.495

Description
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goNames (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.496

Value
SELECT E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”.GeneName”
ORDER BY G.”.GeneName”
SEPARATOR ’,’) AS ”Genes”
FROM table1 AS E, table2 AS G
WHERE (E.”IDs” = G.”.GeneId”)
GROUP BY E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-refsGOEnrich (INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.497

Value
refsGOEnrich.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.498

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goGenes (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”IDs” AS ”ensg”,
”Description” FROM table1
ORDER BY ”Priori”

1.499

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goStat (GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
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work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-candi
Korva.bioAnnotation 1.485

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0.0001

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

false

filterParents

true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

true

maxPriori
minFrequency

0.05
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

1.0
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

1.500

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goStatExp (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
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col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goStat.go
Terms 1.499

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.501

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-linkStyles (INPUT)

Visualization configuration for the gene interactions
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.502

Value
LinkTypeProperties.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount (RowCount)

Calculates the numbers of rows and columns from the input data. The results are stored into a properties file.
This component can be used for conditional branching. The branch selection case is defined as:

if r < limit1
 small
medium if (r ≥ limit1) ∧ ((r < limit2) ∨ (limit2 < 0))
case =

large
if (r ≥ limit2) ∧ (limit2 ≥ 0),
where r is the number of rows in input data.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Network Control

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-pathwayProps.vertexAttributes 1.543

Parameter name
colProp

Value

limit1

1

limit2

900

rowProp

Description
Property name for the column count. Empty string refers to
componentName+’.cols’
Row limit between categories small and medium. Small is selected only if the row
count is less than this limit.
Row limit between categories medium and large. Negative values can be used to
use medium category for all values greater than limit1.
Property name for the row count. Empty string refers to componentName+’.rows’
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1.503

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large (crInvalidPathwaySize)

Error message for too many links between the nodes
Parameter name
messageDir

1.504

Value
tooMany

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-message (INPUT)

A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.505

Value
tooMany
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nosteps (INPUT)

An empty pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.506

Value
emptyPathway.xml
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nothing (INPUT)

An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.507

Value
noGenes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium (crPathwayProcessing)

Accept this graph for the analysis
Input name
moksiskaan

Source
moksiskaanInit.connection 1.783

Parameter name
addCaption
expand
goLimModel
layout
maxGap
organism
useCytoscape
useStudies

Value

1.508

both
0.01
spring2
1
9606
false
*

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-cpGraphAttribu
(INPUT)

Some decorative attributes for the candidate pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
CPGraphAttributes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.509

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneAnnot
(KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pathway
Props.vertexAttributes 1.543
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
label,isHit

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
EnsemblGeneId

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
label=name,.GeneDesc
=description
source

targetDB

.DNARegion,.GeneDesc,GO

unique

false

1.510

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneNames
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.511

Value
SELECT P.”xref20” AS
”pathway”, G.”EnsemblGeneId”
AS ”ensg”, G.”label” AS ”gene”
FROM table1 G, table2 P
WHERE (G.”BioentityId” = P.
”sourceKey”) ORDER BY 3

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePWLists
(ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-geneNames
.table 1.510

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
false
ensg,gene

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.512

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePathways
(PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database
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Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
BioentityId
false
BioentityId

keys
linkTypes

550

orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.513

9606
true
20

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-getStudies
(PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
10
false

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.514

9606
false
HitStudyId,HitStudyName,
HitEvidence

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich (GOR
port)

Accept this graph for the analysis
Parameter name
geneId
geneName
geneStatusId

Value
EnsemblGeneId
name
.GeneId

organism

9606

sectionType

subsubsection

threshold
title

0.01
GO enrichment of the candidate
pathway

Description
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
Name of the input column that contains the gene names
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.
Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
Title of the result section
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1.515

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-enrich
(CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goNames
.table 1.521

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\
cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.01$). Ratio is the
proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is
sorted based on the FDR corrected
p-values.
p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm}

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
Proportion=#0.000

pageBreak
rename

false
Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=
Type

ruler
section
sectionType

{}
GO enrichment of the candidate
pathway
subsubsection

skipEmpty

true

1.516

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goEnr
(GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-geneAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.509

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

true

filterParents

true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

false

maxPriori
minFrequency

1.00
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

0.01
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

1.517

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goExp
(ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert
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col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.goTerms 1.516

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.518

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGra
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.graphBP 1.516

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
height

Value
0

layout

spring2

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
23
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.519

Description
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGra
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.graphCC 1.516

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
reportCaption

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

Value
Relationships between the
enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
11
18

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.520

Description
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGra
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.graphMF 1.516

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
dot

Value
dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

Description
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
titleAttribute

Value

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.521

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goNam
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”name” ORDER BY
G.”name” SEPARATOR ’,’) AS
”Genes” FROM table1 AS E,
table2 AS G WHERE (E.”IDs” =
G.”EnsemblGeneId”) GROUP BY
E.”GOID”, E.”Proportion”, E.
”Ontology”, E.”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”

1.522

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-refsGO
(INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.523

Value
refsGOEnrich.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-report
(LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders

true

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
tail

1.524

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedData
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”EnsemblGeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, ”name”, ”description”|
|’ locus=’||”.DNARegion” AS
”description” FROM table1
WHERE (NOT ”isHit”) ORDER
BY ”name”

1.525

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedStudy
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT G.*, S.”studies” FROM
table1 AS G LEFT OUTER JOIN
( SELECT ”sourceKey”, GROUP
CONCAT(CASEWHEN(
”HitEvidence”=’t’,CAST(” AS
VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
GROUP BY ”sourceKey” ) AS S
ON (S.”sourceKey” = G.”.
GeneId”) ORDER BY 2

1.526

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedTable
(CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
tabledata

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex
Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-intermedStudy
.table 1.525

Description
Table content
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Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat

Value
false
Descriptions of the intermediated
genes between the candidate genes.
Studies that have reported results
about the candidate genes are
listed so that those with negative
evidence have been prefixed with a
hyphen.
p{1.2cm}p{13cm}p{4cm}

columns

name,description,studies

countRows
dropMissing

true
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
studies

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.527

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-nodeJoin (VertexJoin)

Simplifies the given graph by merging vertices with an equal set of edges. The vertex compatibility is also confirmed by
checking the equality of the given set of attributes. Name of the unified vertex is formed by concatenating the name attributes
of its members and by adding a delimiter between them.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-pathwayAnnot
.graph 1.528

Description
Original graph that shall be simplified

Parameter name
equalEAttr
equalVAttr
idPrefix

Value
arrowhead,color
color,fillcolor,shape
group

nameAsID

false

nameAttr
nameDelim

label
,\n

Description
A comma separated list of edge attributes that has to be identical
A comma separated list of vertex attributes that has to be identical
Prefix for the identifiers of the vertex complexes provided in joins output. These
prefixes are followed by a consecutive number.
Replace the names of the vertex complexes with the corresponding group
identifiers
Name of the vertex label attribute
Separator that is used to concatenate names of the vertex complex members
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geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayAnnot
(GraphAnnotator)

GraphAnnotator component inserts or extracts attributes from GraphML files using CSV files. This provides a convenient
way to access GraphML attributes. All types of attributes (graph, vertex and edge) are supported. The component can be
used to insert new attributes, extract old attributes, or both.
If the input files vertexAttributes or edgeAttributes are present, their attributes are inserted into the graph. As output, the
updated graph is produced. If no attributes are inserted, the output graph is equal to the input graph.
The output files *Attributes contain all graph/vertex/edge attributes of the output graph in CSV format.
Note: currently, the updated GraphML file contains different vertex/edge id values than the original file: vertices are named
”n0”, ”n1”, etc. The original values can be accessed using the vertex attribute ”originalID”.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.graph 1.545

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
idAttrib

Value
id

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations

1.529

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDegree
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT M.”Vertex”,
CASEWHEN(G.”isHit”=’true’, ’0.
0,’||(M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”))||’,
1.0’, G.”fillcolor”) AS ”fillcolor”, (
M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”)) AS
”targetness”, A.”description”,
A.”GO” FROM table1 M, table2
G, table3 A WHERE (G.
”originalID” = M.”Vertex”) AND
(G.”EnsemblGeneId” = A.
”EnsemblGeneId”)

1.530

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDist
(IDDistribution)

Select one column from the given table and count frequencies of each value. Values are not reported if their frequency is less
than zero and the frequency of missing values is also omitted.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Analysis

334

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pathway
Props.edgeAttributes 1.543

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
true
Keggonen

columnOut

pathway

isList

true

quotation
regexp1

false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the identifier column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name
of the input column.
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be
splitted.
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has the format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.531

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayLegend
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.legend 1.545

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp
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Parameter name
fillcolor

Value

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

0

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Known relationships between the
candidate genes. Candidate genes
are shown in red if they have only
output connections. The ratio of
input and output connections
determines how light they are.
Completely white genes have only
input connections. The network of
candidate genes is expanded by
fetching related genes 1 step(s) to
up and down stream. The related
genes are shown on gray.
4
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

label,id

twopi

twopi

width

0

Description
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.
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geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayMetrics
(GraphMetrics)

This component computes various graph metrics [13] for a GraphML file. Basic metrics include graph diameter, average
shortest path length and average degree. There are also several metrics that are computed for each vertex. These include
clustering coefficient, degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.graph 1.545

Description
Graph of interest

Parameter name
nameAttribute

Value

normalize

true

Description
If given, the Vertex column in vertexMetrics contains values taken from this
vertex attribute. If empty, the ID of vertices are used.
If true, normalize centrality measures (degree, closeness and betweenness) to
range 0 to 1. If false, report raw centrality measures. Note that for
DegreeCentrality, the raw value is the degree of the node. Eigenvector centrality
is always in the range 0 to 1.

1.533

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayNames
(PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
20
false

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.534

9606
false
BioentityName

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayPlot
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-nodeJoin
.graph 1.527

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.
Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Continued on next page. . .
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0
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Parameter name
shape

Value

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

GeneName

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.535

Description
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTable
(CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-pathwayTable
Select.table 1.536

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
List of KEGG˜\cite{
Kanehisa2009} pathways
supporting the relationships
between the genes shown in
Figure˜\ref{fig:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-pathwayLegend}.
Number of edges taken from each
pathway is shown on edges
column.
p{6cm}rp{11cm}

columns

name,edges,genes

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
ensembl,genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak

false

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
rename

Value

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.536

Description
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTableSe
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT D.”pathway” AS ”ID”,
N.”BioentityName” AS ”name”,
D.”freq” AS ”edges”, G.”ensg” AS
”ensembl”, G.”gene” AS ”genes”
FROM table1 D, table2 N, table3
G WHERE (D.”pathway” = N.
”sourceKey”) AND (D.”pathway”
= G.”pathway”) ORDER BY 3
DESC

1.537

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-refPathwayTabl
(INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.538

Value
refsPathwayTable.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value
false
Moksiskaan candidate pathway

sectionType

subsection

strictBorders
tail

true
\clearpage{}

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
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1.539

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small (crInvalidPathwaySize)

Error message for too few links between the nodes
Parameter name
messageDir

1.540

Value
tooFew

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-message (INPUT)

A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.541

Value
tooFew
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nosteps (INPUT)

An empty pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.542

Value
emptyPathway.xml
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nothing (INPUT)

An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.543

Value
noGenes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-pathwayProps (GraphAnnotator)

GraphAnnotator component inserts or extracts attributes from GraphML files using CSV files. This provides a convenient
way to access GraphML attributes. All types of attributes (graph, vertex and edge) are supported. The component can be
used to insert new attributes, extract old attributes, or both.
If the input files vertexAttributes or edgeAttributes are present, their attributes are inserted into the graph. As output, the
updated graph is produced. If no attributes are inserted, the output graph is equal to the input graph.
The output files *Attributes contain all graph/vertex/edge attributes of the output graph in CSV format.
Note: currently, the updated GraphML file contains different vertex/edge id values than the original file: vertices are named
”n0”, ”n1”, etc. The original values can be accessed using the vertex attribute ”originalID”.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.graph 1.545

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
idAttrib

Value
id

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations
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1.544

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-pathwayReport (ExclusiveCombiner)

Binds one set of inputs to the output ports.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Network Control

Parameter name
exclude

Value

prefer

2

1.545

Description
Files and directories matching this regular expression are not copied. Matching is
done for the base name of the filename that is the last component.
Number of the input set that is used if there is content in various input sets. An
error occurs if multiple sets are available and this parameter is negative.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-prePathway (CandidatePathway)

Generates a network that contains the given bioentities and the known biological links between them [11]. The links are
fetched from Moksiskaan database.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.4
Categories: Moksiskaan, Pathway
Input name
hits

Source
geneExpression1-degIDList
.ids 1.465

Description
Table of findings and possible scores

Parameter name
annotRules

Value

Description
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.
A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.
Expansion mode that determines how to select additional bioentities related to
the original candidates. Accepted values are: ’connected’ (include only those
neighbors that belong to a path that starts from a candidate entity and end to a
candidate [the end point may also be the starting entity if the path forms a
loop]), ’up’ (find the up stream neighbors of the candidates), ’down’ (find the
down stream neighbors of the candidates), and ’both’ (expand network by using
the down and up stream neighbors of the candidates).
A comma separated list of GraphML edge properties and their values for the gap
entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal sign.
A comma separated list of GraphML edge properties and their values for the
original input entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal
sign.
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest
Maximum number of bioentities between any two input entities
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column
Identifier of the external reference type as specified in XrefType.csv

bioentityTypes
expand

both

gapProperties

fillcolor=#AAAAAA,fontsize=8
,isHit=false
fillcolor=#FFFFFF,isHit=true

hitProperties

linkTypes
maxGap
organism
xrefCol
xrefType

1.546

300,310,420,430,440
1
9606
10

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-refAnnotTable (INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the gene annotation table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.547

Value
refsAnnotTable.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex
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Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

true
Candidate report for OV DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true
\clearpage{}

1.548

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-statusCode (INPUT)

Standard columns for the status file that does not exist
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.549

Value
emptyStatusCode.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-cfgDescMoksiskaan (INPUT)

Descriptions of Moksiskaan components
Parameter name
path

recursive

1.550

Value
/apps/general/anduril/
/moksiskaan/db/pipeline
/components/report-descriptions
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary (DrugReport)

This function can be used to predict drugs that would target the given genes.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
Moksiskaan, Reporting

Parameter name
cytoscape
effectDist
isolateGroup
Names
maxSize

Value
false
1
true

name
pathwayDesc
statusFilter

OV DEGs

1500

xrefCol

1.551

Description
Create a Cytoscape session for the drug pathway and attach it to the report.
Number of allowed pathway steps between the drug and the target gene.
Combined nodes of the pathway graph are labelled with artificial names described
in a separate table. This approach reduces the complexity of the actual figure.
The function fails if the number of initial pathway members exceeds this
threshold before the optional status information is applied.
Name of the candidate set
An additional text that will follow the figure caption of the drug pathway.
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the pathway
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-drugs (DrugPathway)

Produces a network of possible drugs targeting some of the given genes [11]. Drugs are searched effectDist pathways steps up
stream from the genes of interest but pathway precedence links are used for the first step only. The final pathway represents
the found drugs connected to their targets including genes that do not belong to genes of initial interest. The additional
targets are included as the trugs may cause some unexpected side effects. Pathway precedence links are used only once for
each down stream path from a drug towards its targets.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
targets

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Moksiskaan
Source
geneExpression1-degIDList
.ids 1.465

Description
Table of target genes of interest
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Parameter name
effectDist
maxSize
xrefCol
xrefType

1.552

Value
1
1500
10

Description
Number of allowed pathway steps between the drug and the target gene
This component fails if the number of pathway members exceeds this threshold.
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column
Identifier of the external reference type as specified in XrefType.csv

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-effect (ExpressionGraph)

Simplifies the given graph by removing absent genes and vertices that are in contradiction to the given expression profile.
This component tries to fit the given pathway to the observations about its members [11].
Operations performed:
i) removal of the genes that are constantly absent;
ii) propagation of the expression information for the genes lacking it and having no ambiguities in their upstream regulators;
iii) removal of the edges that are in contradiction between known status of the genes on their both ends;
iv) application of the expression information to the genes;
v) removal of the genes that have not been up or down regulated (onlyDEGs);
vi) removal of the orphan genes that have become disconnected.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Moksiskaan, Graph, Pathway

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-drugs
.graph 1.551
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-drugs
.status 1.551

Description
Original graph topology

Parameter name
exprAttr

Value
penwidth,color

exprDown
exprPredF

4.0,#0000FF
false,

exprPredT

true,2.0

exprStable
exprUp
idAttr
keepIf

4.0,#999999
4.0,#00FF00
EnsemblGeneId
color=#DDDD00,shape
=diamond
LinkTypeId
isPredicted,penwidth

Description
A comma separated list of names of the vertex attributes that will be used to
store expression information. You must include exactly one value for each
attribute in exprUp, exprDown, and exprStable.
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the inhibited genes
A comma separated list of values of predAttr attributes for the genes without
predicted expressions
A comma separated list of values of predAttr attributes for the genes with
predicted expressions
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the stably expressed genes
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the promoted genes
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map genes to their status
A comma separated list of vertex attribute names and values for those vertices
that shall be kept even if status filter would vanish them
Name of the edge attribute that is used to map links to their types
A comma separated list of names of the vertex attributes that are used to
indicate predicted expressions
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the output

status

linkAttr
predAttr
statusFilter

1.553

Status information for the genes.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-groupTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-nodeJoin
.joins 1.556

Description
Table content
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Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat

Value
false
This table describes the actual
entites of each set of combined
nodes in Figure˜\ref{fig:
geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysisdrugSummary-pathwayLegend}.
p{1cm}p{15cm}

columns

ID,Members

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Members

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.554

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-linkFunctions (INPUT)

Regulatory functions associated to the link types
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.555

Value
../CandidateReport/
LinkTypeFunctions.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-linkStyles (INPUT)

Visualization configuration for the gene interactions
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.556

Value
../CandidateReport/
LinkTypeProperties.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-nodeJoin (VertexJoin)

Simplifies the given graph by merging vertices with an equal set of edges. The vertex compatibility is also confirmed by
checking the equality of the given set of attributes. Name of the unified vertex is formed by concatenating the name attributes
of its members and by adding a delimiter between them.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
graph

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Graph
Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-effect
.graph 1.552

Description
Original graph that shall be simplified
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Parameter name
equalEAttr
equalVAttr
idPrefix

Value
arrowhead,color,weight
color,shape
group

nameAsID

true

nameAttr
nameDelim

label
,\n

1.557

Description
A comma separated list of edge attributes that has to be identical
A comma separated list of vertex attributes that has to be identical
Prefix for the identifiers of the vertex complexes provided in joins output. These
prefixes are followed by a consecutive number.
Replace the names of the vertex complexes with the corresponding group
identifiers
Name of the vertex label attribute
Separator that is used to concatenate names of the vertex complex members

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-pathwayLegend (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-drugs
.legend 1.551

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

1
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Parameter name
neato

Value
neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Drugs (rhombi) that could
possibly have an effect on the
given set of target genes (
octagons). Green and blue borders
are referring to \textcolor{green}
{promoted} and \textcolor{blue}
{inhibited} genes, respectively.
Yellow borders are used if the
effect is dependent on the drug
selection. Direct target effects of
the drugs are shown with bold
borders whereas the predictions
are kept thin. Nodes that share all
their connections and properties
are combined in order to reduce
the complexity of the graph. The
joint nodes are labeled as
$group\#$ and the participating
entities are described in Table˜\
ref{table:geneExpression1moksiskaanAnalysisdrugSummary-groupTable}.
4
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

label,id

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.558

Description
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-pathwayPlot (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot
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Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-nodeJoin
.graph 1.556

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.
Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Continued on next page. . .
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0
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Parameter name
splines

Value
true

titleAttribute

GeneName

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.559

Description
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

true
Drugs for OV DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.560

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-enrichmentTable (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.561

Value
/apps/general/anduril/
/moksiskaan/db/../pipeline/exec/
output/goBackground-enrichment.
csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-moksiskaanSummary (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

false

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
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1.562

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document

Source
geneExpression1-moksiskaan
Analysis-moksiskaanSummary
.document 1.561

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

1.563

geneExpression1-moksiskaanAnalysis-template (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true

usepackage

1.564

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

geneExpression1-probeAnnotExp (ExpandCollapse)

Filter out probes that map to multiple genes.
Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-probeAnnotation
.annotations 1.565

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.565

geneExpression1-probeAnnotation (BiomartAnnotator)

Fetch probe annotations from BioMart.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name

Value

Description

Parameter name
attributes

Value
ensembl gene id

batchSize

10000

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.
If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens gene ensembl

filterColumns
filterTypes

agilent wholegenome

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

ensembl

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.566

geneExpression1-probeFilter (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

1.567

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression1-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value
false
Gene expression analysis

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
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1.568

geneExpression1-sampleAnnotation (TableQuery)

Process annotation data to suit Agilent reader.
Input name
table1

Source
Data-GeneExpAgilAnnot.
table 1.18

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.569

geneExpression1-sampleClusters (ClusterReport)

Performs a hierarchical clustering of samples. The clustering is based on the given expression values of the genes.
The report contains a dendrogram of the results of the clustering and a distance matrix between the samples.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0.1
Latex, Clustering

Input name
matr

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpMatrix
.matrix 1.475

Description
Numeric data.

Parameter name
cexSampleText

Value
0.3

clusterMethod
margin
rotateLabels

average
0
true

sectionTitle
sectionType

Sample clusters
subsection

showDistance
width

false
24

Description
A numerical value giving the amount by which the sample names in the plot tree
should be scaled relative to the default values.
Name of clustering method. One of ’average’, ’single’ or ’complete’.
A numerical value giving the amount by which margin is increased.
If true, rotate column labels vertically in the distance matrix so that they take
less space on the x axis.
Title of the LaTeX section
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. If
empty, no section statement is written.
This flag tells if the distance matrix shall be included into the document
Width of diagram in cm

1.570

geneExpression1-sampleGroups (SampleGroupCreator)

Creates sample group tables based on sample names read from data files. These tables define relationship between samples.
For example, which samples are biological or technical replicates. The list of sample names is read from data files (either
column names or one column along rows) and sample groups are defined using regular expressions. Also, constant groups
where the set of member samples does not depend on data can be created. The type of each definition pattern is given with
patternTypes, which is one of re, relist or verbatim for each pattern.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.2.2
Preprocessing

Input name
data1

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpMatrix
.matrix 1.475

Description
Data file 1 for reading sample names. Either column names or values on one
column contain sample names.

Parameter name
columns

Value

definition1

tumor solid,median,Solid tumor
samples

Description
Defines which columns in input files contain sample names, or whether column
names should be used (default). This parameter is a comma-separated list of at
most three values which name columns in inputs data1 to data3. If an entry is
empty, the column names of the corresponding input file are used instead.
Definition of group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format: NAME,TYPE or
NAME,TYPE,DESCRIPTION.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
definition2
definition3

definition4
definition5
definition6
definition7
definition8
definition9
pattern1

TCGA-[A-Z0-9]{2}-[A-Z0-9]{4}01A.{4}
TCGA-[A-Z0-9]{2}-[A-Z0-9]{4}11A.{4}
tumor solid,normal tissue

pattern2
pattern3
pattern4
pattern5
pattern6
pattern7
pattern8
pattern9
patternTypes

1.571

Value
normal tissue,median,Normal
tissue samples
tumor vs normal,ratio,fold change
of tumor median vs. normal
median

re,re,verbatim

Description
Definition of group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.

Definition of group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format depends on the
pattern type.
Pattern for group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Comma-separated list of pattern types for each pattern. Each item is one of ”re”
(default), ”relist” or ”verbatim”. The types are explained above. An empty value
is interpreted as ”re”. For example, ”,re,relist,,verbatim” specifies that pattern3
has the type ”relist” and pattern5 the type ”verbatim”; all others (including
pattern6 and above) have the type ”re”.

geneExpression1-survival (GeneSurvival)

Input name
patientMetadata

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
annotCol
fcThreshold
minCount
pLimit
survivalTimeOut
title

Value
.GeneName,.GeneDesc,Uniprot/SWISSPROT
4.0
20
0.05
120
Survival analysis for DEGs

1.572

geneExpression1-survival-km (KaplanMeier)

Produces a Kaplan-Meier plot representing survival estimates based on the given data. Log-rank statistics are calculated in
order the address the similarity of the curves.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Ali Faisal (ali.faisal@aalto.fi)
2.1
Survival, Latex

Input name
survival

Source
geneExpression1-survival-survival
TableConv.csv 1.581

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.05
.GeneName,.GeneDesc,Uniprot
/SWISSPROT

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

excludeCol

SampleID,PatientID

groupCol

*

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
minCount
modelVarCols

Value
20

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
120

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

1.573

Description
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

geneExpression1-survival-kmReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

true
Survival analysis for DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.574

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression1-survival-sampleExpression (SampleExpression)

Create a {−1, 0, 1} matrix that indicates whether a given gene/probe is differentially expressed in individual samples. The
decision whether a gene is differentially expressed is done:
a) using fold change thresholding or
b) by selecting P largest and P smallest log ratios, where P is a proportion.
The expression input can be either log ratios or channel values, which are handled differently. Log ratios are directly used for
fold change thresholding. Channel values are converted to log ratios by dividing them with reference samples. In this case,
the expression matrix is assumed to contain both the target and reference samples. Reference samples are converted to a
single column by taking a median. The columns that contain reference values are defined in the groups input. If the groups
input is not given, values are assumed to be log ratios.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
DEG

Input name
expr

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.473

Description
Expression matrix. The values are assumed to be log ratios if the ”groups” input
is not given; otherwise, they are assumed to be channel values.

Parameter name
referenceGroup

Value
normal tissue

threshold

4.0

Description
Group name in the groups input that contains reference samples. Used to
compute log ratios from channel values.
Threshold that determines whether a gene is under- or overexpressed.
Interpretation of the value depends on thresholdType.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
thresholdType

1.575

Value
fold-change

Description
Defines how differential expression is decided. Legal values are ”fold-change” and
”top-most”. For ”fold-change”, the threshold parameter is a linear fold change
threshold. A gene is overexpressed if its log ratio is over the threshold and
underexpressed if the log ratio is under 1/threshold. For ”top-most”, threshold is
a fraction between 0 and 1 that defines how many genes with highest and lowest
expression are selected. For example, if threshold is 0.1, the top 10% genes are
overexpressed and the bottom 10% are underexpressed.

geneExpression1-survival-sampleExpressionTrans (MatrixTranspose)

Produces a transposed version of the input matrix.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
matrix

Source
geneExpression1-survival-sample
Expression.indicator 1.574

Description
Input matrix.

Parameter name
rowName

Value
SampleID

Description
Name of the first column in the output.

1.576

geneExpression1-survival-sampleNames (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression1-sampleGroups
.groups 1.570

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
*

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.
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1.577

geneExpression1-survival-survival (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
geneExpression1-survival-survival
In.table 1.578

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Value
-

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1.578

.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

geneExpression1-survival-survivalIn (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table2

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

Description
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.579

geneExpression1-survival-survivalQuery (INPUT)

Generates a table of samples and their survival times.
Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
sql/exonSurvival.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.580

geneExpression1-survival-survivalTable (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Parameter name
intersection

Value
true

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.581

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

geneExpression1-survival-survivalTableConv (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression1-survival-survival
Table.csv 1.580
geneExpression1-survival-survival
.file 1.577

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
indicator

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

PatientID

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
Continued on next page. . .
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keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn

SampleID
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Parameter name
split

Value
false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.582

2

Description
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

geneExpression1-tTest (StatisticalTest)

Calculate DEGs based on t-test.
Input name
matrix

Source
geneExpression1-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.473

Description
Input matrix, containing values to be tested.

Parameter name
byRow

Value
true

contingencyRows

2

correctedColumn

PValueCorrected

correction

BY

mean

0

outputSet
paired

tumor vs normal tTest
false

Description
If true, there is one test for each row. If false, there are tests for various column
combinations.
For categorical variable independence tests (chi-squared, Fisher), this gives the
number of rows in contingency tables. The number of columns is deduced from
data. For example, if contingencyRows=3 and target vector has length 12, the
table has 4 columns.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for corrected p-values. Only used if multiple
hypothesis correction has been enabled.
Type of multiple hypothesis correction. One of ”none”, ”fdr”
(Benjamini-Hochberg, 1995), ”robustfdr” (Pounds-Cheng 2006), ”BY” (FDR,
Benjamini-Yekutieli, 2001), ”holm”, ”bonferroni”. The value ”none” disables
correction.
Expected mean of the reference distribution (mu) when the reference group is not
supplied. Used for t-test and wilcoxon.
The name of the output set in the idlist output.
Indicates whether the test is paired so that i’th element of target vector
corresponds to i’th element of reference vector. Ignored for F-test.
If non-empty, include a column in the pvalues output that contains the outputSet
on every row. This parameter gives the name of that column. The column is the
first column in pvalues. This prefix column is useful when several separate
statistical tests are made and the results are combined into one file. If
prefixColumn is empty, do not include the prefix column.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for raw p-values.
Comma-separated list of reference columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix2 if
matrix2 is supplied; otherwise, all columns of matrix are used. May be empty if
references are not used.
For two-sided tests, one of ”twosided”, ”greater” (target greater than reference)
or ”less” (target smaller than reference).
Comma-separated list of target columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix.
Type of the statistical test. One of ”t-test”, ”wilcoxon”, ”chi-squared”, ”fisher”,
”F-test”, ”shapiro” (Shapiro-Wilk), ”ks” (Kolmogorov-Smirnov), ”cor-pearson”,
”cor-spearman”. Variants of the tests are set with other parameters (sided,
paired).
P-value threshold for inclusion in the idlist output. Must be between 0 and 1
inclusive. If multiple hypothesis correction has been enabled, the threshold is for
corrected p-values.

prefixColumn

pvalueColumn
referenceColumns

PValue
normal tissue

sided

twosided

targetColumns

tumor solid

test

t-test

threshold

0.0010
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geneExpression1-tTestConv (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression1-tTest
.pvalues 1.582
geneExpression1-probeFilter
.table 1.566

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

.GeneId

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

false

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.584

2

geneExpression2 (GeneExpressionAnalysis)

Input name
expressionData
annotationTable
clinicalData

Source
Data.GeneExpAffyData 1.12
Data.GeneExpAffyAnnot 1.12
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
arrayType

Value
affy hg u133a
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
cancerType
fdrLimit
foldchangeLimit
queryMoksiskaan
survivalTimeOut

1.585

Value
GBM
0.05
2.0
false
36

geneExpression2-INPUT4 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.586

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/affyColumnRename.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-INPUT5 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.587

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/UniqProbes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-INPUT6 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.588

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/degTransformation.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-allLogratio (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr
groups

Parameter name
geometricMean

Source
geneExpression2-allMeans
.expr 1.589
geneExpression2-sampleGroups
.groups 1.700

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.

Value
true

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Continued on next page. . .

Sample group specification.
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Parameter name
groupIDs

Value
tumor vs normal

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

1.589

Description
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

geneExpression2-allMeans (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr
groups

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
geneExpression2-sampleGroups
.groups 1.700

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor solid,normal tissue

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

1.590

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.
Sample group specification.

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

geneExpression2-allProbes (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv
conversionTable

Source
geneExpression2-allProbesDup
.table 1.591
geneExpression2-allProbesDup
.table 1.591

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.
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Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

GeneID

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

GeneID
false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.591

2

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

geneExpression2-allProbesDup (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

Source
geneExpression2-probeFilter
.table 1.697
geneExpression2-allLogratio
.expr 1.588
geneExpression2-tTestConv
.csv 1.713
geneExpression2-geneStatistics
Query.in 1.607

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value
2

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
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1.592

geneExpression2-degAnnot (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Parameter name
asConnection

Source
geneExpression2-degAnnotCols
.in 1.593
geneExpression2-degAnnotK.bioA
nnotation 1.594

Description
Data transformation

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.593

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

geneExpression2-degAnnotCols (INPUT)

Switch the order of annotation columns.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.594

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/DEGAnnotColumns.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-degAnnotK (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
geneExpression2-degProbes
.ids 1.596
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
.GeneId

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
indicator

Value
true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,GO,
Uniprot/SWISSPROT
false

unique

1.595

Description
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

geneExpression2-degIDList (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(12)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression2-degSet
.result 1.598

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Members

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.596

true
false

geneExpression2-degProbes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
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Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(13)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression2-degSet
.result 1.598

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Members,Members

columnOut

.GeneId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

true
false
ID=over|under

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.597

geneExpression2-degReport (DEGReport)

Generates a LATEX report on differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The report has two parts: a summary section that lists
the number of over- and underexpressed genes in each sample group; and a gene list section that lists all the gene names.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
DEG, Latex

Input name
deg

Source
geneExpression2-degSet
.result 1.598

geneAnnotation

geneExpression2-degAnnot
.table 1.592
geneExpression2-geneExpFC
.expr 1.605

expr

Parameter name
columns
geneColumn

Value
8
.GeneName

sectionTitle

Summary of differentially
expressed genes
subsection

sectionType
setPattern

1.598

Description
Sets of differentially expressed genes. If expression values are given (expr), there
must be an annotation column SampleGroup that binds the set to an expression
column.
Annotation for genes. Must contain the column named by geneColumn.
Expression values. Used to sort gene lists.

Description
Number of columns in gene list table.
Column name in geneAnnotation that contains gene names. If empty, gene names
are not printed.
Title for a new latex section. If none is given, a new section is not created.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
R regular expression for matching set names. If empty, all sets are included.

geneExpression2-degSet (SetTransformer)

Take DEGs based on combined fold change and t-test criteria.
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Input name
transformation

Source
geneExpression2-INPUT6.in 1.587

set1
set2

geneExpression2-geneExpDEGs
.deg 1.601
geneExpression2-tTest.idlist 1.712

Parameter name
includeAnnotation

Value
*

includeOriginal

false

1.599

Description
Set transformations, one per CSV row. The columns Target (target set ID) and
Definition (transformation expression) must be present. The column IterationSet
may be present if iterated transformations are used. IterationSet should contain
NA for non-iterated transformations. Any other columns are interpreted as
annotation columns and are copied to the output. For iterated transformations,
the wildcard * in annotations is replaced with the current set ID.
Input sets 1. NA values in Members are interpreted as empty sets.
Input sets 2.

Description
Comma-separated list of column names in the transformation input that should
be used as annotation columns. The wildcard * includes all columns. The special
columns Target, Definition and IterationSet are excluded automatically.
If true, the original sets from input files are included in the output as well. If
false, only sets defined in transformations are included.

geneExpression2-degStat (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
geneExpression2-degAnnot
.table 1.592
geneExpression2-geneExpFC
.expr 1.605
geneExpression2-tTest
.pvalues 1.712
geneExpression2-degStatSQL.
in 1.600

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.600

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-degStatSQL (INPUT)

This query combines DEGs to their fold changes and p-values.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.601

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/DEGStatistics.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-geneExpDEGs (FoldChange)

Select differentially expressed genes using the fold change criteria. This filter does not compute the fold changes itself but
takes them as input.
A gene with a log ratio intensity l is considered to be under expressed if and only if l ≤ − log2 (threshold) and over expressed
if and only if l ≥ log2 (threshold).
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
DEG
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Input name
logratio

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpFC
.expr 1.605

Description
Log ratio data.

Parameter name
nameDeg

Value
%s fcDeg

nameOver

%s fcOver

nameStable

%s fcStable

nameUnder

%s fcUnder

stableThreshold

0

threshold

2.0

Description
Name of the sets for differentially expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded
to the current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for overexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for stably expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for underexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale) for stable genes. Genes with fold change
smaller than the threshold in both directions are considered stably expressed. If
the parameter has the value zero, no list of stably expressed genes is included in
the results.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale). Genes with fold change greater than or
equal to the threshold in either direction are considered differentially expressed.

1.602

geneExpression2-geneExpData (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1
table2

Parameter name
asConnection
param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.603

Source
geneExpression2-INPUT4.in 1.585
geneExpression2-geneExpDataIn
.csv 1.603
Data-GeneExpAffyAnnot.
table 1.16

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)

geneExpression2-geneExpDataIn (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csvDir

Source
Data-GeneExpAffyData.dataF
iles 1.17

Description
Directory containing CSV files.

Parameter name
intersection

Value
false

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.604

geneExpression2-geneExpDataOutAnnot (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression2-mergedExp
.csv 1.610
geneExpression2-probeFilter
.table 1.697

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

.GeneId

keyColumn

ProbeName

originalWhen
Missing

true

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
Continued on next page. . .

conversionTable

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn

.GeneId
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Parameter name
unique

Value
true

Description
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.605

2

geneExpression2-geneExpFC (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr

Source
geneExpression2-groupMeans
.expr 1.608
geneExpression2-sampleGroups
.groups 1.700

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor vs normal

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

groups

1.606

Sample group specification.

geneExpression2-geneExpProbes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(14)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpData
.table 1.602

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
columnIn

Value

columnOut

ProbeName

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.607

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

geneExpression2-geneStatisticsQuery (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.608

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/GeneStatistics.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-groupMeans (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr
groups

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
geneExpression2-sampleGroups
.groups 1.700

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor solid,normal tissue

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.
Sample group specification.

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.
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1.609

geneExpression2-heatmap (GOClustering)

This Anduril component uses Gene ontology (GO) [1] annotations to cluster a set of genes. Each cluster consists of genes that
share similar GO annotations.
The GO clustering of the genes can be visualized together with expression data (optional). Samples of the expression data
are clustered based on their expression profiles and a heatmap is formed by clustering the y-axis of genes using their GO
annotations. Component is based on the method descibed in [16].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Ping Chen (ping.chen@helsinki.fi), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi),
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
1.1.2
Clustering, GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
geneExpression2-degAnnot
.table 1.592
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604

Description
GO annotations for the genes

Parameter name
ColumnWidth
asBitmap

Value
15
true

columnMargin
cutLimit

0
0.5

decimal
drawHeatmap
dropUnknown
geneColumn

3
true
true

goColumn
grayScale
heatmapScale

GO
true
row

organism

9606

pvalues

false

rowMargin
sectionType

5
subsection

showClusterNames

true

title
xLab
yLab

GO clustering
Samples
GO.groups

Description
Control the column width of the GO MEMBER table.
Produce heatmap in Portable network graphics (PNG) format instead of Portable
document format (PDF). PNG bitmaps are more suitable if the heatmap contains
large number of samples and genes.
Margin for column names in heatmap
Clustering cut off height for the hierachical clustering of the genes. This limit is
between 0 and 1, where 0 refers to more specific groups.
Control the output of long decimal.
If true, draw a heatmap.
Genes with no GO annotations are excluded if this flag is true
Name of the gene name column in the annotation file. The value is used for
creating the report. The given column is used for listing all the members in the
clusters to the report. If the value is empty, cluster member lists are not put into
the report.
Name of the GO annotation column in the annotation file
If true, heatmap is in grayscale. If false, heatmap is colorful.
Determines how the values for the heatmap are scaled. Legal values are ”row”,
”column” and ”none”. This corresponds to the scale parameter of the R function
heatmap.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input similarityTable is not given. Supported organisms: Homo
sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans: 6239,
Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus: 10116.
If true, compute p-values for information contents of the clusters using a
permutation test. The p-values are shown in their own table in the report. The
permutation test may be slow.
Margin for row names in heatmap
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if <code>sectionTitle</code> is an empty string.
If true, show cluster names G1, ..., Gn on the right side of the heat map. If false,
show gene names.
Title for the subsection and for the heatmap image.
Label for the x-axis of the heatmap
Label for the y-axis of the heatmap

expr

1.610

Gene expressions

geneExpression2-mergedExp (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpData
.table 1.602
geneExpression2-probeFilter
.table 1.697

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

ProbeName

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

1.611

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis (doMoksiskaan)

1.612

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary (CandidateReport)

This function generates a LATEX report characterizing the given set of genes. The document contains a table of genes and
their annotations. Gene Ontology [1] enrichments are reported separately for the three ontologies available.
Moksiskaan database is used to produce a candidate pathway representing the pathway context of the genes. Pathway
members are reported in terms of their canonical pathway associations, Gene Ontology terms and gene descriptions.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
3.1
Moksiskaan, Pathway, Reporting

Input name
moksiskaan

Source
moksiskaanInit.connection 1.783

Description
JDBC connection for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
annotRules

Value

Description
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.
A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.
Continued on next page. . .

bioentityTypes
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Parameter name
corrLimit

Value
0.3

cytoscape
expand

false
both

goLimInput

0.05

goLimModel

0.01

hideGaps
isolateGroup
Names
linkTypes

false
false

maxGap

1

name
organism

OV DEGs
9606

300,310,420,430,440

pathwayDesc
statusFilter
useStudies

1.613

*

Description
Absolute value of the correlation coefficient must be greater than this limit it the
correlation data is used to prune the candidate pathway.
Create a Cytoscape session for the candidate pathway and attach it to the report.
Selection criterion for the related genes as described in CandidatePathway
component.
Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate genes based on their
FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the GO enrichment
analysis.
Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate pathway members
based on their FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the
GO enrichment analysis.
Disables the rendering of the genes other than the given candidates
Combined nodes of the pathway graph are labelled with artificial names described
in a separate table. This approach reduces the complexity of the actual figure.
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest or ’defaults’ for the
predefined set of supported links
Maximum number of genes between any two candidate genes in their interaction
network
Name of the candidate set
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
An additional text that will follow the figure caption of the candidate pathway.
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the candidate pathway if the status information is provided
A comma separated list of study identifiers of the possibly interesting results. An
asterisk refers to all possible studies available. An empty string disables the
listing of relevant studies for the genes

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-annotSelect (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT A.”.GeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, A.”.GeneName” AS
”name”, A.”.DNARegion”||’ ’||A.”
.DNABand” AS ”locus”, A.”.
GeneDesc”||’, type=’||A.”.Biotype”
|| IFNULL(’, GO=[’||G
.”Description”||’]’,”) AS
”description”, S.”studies” AS
”studies”, IFNULL(E.”code”,”)||
CASEWHEN(P.”Vertex” IS
NULL, CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)
), ’*’) AS ”S” FROM table1 AS A
LEFT OUTER JOIN ( SELECT
”sourceKey”, GROUP CONCAT(
CASEWHEN(”HitEvidence”=’t’,
CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
GROUP BY ”sourceKey” ) AS S
ON (S.”sourceKey” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table3 AS G ON (G.”ensg” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table4 AS P ON (P.
”EnsemblGeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
LEFT OUTER JOIN table5 AS E
ON (E.”.GeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
ORDER BY 2,3

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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1.614

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-annotSelectTypes (INPUT)

Data type definitions for annotSelect query
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.615

Value
AnnotSelectTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-annot
Select.table 1.613

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

columns

Value
false
Descriptions of the candidate
genes. Studies that have reported
results about the candidate genes
are listed so that those with
negative evidence have been
prefixed with a hyphen. S column
contains an at sign if the gene is
part of the candidate pathway.
@{}l@{\hspace{0.8em}}p{1.2cm
}p{2.5cm}p{10.5cm}p{3cm}@{}
S,name,locus,description,studies

countRows
dropMissing

true
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
locus,studies

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

true

ruler
section

{}
Candidate genes

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

colFormat

1.616

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-candiKorva (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
geneExpression2-degIDList
.ids 1.595
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
source

targetDB

.GeneId,.GeneName,.DNARegion,
.DNABand,.Biotype,.GeneDesc
,GO
false

unique

1.617

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-getStudies (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
sourceKeys

Source
geneExpression2-degIDList
.ids 1.595

connection

moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
10
false

keys
linkTypes

Description
A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of
the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
orderBy

Value

organism
reverse
targetDB

9606
false
HitStudyId,HitStudyName,
HitEvidence

1.618

Description
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goDesc (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goGenes
.table 1.629

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
\c\s

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
false
Description

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.619

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich (GOReport)

Generates a report of Gene Ontology [1] terms that are enriched among the original list of candidate genes.
Parameter name
geneId
geneName
geneStatusId

Value
.GeneId
.GeneName

organism

9606

sectionType

subsubsection

threshold
title

0.05
GO enrichment of all candidates

Description
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
Name of the input column that contains the gene names
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.
Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
Title of the result section
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1.620

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-enrichTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goNames.table 1.626

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\
cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.05$). Ratio is the
proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is
sorted based on the FDR corrected
p-values.
p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm}

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
Proportion=#0.000

pageBreak
rename

false
Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=
Type

ruler
section

{}
GO enrichment of all candidates

sectionType

subsubsection

skipEmpty

true

1.621

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich (GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO
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Input name
goAnnotations

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-candi
Korva.bioAnnotation 1.616

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

true

filterParents

true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

false

maxPriori
minFrequency

1.00
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

0.05
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

1.622

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goExpand (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
relation

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert
Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.goTerms 1.621

Description
The mandatory input relation
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col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

1.623

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphBP (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.graphBP 1.621

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

spring2

margin
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Parameter name
minSize

Value
2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
23
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.624

Description
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphCC (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
graph

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot
Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.graphCC 1.621

Description
Input graph
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Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
shape

Value

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.625

Description
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphMF (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goEnrich
-goEnrich.graphMF 1.621

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp
fillcolor

fontcolor

fdp
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Parameter name
fontsize

Value
0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-goEnrichenrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.626

Description
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-goNames (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”.GeneName”
ORDER BY G.”.GeneName”
SEPARATOR ’,’) AS ”Genes”
FROM table1 AS E, table2 AS G
WHERE (E.”IDs” = G.”.GeneId”)
GROUP BY E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”

1.627

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-refsGOEnrich (INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.628

Value
refsGOEnrich.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goEnrich-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.629

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goGenes (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”IDs” AS ”ensg”,
”Description” FROM table1
ORDER BY ”Priori”

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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1.630

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goStat (GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-candi
Korva.bioAnnotation 1.616

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0.0001

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

false

filterParents

true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

true

maxPriori
minFrequency

0.05
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

1.0
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

1.631

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-goStatExp (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
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col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-goStat.go
Terms 1.630

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.632

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-linkStyles (INPUT)

Visualization configuration for the gene interactions
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.633

Value
LinkTypeProperties.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount (RowCount)

Calculates the numbers of rows and columns from the input data. The results are stored into a properties file.
This component can be used for conditional branching. The branch selection case is defined as:

if r < limit1
 small
medium if (r ≥ limit1) ∧ ((r < limit2) ∨ (limit2 < 0))
case =

large
if (r ≥ limit2) ∧ (limit2 ≥ 0),
where r is the number of rows in input data.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Network Control

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-pathwayProps.vertexAttributes 1.674

Parameter name
colProp

Value

limit1

1

limit2

900

rowProp

Description
Property name for the column count. Empty string refers to
componentName+’.cols’
Row limit between categories small and medium. Small is selected only if the row
count is less than this limit.
Row limit between categories medium and large. Negative values can be used to
use medium category for all values greater than limit1.
Property name for the row count. Empty string refers to componentName+’.rows’
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1.634

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large (crInvalidPathwaySize)

Error message for too many links between the nodes
Parameter name
messageDir

1.635

Value
tooMany

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-message (INPUT)

A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.636

Value
tooMany
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nosteps (INPUT)

An empty pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.637

Value
emptyPathway.xml
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nothing (INPUT)

An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.638

Value
noGenes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium (crPathwayProcessing)

Accept this graph for the analysis
Input name
moksiskaan

Source
moksiskaanInit.connection 1.783

Parameter name
addCaption
expand
goLimModel
layout
maxGap
organism
useCytoscape
useStudies

Value

1.639

both
0.01
spring2
1
9606
false
*

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-cpGraphAttribu
(INPUT)

Some decorative attributes for the candidate pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
CPGraphAttributes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.640

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneAnnot
(KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pathway
Props.vertexAttributes 1.674
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
label,isHit

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false
EnsemblGeneId

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
label=name,.GeneDesc
=description
source

targetDB

.DNARegion,.GeneDesc,GO

unique

false

1.641

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneNames
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

1.642

Value
SELECT P.”xref20” AS
”pathway”, G.”EnsemblGeneId”
AS ”ensg”, G.”label” AS ”gene”
FROM table1 G, table2 P
WHERE (G.”BioentityId” = P.
”sourceKey”) ORDER BY 3

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePWLists
(ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-geneNames
.table 1.641

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
false
ensg,gene

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.643

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePathways
(PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database
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Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
BioentityId
false
BioentityId

keys
linkTypes

550

orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.644

9606
true
20

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-getStudies
(PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
10
false

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.645

9606
false
HitStudyId,HitStudyName,
HitEvidence

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich (GOR
port)

Accept this graph for the analysis
Parameter name
geneId
geneName
geneStatusId

Value
EnsemblGeneId
name
.GeneId

organism

9606

sectionType

subsubsection

threshold
title

0.01
GO enrichment of the candidate
pathway

Description
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
Name of the input column that contains the gene names
Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.
Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
Title of the result section
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geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-enrich
(CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goNames
.table 1.652

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\
cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.01$). Ratio is the
proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is
sorted based on the FDR corrected
p-values.
p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm}

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
Proportion=#0.000

pageBreak
rename

false
Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=
Type

ruler
section
sectionType

{}
GO enrichment of the candidate
pathway
subsubsection

skipEmpty

true

1.647

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goEnr
(GOEnrichment)

GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact
Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.
A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.
The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [4]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not
work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the
number of tests.
Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be
colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant
from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0.2
GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-geneAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.640

Description
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.

Parameter name
colorEnd

Value
#ff0000

Description
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low
p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.
When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.
When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.
If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.

colorMiddle

colorMinP

0

colorStart

#ffffff

filterFDR

true

filterParents

true

includeGraph
Attributes
maxEdgeWidth

false

maxPriori
minFrequency

1.00
1

organism

9606

threshold
urlPattern

0.01
http://amigo.geneontology.org/
cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s

1.648

10

Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.
Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term
For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.
P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goExp
(ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert
392

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.goTerms 1.647

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

true
true
IDs

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.649

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGra
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.graphBP 1.647

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0
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Parameter name
height

Value
0

layout

spring2

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
23
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.650

Description
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGra
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.graphCC 1.647

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf
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Parameter name
reportCaption

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

Value
Relationships between the
enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
11
18

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.651

Description
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGra
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich
.graphMF 1.647

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo
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Parameter name
dot

Value
dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp

fillcolor

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

2

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Relationships between the
enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.
11
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

Description
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
titleAttribute

Value

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.652

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goNam
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”name” ORDER BY
G.”name” SEPARATOR ’,’) AS
”Genes” FROM table1 AS E,
table2 AS G WHERE (E.”IDs” =
G.”EnsemblGeneId”) GROUP BY
E.”GOID”, E.”Proportion”, E.
”Ontology”, E.”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”

1.653

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-refsGO
(INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.654

Value
refsGOEnrich.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-report
(LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders

true

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
tail

1.655

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedData
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”EnsemblGeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, ”name”, ”description”|
|’ locus=’||”.DNARegion” AS
”description” FROM table1
WHERE (NOT ”isHit”) ORDER
BY ”name”

1.656

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedStudy
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT G.*, S.”studies” FROM
table1 AS G LEFT OUTER JOIN
( SELECT ”sourceKey”, GROUP
CONCAT(CASEWHEN(
”HitEvidence”=’t’,CAST(” AS
VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
GROUP BY ”sourceKey” ) AS S
ON (S.”sourceKey” = G.”.
GeneId”) ORDER BY 2

1.657

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedTable
(CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
tabledata

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex
Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-intermedStudy
.table 1.656

Description
Table content
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Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat

Value
false
Descriptions of the intermediated
genes between the candidate genes.
Studies that have reported results
about the candidate genes are
listed so that those with negative
evidence have been prefixed with a
hyphen.
p{1.2cm}p{13cm}p{4cm}

columns

name,description,studies

countRows
dropMissing

true
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
studies

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.658

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-nodeJoin (VertexJoin)

Simplifies the given graph by merging vertices with an equal set of edges. The vertex compatibility is also confirmed by
checking the equality of the given set of attributes. Name of the unified vertex is formed by concatenating the name attributes
of its members and by adding a delimiter between them.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-pathwayAnnot
.graph 1.659

Description
Original graph that shall be simplified

Parameter name
equalEAttr
equalVAttr
idPrefix

Value
arrowhead,color
color,fillcolor,shape
group

nameAsID

false

nameAttr
nameDelim

label
,\n

Description
A comma separated list of edge attributes that has to be identical
A comma separated list of vertex attributes that has to be identical
Prefix for the identifiers of the vertex complexes provided in joins output. These
prefixes are followed by a consecutive number.
Replace the names of the vertex complexes with the corresponding group
identifiers
Name of the vertex label attribute
Separator that is used to concatenate names of the vertex complex members
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1.659

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayAnnot
(GraphAnnotator)

GraphAnnotator component inserts or extracts attributes from GraphML files using CSV files. This provides a convenient
way to access GraphML attributes. All types of attributes (graph, vertex and edge) are supported. The component can be
used to insert new attributes, extract old attributes, or both.
If the input files vertexAttributes or edgeAttributes are present, their attributes are inserted into the graph. As output, the
updated graph is produced. If no attributes are inserted, the output graph is equal to the input graph.
The output files *Attributes contain all graph/vertex/edge attributes of the output graph in CSV format.
Note: currently, the updated GraphML file contains different vertex/edge id values than the original file: vertices are named
”n0”, ”n1”, etc. The original values can be accessed using the vertex attribute ”originalID”.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.graph 1.676

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
idAttrib

Value
id

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations

1.660

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDegree
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT M.”Vertex”,
CASEWHEN(G.”isHit”=’true’, ’0.
0,’||(M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”))||’,
1.0’, G.”fillcolor”) AS ”fillcolor”, (
M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”)) AS
”targetness”, A.”description”,
A.”GO” FROM table1 M, table2
G, table3 A WHERE (G.
”originalID” = M.”Vertex”) AND
(G.”EnsemblGeneId” = A.
”EnsemblGeneId”)

1.661

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDist
(IDDistribution)

Select one column from the given table and count frequencies of each value. Values are not reported if their frequency is less
than zero and the frequency of missing values is also omitted.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Analysis
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Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pathway
Props.edgeAttributes 1.674

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
true
Keggonen

columnOut

pathway

isList

true

quotation
regexp1

false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the identifier column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name
of the input column.
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be
splitted.
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has the format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.662

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayLegend
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.legend 1.676

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Continued on next page. . .

arrowtail

bgcolor
circo

circo

dot

dot

edgeTitle

label

edgecolor

fdp

fdp
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Parameter name
fillcolor

Value

fontcolor

fontsize

0

height

0

layout

hierarchical

margin

minSize

0

neato

neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Known relationships between the
candidate genes. Candidate genes
are shown in red if they have only
output connections. The ratio of
input and output connections
determines how light they are.
Completely white genes have only
input connections. The network of
candidate genes is expanded by
fetching related genes 1 step(s) to
up and down stream. The related
genes are shown on gray.
4
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

label,id

twopi

twopi

width

0

Description
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.
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geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayMetrics
(GraphMetrics)

This component computes various graph metrics [13] for a GraphML file. Basic metrics include graph diameter, average
shortest path length and average degree. There are also several metrics that are computed for each vertex. These include
clustering coefficient, degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.graph 1.676

Description
Graph of interest

Parameter name
nameAttribute

Value

normalize

true

Description
If given, the Vertex column in vertexMetrics contains values taken from this
vertex attribute. If empty, the ID of vertices are used.
If true, normalize centrality measures (degree, closeness and betweenness) to
range 0 to 1. If false, report raw centrality measures. Note that for
DegreeCentrality, the raw value is the degree of the node. Eigenvector centrality
is always in the range 0 to 1.

1.664

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayNames
(PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
connection

Source
moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Description
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
20
false

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.665

9606
false
BioentityName

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayPlot
(GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-nodeJoin
.graph 1.658

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.
Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
shape

Value

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

GeneName

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.666

Description
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTable
(CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-node
Count-medium-pathwayTable
Select.table 1.667

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
List of KEGG˜\cite{
Kanehisa2009} pathways
supporting the relationships
between the genes shown in
Figure˜\ref{fig:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysiscandiSummary-nodeCountmedium-pathwayLegend}.
Number of edges taken from each
pathway is shown on edges
column.
p{6cm}rp{11cm}

columns

name,edges,genes

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
ensembl,genes

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak

false

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
rename

Value

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.667

Description
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTableSe
(TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT D.”pathway” AS ”ID”,
N.”BioentityName” AS ”name”,
D.”freq” AS ”edges”, G.”ensg” AS
”ensembl”, G.”gene” AS ”genes”
FROM table1 D, table2 N, table3
G WHERE (D.”pathway” = N.
”sourceKey”) AND (D.”pathway”
= G.”pathway”) ORDER BY 3
DESC

1.668

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-refPathwayTabl
(INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the pathway table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.669

Value
refsPathwayTable.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value
false
Moksiskaan candidate pathway

sectionType

subsection

strictBorders
tail

true
\clearpage{}

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
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geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small (crInvalidPathwaySize)

Error message for too few links between the nodes
Parameter name
messageDir

1.671

Value
tooFew

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-message (INPUT)

A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.672

Value
tooFew
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nosteps (INPUT)

An empty pathway graph
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.673

Value
emptyPathway.xml
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nothing (INPUT)

An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.674

Value
noGenes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-pathwayProps (GraphAnnotator)

GraphAnnotator component inserts or extracts attributes from GraphML files using CSV files. This provides a convenient
way to access GraphML attributes. All types of attributes (graph, vertex and edge) are supported. The component can be
used to insert new attributes, extract old attributes, or both.
If the input files vertexAttributes or edgeAttributes are present, their attributes are inserted into the graph. As output, the
updated graph is produced. If no attributes are inserted, the output graph is equal to the input graph.
The output files *Attributes contain all graph/vertex/edge attributes of the output graph in CSV format.
Note: currently, the updated GraphML file contains different vertex/edge id values than the original file: vertices are named
”n0”, ”n1”, etc. The original values can be accessed using the vertex attribute ”originalID”.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Graph

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-candiSummary-pre
Pathway.graph 1.676

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
idAttrib

Value
id

Description
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations
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geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-pathwayReport (ExclusiveCombiner)

Binds one set of inputs to the output ports.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Network Control

Parameter name
exclude

Value

prefer

2

1.676

Description
Files and directories matching this regular expression are not copied. Matching is
done for the base name of the filename that is the last component.
Number of the input set that is used if there is content in various input sets. An
error occurs if multiple sets are available and this parameter is negative.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-prePathway (CandidatePathway)

Generates a network that contains the given bioentities and the known biological links between them [11]. The links are
fetched from Moksiskaan database.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.4
Categories: Moksiskaan, Pathway
Input name
hits

Source
geneExpression2-degIDList
.ids 1.595

Description
Table of findings and possible scores

Parameter name
annotRules

Value

Description
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.
A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.
Expansion mode that determines how to select additional bioentities related to
the original candidates. Accepted values are: ’connected’ (include only those
neighbors that belong to a path that starts from a candidate entity and end to a
candidate [the end point may also be the starting entity if the path forms a
loop]), ’up’ (find the up stream neighbors of the candidates), ’down’ (find the
down stream neighbors of the candidates), and ’both’ (expand network by using
the down and up stream neighbors of the candidates).
A comma separated list of GraphML edge properties and their values for the gap
entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal sign.
A comma separated list of GraphML edge properties and their values for the
original input entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal
sign.
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest
Maximum number of bioentities between any two input entities
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column
Identifier of the external reference type as specified in XrefType.csv

bioentityTypes
expand

both

gapProperties

fillcolor=#AAAAAA,fontsize=8
,isHit=false
fillcolor=#FFFFFF,isHit=true

hitProperties

linkTypes
maxGap
organism
xrefCol
xrefType

1.677

300,310,420,430,440
1
9606
10

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-refAnnotTable (INPUT)

Hyperlinks for the gene annotation table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.678

Value
refsAnnotTable.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex
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Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

true
Candidate report for OV DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true
\clearpage{}

1.679

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-candiSummary-statusCode (INPUT)

Standard columns for the status file that does not exist
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.680

Value
emptyStatusCode.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-cfgDescMoksiskaan (INPUT)

Descriptions of Moksiskaan components
Parameter name
path

recursive

1.681

Value
/apps/general/anduril/
/moksiskaan/db/pipeline
/components/report-descriptions
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary (DrugReport)

This function can be used to predict drugs that would target the given genes.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
Moksiskaan, Reporting

Parameter name
cytoscape
effectDist
isolateGroup
Names
maxSize

Value
false
1
true

name
pathwayDesc
statusFilter

OV DEGs

1500

xrefCol

1.682

Description
Create a Cytoscape session for the drug pathway and attach it to the report.
Number of allowed pathway steps between the drug and the target gene.
Combined nodes of the pathway graph are labelled with artificial names described
in a separate table. This approach reduces the complexity of the actual figure.
The function fails if the number of initial pathway members exceeds this
threshold before the optional status information is applied.
Name of the candidate set
An additional text that will follow the figure caption of the drug pathway.
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the pathway
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-drugs (DrugPathway)

Produces a network of possible drugs targeting some of the given genes [11]. Drugs are searched effectDist pathways steps up
stream from the genes of interest but pathway precedence links are used for the first step only. The final pathway represents
the found drugs connected to their targets including genes that do not belong to genes of initial interest. The additional
targets are included as the trugs may cause some unexpected side effects. Pathway precedence links are used only once for
each down stream path from a drug towards its targets.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
targets

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Moksiskaan
Source
geneExpression2-degIDList
.ids 1.595

Description
Table of target genes of interest
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Parameter name
effectDist
maxSize
xrefCol
xrefType

1.683

Value
1
1500
10

Description
Number of allowed pathway steps between the drug and the target gene
This component fails if the number of pathway members exceeds this threshold.
Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column
Identifier of the external reference type as specified in XrefType.csv

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-effect (ExpressionGraph)

Simplifies the given graph by removing absent genes and vertices that are in contradiction to the given expression profile.
This component tries to fit the given pathway to the observations about its members [11].
Operations performed:
i) removal of the genes that are constantly absent;
ii) propagation of the expression information for the genes lacking it and having no ambiguities in their upstream regulators;
iii) removal of the edges that are in contradiction between known status of the genes on their both ends;
iv) application of the expression information to the genes;
v) removal of the genes that have not been up or down regulated (onlyDEGs);
vi) removal of the orphan genes that have become disconnected.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Moksiskaan, Graph, Pathway

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-drugs
.graph 1.682
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-drugs
.status 1.682

Description
Original graph topology

Parameter name
exprAttr

Value
penwidth,color

exprDown
exprPredF

4.0,#0000FF
false,

exprPredT

true,2.0

exprStable
exprUp
idAttr
keepIf

4.0,#999999
4.0,#00FF00
EnsemblGeneId
color=#DDDD00,shape
=diamond
LinkTypeId
isPredicted,penwidth

Description
A comma separated list of names of the vertex attributes that will be used to
store expression information. You must include exactly one value for each
attribute in exprUp, exprDown, and exprStable.
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the inhibited genes
A comma separated list of values of predAttr attributes for the genes without
predicted expressions
A comma separated list of values of predAttr attributes for the genes with
predicted expressions
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the stably expressed genes
A comma separated list of vertex attribute values for the promoted genes
Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map genes to their status
A comma separated list of vertex attribute names and values for those vertices
that shall be kept even if status filter would vanish them
Name of the edge attribute that is used to map links to their types
A comma separated list of names of the vertex attributes that are used to
indicate predicted expressions
A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the output

status

linkAttr
predAttr
statusFilter

1.684

Status information for the genes.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-groupTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-nodeJoin
.joins 1.687

Description
Table content
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Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat

Value
false
This table describes the actual
entites of each set of combined
nodes in Figure˜\ref{fig:
geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysisdrugSummary-pathwayLegend}.
p{1cm}p{15cm}

columns

ID,Members

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
Members

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

true

1.685

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-linkFunctions (INPUT)

Regulatory functions associated to the link types
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.686

Value
../CandidateReport/
LinkTypeFunctions.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-linkStyles (INPUT)

Visualization configuration for the gene interactions
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.687

Value
../CandidateReport/
LinkTypeProperties.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-nodeJoin (VertexJoin)

Simplifies the given graph by merging vertices with an equal set of edges. The vertex compatibility is also confirmed by
checking the equality of the given set of attributes. Name of the unified vertex is formed by concatenating the name attributes
of its members and by adding a delimiter between them.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
graph

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Graph
Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-effect
.graph 1.683

Description
Original graph that shall be simplified
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Parameter name
equalEAttr
equalVAttr
idPrefix

Value
arrowhead,color,weight
color,shape
group

nameAsID

true

nameAttr
nameDelim

label
,\n

1.688

Description
A comma separated list of edge attributes that has to be identical
A comma separated list of vertex attributes that has to be identical
Prefix for the identifiers of the vertex complexes provided in joins output. These
prefixes are followed by a consecutive number.
Replace the names of the vertex complexes with the corresponding group
identifiers
Name of the vertex label attribute
Separator that is used to concatenate names of the vertex complex members

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-pathwayLegend (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot

Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-drugs
.legend 1.682

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
neato

Value
neato

nodecolor

overlap

ps2pdf
rankdir

ps2pdf

reportCaption

Drugs (rhombi) that could
possibly have an effect on the
given set of target genes (
octagons). Green and blue borders
are referring to \textcolor{green}
{promoted} and \textcolor{blue}
{inhibited} genes, respectively.
Yellow borders are used if the
effect is dependent on the drug
selection. Direct target effects of
the drugs are shown with bold
borders whereas the predictions
are kept thin. Nodes that share all
their connections and properties
are combined in order to reduce
the complexity of the graph. The
joint nodes are labeled as
$group\#$ and the participating
entities are described in Table˜\
ref{table:geneExpression2moksiskaanAnalysisdrugSummary-groupTable}.
4
18

reportHeight
reportWidth
shape

simplify

false

size
splines

8,8
true

titleAttribute

label,id

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.689

Description
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.

Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-pathwayPlot (GraphVisualizer)

GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)
and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges
can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full
list, see Graphviz documentation [2].
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Graph, Plot
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Input name
graph

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-drugSummary-nodeJoin
.graph 1.687

Description
Input graph

Parameter name
arrowhead

Value

Description
Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.
Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.
Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.
Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.
Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.
Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.
Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.
Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”
(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.
Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.
Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.
PS2PDF execution command.
For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),
BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Caption of the figure in the Latex report.
Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,
triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.
If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
splines

Value
true

titleAttribute

GeneName

twopi

twopi

width

0

1.690

Description
Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This
corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.
Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.
Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.
Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-drugSummary-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

true
Drugs for OV DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.691

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-enrichmentTable (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.692

Value
/apps/general/anduril/
/moksiskaan/db/../pipeline/exec/
output/goBackground-enrichment.
csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-moksiskaanSummary (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

false

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
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1.693

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document

Source
geneExpression2-moksiskaan
Analysis-moksiskaanSummary
.document 1.692

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

1.694

geneExpression2-moksiskaanAnalysis-template (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true

usepackage

1.695

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

geneExpression2-probeAnnotExp (ExpandCollapse)

Filter out probes that map to multiple genes.
Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression2-probeAnnotation
.annotations 1.696

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.696

geneExpression2-probeAnnotation (BiomartAnnotator)

Fetch probe annotations from BioMart.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name

Source

Description

Input name
filter

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpProbes
.ids 1.606

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
ensembl gene id

batchSize

10000

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.
If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens gene ensembl

filterColumns
affy hg u133a

filterTypes

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

ensembl

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.697

geneExpression2-probeFilter (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

1.698

Source
geneExpression2-probeAnnotExp
.relation 1.695
geneExpression2-INPUT5.in 1.586

Value

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
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Input name
latex1
latex2
latex3

Source
geneExpression2-degReport
.summary 1.597
geneExpression2-degReport
.genelist 1.597
geneExpression2-heatmap
.report 1.609

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

false
Gene expression analysis

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.699

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.

geneExpression2-sampleClusters (ClusterReport)

Performs a hierarchical clustering of samples. The clustering is based on the given expression values of the genes.
The report contains a dendrogram of the results of the clustering and a distance matrix between the samples.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0.1
Latex, Clustering

Input name
matr

Source
geneExpression2-mergedExp
.csv 1.610

Description
Numeric data.

Parameter name
cexSampleText

Value
0.3

clusterMethod
margin
rotateLabels

average
0
true

sectionTitle
sectionType

Sample clusters
subsection

showDistance
width

false
24

Description
A numerical value giving the amount by which the sample names in the plot tree
should be scaled relative to the default values.
Name of clustering method. One of ’average’, ’single’ or ’complete’.
A numerical value giving the amount by which margin is increased.
If true, rotate column labels vertically in the distance matrix so that they take
less space on the x axis.
Title of the LaTeX section
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. If
empty, no section statement is written.
This flag tells if the distance matrix shall be included into the document
Width of diagram in cm

1.700

geneExpression2-sampleGroups (SampleGroupCreator)

Creates sample group tables based on sample names read from data files. These tables define relationship between samples.
For example, which samples are biological or technical replicates. The list of sample names is read from data files (either
column names or one column along rows) and sample groups are defined using regular expressions. Also, constant groups
where the set of member samples does not depend on data can be created. The type of each definition pattern is given with
patternTypes, which is one of re, relist or verbatim for each pattern.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.2.2
Preprocessing

Input name
data1

Source
geneExpression2-mergedExp
.csv 1.610

Description
Data file 1 for reading sample names. Either column names or values on one
column contain sample names.

Parameter name
columns

Value

Description
Defines which columns in input files contain sample names, or whether column
names should be used (default). This parameter is a comma-separated list of at
most three values which name columns in inputs data1 to data3. If an entry is
empty, the column names of the corresponding input file are used instead.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
definition1
definition2
definition3

definition4
definition5
definition6
definition7
definition8
definition9
pattern1

TCGA-[A-Z0-9]{2}-[A-Z0-9]{4}01A.{4}
TCGA-[A-Z0-9]{2}-[A-Z0-9]{4}11A.{4}
tumor solid,normal tissue

pattern2
pattern3
pattern4
pattern5
pattern6
pattern7
pattern8
pattern9
patternTypes

1.701

Value
tumor solid,median,Solid tumor
samples
normal tissue,median,Normal
tissue samples
tumor vs normal,ratio,fold change
of tumor median vs. normal
median

re,re,verbatim

Description
Definition of group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format: NAME,TYPE or
NAME,TYPE,DESCRIPTION.
Definition of group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.

Definition of group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format depends on the
pattern type.
Pattern for group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Comma-separated list of pattern types for each pattern. Each item is one of ”re”
(default), ”relist” or ”verbatim”. The types are explained above. An empty value
is interpreted as ”re”. For example, ”,re,relist,,verbatim” specifies that pattern3
has the type ”relist” and pattern5 the type ”verbatim”; all others (including
pattern6 and above) have the type ”re”.

geneExpression2-survival (GeneSurvival)

Input name
patientMetadata

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
annotCol
fcThreshold
minCount
pLimit
survivalTimeOut
title

Value
.GeneName,.GeneDesc,Uniprot/SWISSPROT
2.0
20
0.05
36
Survival analysis for DEGs

1.702

geneExpression2-survival-km (KaplanMeier)

Produces a Kaplan-Meier plot representing survival estimates based on the given data. Log-rank statistics are calculated in
order the address the similarity of the curves.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Ali Faisal (ali.faisal@aalto.fi)
2.1
Survival, Latex

Input name
survival

Source
geneExpression2-survival-survival
TableConv.csv 1.711
geneExpression2-degAnnot
.table 1.592

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.05
.GeneName,.GeneDesc,Uniprot
/SWISSPROT

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
Continued on next page. . .

annotation

Additional annotations for the groupCol names. These annotations are listed as
column name value pairs in figure caption.
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Parameter name
excludeCol

Value
SampleID,PatientID

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

20

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

1.703

Description
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

geneExpression2-survival-kmReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
geneExpression2-survival-km
.report 1.702

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value
true
Survival analysis for DEGs

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

1.704

geneExpression2-survival-sampleExpression (SampleExpression)

Create a {−1, 0, 1} matrix that indicates whether a given gene/probe is differentially expressed in individual samples. The
decision whether a gene is differentially expressed is done:
a) using fold change thresholding or
b) by selecting P largest and P smallest log ratios, where P is a proportion.
The expression input can be either log ratios or channel values, which are handled differently. Log ratios are directly used for
fold change thresholding. Channel values are converted to log ratios by dividing them with reference samples. In this case,
the expression matrix is assumed to contain both the target and reference samples. Reference samples are converted to a
single column by taking a median. The columns that contain reference values are defined in the groups input. If the groups
input is not given, values are assumed to be log ratios.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
expr
groups

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
DEG
Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
geneExpression2-sampleGroups
.groups 1.700

Description
Expression matrix. The values are assumed to be log ratios if the ”groups” input
is not given; otherwise, they are assumed to be channel values.
Sample groups that define reference (control) columns in the expression input.
The reference group name is given with the referenceGroup parameter.
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Parameter name
referenceGroup

Value
normal tissue

threshold

2.0

thresholdType

fold-change

1.705

Description
Group name in the groups input that contains reference samples. Used to
compute log ratios from channel values.
Threshold that determines whether a gene is under- or overexpressed.
Interpretation of the value depends on thresholdType.
Defines how differential expression is decided. Legal values are ”fold-change” and
”top-most”. For ”fold-change”, the threshold parameter is a linear fold change
threshold. A gene is overexpressed if its log ratio is over the threshold and
underexpressed if the log ratio is under 1/threshold. For ”top-most”, threshold is
a fraction between 0 and 1 that defines how many genes with highest and lowest
expression are selected. For example, if threshold is 0.1, the top 10% genes are
overexpressed and the bottom 10% are underexpressed.

geneExpression2-survival-sampleExpressionTrans (MatrixTranspose)

Produces a transposed version of the input matrix.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
matrix

Source
geneExpression2-survival-sample
Expression.indicator 1.704

Description
Input matrix.

Parameter name
rowName

Value
SampleID

Description
Name of the first column in the output.

1.706

geneExpression2-survival-sampleNames (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression2-sampleGroups
.groups 1.700

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
*

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
maxPerms

1.707

Value
10000

Description
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

geneExpression2-survival-survival (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
geneExpression2-survival-survival
In.table 1.708

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Value
-

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1.708

.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

geneExpression2-survival-survivalIn (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

1.709

Source
geneExpression2-survival-sample
Names.relation 1.706
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
geneExpression2-survival-survival
Query.in 1.709

Value

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression2-survival-survivalQuery (INPUT)

Generates a table of samples and their survival times.
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.710

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/exonSurvival.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression2-survival-survivalTable (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
geneExpression2-survival-survival
.file 1.707
geneExpression2-survival-sample
ExpressionTrans.matrix 1.705

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.711

CSV file 2.

geneExpression2-survival-survivalTableConv (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv
conversionTable

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Source
geneExpression2-survival-survival
Table.csv 1.710
geneExpression2-survival-survival
.file 1.707

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Value
indicator

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
collapseString

Value
consensus

conversionColumn

PatientID

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

SampleID
false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.712

2

Description
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

geneExpression2-tTest (StatisticalTest)

Calculate DEGs based on t-test.
Input name
matrix
groups

Source
geneExpression2-geneExpDataOut
Annot.csv 1.604
geneExpression2-sampleGroups
.groups 1.700

Parameter name
byRow

Value
true

contingencyRows

2

correctedColumn

PValueCorrected

correction

BY

mean

0

outputSet
paired

tumor vs normal tTest
false

prefixColumn

pvalueColumn

PValue

Description
Input matrix, containing values to be tested.
If given, must contain the groups named by the parameters targetColumns and
referenceColumns. Both groups must have at least two members. The members
must be present in the input matrices.

Description
If true, there is one test for each row. If false, there are tests for various column
combinations.
For categorical variable independence tests (chi-squared, Fisher), this gives the
number of rows in contingency tables. The number of columns is deduced from
data. For example, if contingencyRows=3 and target vector has length 12, the
table has 4 columns.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for corrected p-values. Only used if multiple
hypothesis correction has been enabled.
Type of multiple hypothesis correction. One of ”none”, ”fdr”
(Benjamini-Hochberg, 1995), ”robustfdr” (Pounds-Cheng 2006), ”BY” (FDR,
Benjamini-Yekutieli, 2001), ”holm”, ”bonferroni”. The value ”none” disables
correction.
Expected mean of the reference distribution (mu) when the reference group is not
supplied. Used for t-test and wilcoxon.
The name of the output set in the idlist output.
Indicates whether the test is paired so that i’th element of target vector
corresponds to i’th element of reference vector. Ignored for F-test.
If non-empty, include a column in the pvalues output that contains the outputSet
on every row. This parameter gives the name of that column. The column is the
first column in pvalues. This prefix column is useful when several separate
statistical tests are made and the results are combined into one file. If
prefixColumn is empty, do not include the prefix column.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for raw p-values.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
referenceColumns

Value
normal tissue

sided

twosided

targetColumns

tumor solid

test

t-test

threshold

0.05

1.713

Description
Comma-separated list of reference columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix2 if
matrix2 is supplied; otherwise, all columns of matrix are used. May be empty if
references are not used.
For two-sided tests, one of ”twosided”, ”greater” (target greater than reference)
or ”less” (target smaller than reference).
Comma-separated list of target columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix.
Type of the statistical test. One of ”t-test”, ”wilcoxon”, ”chi-squared”, ”fisher”,
”F-test”, ”shapiro” (Shapiro-Wilk), ”ks” (Kolmogorov-Smirnov), ”cor-pearson”,
”cor-spearman”. Variants of the tests are set with other parameters (sided,
paired).
P-value threshold for inclusion in the idlist output. Must be between 0 and 1
inclusive. If multiple hypothesis correction has been enabled, the threshold is for
corrected p-values.

geneExpression2-tTestConv (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression2-tTest
.pvalues 1.712
geneExpression2-probeFilter
.table 1.697

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

.GeneId

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Continued on next page. . .

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

false
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Parameter name
varMeasure

Value

varThreshold

2

1.714

geneExpression3 (MedianExonExpressionAnalysis)

Input name
tExprData
tAnnot
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ExonExpData 1.23
Data2.ExonExpAnnot 1.23
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType
fcThreshold
pValueThreshold
survivalTimeOut

Value
GBM
2.0
0.05
36

1.715

Description
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

geneExpression3-INPUT7 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.716

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/transSamplesNoAnnot.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression3-INPUT8 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.717

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/meeRename.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression3-allEntrez (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO
Source
geneExpression3-logratio
.expr 1.748
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.
Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
echoColumns

Value

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Any
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

1
never

targetDB

EntrezGene

unique

1.718

false

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

geneExpression3-allProbes (TableQuery)

Transcript result data processing.
Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression3-geneMapping
.csv 1.733
geneExpression3-logratio
.expr 1.748
geneExpression3-degTTest.
pvalues 1.725

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.”GeneID”,
POWER(2, table2.”tumor vs
normal”) AS ”FoldChange”,
table3.”PValueCorrected” AS
”PValue” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON table1.
”GeneID” = table2.”GeneID”
LEFT OUTER JOIN table3 ON
table1.”GeneID” = table3.
”GeneID” ORDER BY
”FoldChange” DESC

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2
table3

1.719

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.

geneExpression3-cumDistReport (Plot2D)

Create scatter or line plots having a dot for each supplied (Y, X) coordinate pair. Coordinates for the Y axis must always be
provided; values for the X axis are optional. If X coordinates are missing, integers 1 to N are used.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
y

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI),
Sirkku Karinen (sirkku.karinen@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex, Plot
Source
geneExpression3-gExpr.csv 1.730

Description
Coordinates on the Y axis. Columns from this file are selected for plotting using
”yColumns”.
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Parameter name
caption

Value
Distribution of transcript
expression values (log2) for the
samples.

colorFunction

commonScale

true

dpCm
drawX
height
imageType
labelColumn
legendPosition

60
true
11
single

nInf
pInf
plotPar
plotType
pngImage
sectionTitle

-2e100
2e100

off

sectionType

l
true
Ordered transcript expression
values
subsection

sort

true

title

width
xColumns

14
*

xHigh

-0.000001

xLabel

genes

xLow

-0.000001

xTransformation

yColumns

*

yHigh

-0.000001

yLabel

intensity

yLow

-0.000001

yTransformation

1.720

Description
LaTeX caption of each figure. The caption may contain one or two %s
placeholders, which are replaced with the current column names in ”y” and ”x”
(if defined). Column names are not used when multiple plots are created to the
same image (imageType = ’single’).
Custom function for colors. Example c(’red’, ’blue’, ’green’) or rainbow(3) or
rainbow(%d), in which %d is replaced with the number of different labels or
columns in the plot. Default colors start from black and continue by
rainbow()-function until each label or column is assigned with own color.
If true, all plots have the same limits for X and Y axes. This makes it easier to
compare plots. Only relevant when multiple columns have been selected.
Dots per centimeter. Used for png-images.
If false, do not print X axis ticks and numbers.
Height of each plot in cm.
Plot multiple images = ’multiple’, single image = ’single’ or a pairs plot = ’pairs’
Columns in input ”label” that is used. If not defined, uses the first column.
Legend position ’bottomleft’ or ’topright’ etc (Can not be used with the pairs
plot)
Substitution value for infinitely small values
Substitution value for infinitely great values
String to be evaluated in par() function. for example ”bty=’n’, pch=7”
Plot type p=points, l=lines, h=bars, bar=barplot
Switch image format between png and pdf
Title of the LaTeX section or an empty string to omit the section
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
If true, sort values before plotting. This creates a cumulative-like distribution
plot. (Can not be used with pairs plot)
Image title. The caption may contain one or two %s placeholders, which are
replaced with the current column names in ”y” and ”x” (if defined). Column
names are not used when multiple plots are created to the same image
(imageType = ’single’).
Width of each plot in cm.
Columns in input ”x” that are plotted. The special value * includes all columns
except non-numeric ones. There must be as many selected columns in X as there
are in Y. Note that the files ”y” and ”x” may still contain a different number of
columns.
High bound of the X axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
X axis label. The label may contain one %s placeholder, which is replaced with
the current column name in ”x”, or if not defined, in ”y”.
Low bound of the X axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
Numeric R expression that is used to transform X values. The X values are
available as a numeric matrix (or vector) under the name ”x”. This is analogous
to ”yTransformation”.
Columns in input ”y” that are plotted. The special value * includes all columns
except non-numeric ones.
High bound of the Y axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
X axis label. The label may contain one %s placeholder, which is replaced with
the current column name in ”y”.
Low bound of the Y axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
Numeric R expression that is used to transform Y values. The Y values are
available as a numeric matrix (or vector) under the name ”y”. Only those
columns are present that are selected using ”yColumns”. For example, ”-log10(y)”
transforms Y values using a negative base 10 logarithm (defined only for positive
values). The expression may be any legal R expression that takes a numeric
matrix (or vector) and produces a matrix (or vector) of the same size.

geneExpression3-deg (SetTransformer)

SetTransformer transform ID lists into new lists by using flexible rules. The rules are read from a transformation file. Please,
check JEP 2 documentation for the syntax rules.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
0.6
Convert
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Input name
transformation

Source
geneExpression3-intersection
Transformation.in 1.736

set1

geneExpression3-degFoldChange
.deg 1.722
geneExpression3-degTTest.
idlist 1.725

set2

Parameter name
includeAnnotation

Value
*

includeOriginal

true

1.721

Description
Set transformations, one per CSV row. The columns Target (target set ID) and
Definition (transformation expression) must be present. The column IterationSet
may be present if iterated transformations are used. IterationSet should contain
NA for non-iterated transformations. Any other columns are interpreted as
annotation columns and are copied to the output. For iterated transformations,
the wildcard * in annotations is replaced with the current set ID.
Input sets 1. NA values in Members are interpreted as empty sets.
Input sets 2.

Description
Comma-separated list of column names in the transformation input that should
be used as annotation columns. The wildcard * includes all columns. The special
columns Target, Definition and IterationSet are excluded automatically.
If true, the original sets from input files are included in the output as well. If
false, only sets defined in transformations are included.

geneExpression3-degAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
geneExpression3-degIDList
.ids 1.723
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,GO

unique

false

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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1.722

geneExpression3-degFoldChange (FoldChange)

Select differentially expressed genes using the fold change criteria. This filter does not compute the fold changes itself but
takes them as input.
A gene with a log ratio intensity l is considered to be under expressed if and only if l ≤ − log2 (threshold) and over expressed
if and only if l ≥ log2 (threshold).
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
DEG

Input name
logratio

Source
geneExpression3-logratio
.expr 1.748

Description
Log ratio data.

Parameter name
nameDeg

Value
%s fcDeg

nameOver

%s fcOver

nameStable

%s fcStable

nameUnder

%s fcUnder

stableThreshold

0

threshold

2.0

Description
Name of the sets for differentially expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded
to the current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for overexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for stably expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for underexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale) for stable genes. Genes with fold change
smaller than the threshold in both directions are considered stably expressed. If
the parameter has the value zero, no list of stably expressed genes is included in
the results.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale). Genes with fold change greater than or
equal to the threshold in either direction are considered differentially expressed.

1.723

geneExpression3-degIDList (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(15)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression3-deg.result 1.720

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Members

columnOut

.GeneId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

true
false
ID=over|under

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Continued on next page. . .

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
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Parameter name
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.724

Value

Description
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression

for
for
for
for

the
the
the
the

row
row
row
row

filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering

in
in
in
in

table6.
table7.
table8.
table9.

geneExpression3-degReport (DEGReport)

Generates a LATEX report on differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The report has two parts: a summary section that lists
the number of over- and underexpressed genes in each sample group; and a gene list section that lists all the gene names.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
DEG, Latex

Input name
deg

Source
geneExpression3-deg.result 1.720

geneAnnotation

geneExpression3-logratio
.expr 1.748

Parameter name
columns
geneColumn

Value
4
Gene

sectionTitle

sectionType

Summary of differentially
expressed transcripts: fc > 2.0 and
corrected p-value < 0.05
section

setPattern

over|under

1.725

Description
Sets of differentially expressed genes. If expression values are given (expr), there
must be an annotation column SampleGroup that binds the set to an expression
column.
Annotation for genes. Must contain the column named by geneColumn.

Description
Number of columns in gene list table.
Column name in geneAnnotation that contains gene names. If empty, gene names
are not printed.
Title for a new latex section. If none is given, a new section is not created.

Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
R regular expression for matching set names. If empty, all sets are included.

geneExpression3-degTTest (StatisticalTest)

Compute p-values using statistical tests, optionally with correction for multiple hypotheses. In the current version, only
Student’s t-test is supported. The t-test can be either paired or non-paired. Two-sided and one-sided are supported. If the
data contain missing values, only non-missing values are used.
A test is computed for each row in the input matrix. The columns can be selected using a SampleGroupTable (groups) or, if
not present, by giving column names using the parameters targetGroup and referenceGroup.
If multiple hypothesis correction is enabled (using the correction parameter), corrected p-values are also written to the pvalues
output. Identifiers of those rows whose p-value is less than given threshold are written to the idlist output. Identifiers are
taken from the first column of the input matrix. If multiple hypothesis correction is enabled, threshold comparison is done
using corrected p-values; otherwise, raw p-values are used. The component implements several multiple hypothesis correction
methods, some of which produce modified p-values and some produce q-values:
1. Bonferroni correction,
2. false discovery rate (fdr) [4], and
3. Robust estimation of the false discovery rate [18].
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
matrix
groups

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Analysis
Source
geneExpression3-gExpr.csv 1.730
geneExpression3-sampleGroups
.groups 1.755

Description
Input matrix, containing values to be tested.
If given, must contain the groups named by the parameters targetColumns and
referenceColumns. Both groups must have at least two members. The members
must be present in the input matrices.
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Parameter name
byRow

Value
true

contingencyRows

2

correctedColumn

PValueCorrected

correction

BY

mean

0

outputSet
paired

tumor vs normal tTest
false

prefixColumn

pvalueColumn
referenceColumns

PValue
normal tissue

sided

twosided

targetColumns

tumor solid

test

t-test

threshold

0.05

1.726

Description
If true, there is one test for each row. If false, there are tests for various column
combinations.
For categorical variable independence tests (chi-squared, Fisher), this gives the
number of rows in contingency tables. The number of columns is deduced from
data. For example, if contingencyRows=3 and target vector has length 12, the
table has 4 columns.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for corrected p-values. Only used if multiple
hypothesis correction has been enabled.
Type of multiple hypothesis correction. One of ”none”, ”fdr”
(Benjamini-Hochberg, 1995), ”robustfdr” (Pounds-Cheng 2006), ”BY” (FDR,
Benjamini-Yekutieli, 2001), ”holm”, ”bonferroni”. The value ”none” disables
correction.
Expected mean of the reference distribution (mu) when the reference group is not
supplied. Used for t-test and wilcoxon.
The name of the output set in the idlist output.
Indicates whether the test is paired so that i’th element of target vector
corresponds to i’th element of reference vector. Ignored for F-test.
If non-empty, include a column in the pvalues output that contains the outputSet
on every row. This parameter gives the name of that column. The column is the
first column in pvalues. This prefix column is useful when several separate
statistical tests are made and the results are combined into one file. If
prefixColumn is empty, do not include the prefix column.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for raw p-values.
Comma-separated list of reference columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix2 if
matrix2 is supplied; otherwise, all columns of matrix are used. May be empty if
references are not used.
For two-sided tests, one of ”twosided”, ”greater” (target greater than reference)
or ”less” (target smaller than reference).
Comma-separated list of target columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix.
Type of the statistical test. One of ”t-test”, ”wilcoxon”, ”chi-squared”, ”fisher”,
”F-test”, ”shapiro” (Shapiro-Wilk), ”ks” (Kolmogorov-Smirnov), ”cor-pearson”,
”cor-spearman”. Variants of the tests are set with other parameters (sided,
paired).
P-value threshold for inclusion in the idlist output. Must be between 0 and 1
inclusive. If multiple hypothesis correction has been enabled, the threshold is for
corrected p-values.

geneExpression3-degTable (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
table4
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

1.727

Source
geneExpression3-degIDList
.ids 1.723
geneExpression3-degTTest.
pvalues 1.725
geneExpression3-logratio
.expr 1.748
geneExpression3-degAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.721
geneExpression3-degTableQuery
.in 1.727

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression3-degTableQuery (INPUT)

SQL query to compile the differentially expressed transcript table.
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.728

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/degTableQuery.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression3-degVennDiagram (VennDiagram)

VennDiagram draws Venn diagrams showing the intersections of the given sets of identifiers.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1.1
Plot

Input name
sets

Source
geneExpression3-deg.result 1.720

Description
Sets containing identifiers.

Parameter name
cexSetName

Value
0.4

cexSetSize

0.4

Description
A numerical value giving the amount by which the set names in the plot should
be scaled relative to the default values.
A numerical value giving the amount by which the sizes of the sets in the plot
should be scaled relative to the default values.
The algorithm used to fill in the colors to Venn diagram. Possible values are
”signature”, ”binary” and ”sequential”. The default empty string omits the
coloring.
If true, the size of the sets in the figure are weighted by the cardinality of the sets.
However, this is not always possible depending on the number of the sets in the
diagram and the <code>type</code> parameter. If false, all the sets are
represented with the same sized objects.
Names of the sets to be used in the first Venn diagram. Names are given in a
comma-separated list and mapped to sets in <code>sets1</code> positionally.
If non are given, the set ID is used as set name.
Names of the sets for the second Venn diagram.
Names of the sets for the third Venn diagram.
Names of the sets for the forth Venn diagram.
Title for a new latex section. If non is given, a new section is not created.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
A comma-separated list of minimum of 2 and maximum of 9 sets identified by the
set IDs for which the Venn diagram is drawn.

colorAlgorithm

doWeights

true

names1

T-test,over,under

names2
names3
names4
sectionTitle
sectionType

section
tumor vs normal tTest,tumor vs
normal fcOver,tumor vs normal
fcUnder

sets1

sets2
sets3
sets4
types

1.729

circles

Sets for the second Venn diagram.
Sets for the third Venn diagram.
Sets for the fourth Venn diagram.
A comma separated list of types for the Venn diagrams. The first is used with the
diagram of <code>sets1</code> and so on. If there are less types than diagrams
to be drawn, the values are recycled. The type defines the shapes of the objects
used to represent the sets in the Venn diagrams. Possible types are ”circles”,
”squares”, ”triangles”, ”ellipses”, ”AWFE” and ”ChowRuskey”. Note that only a
subset of shapes is supported for a diagram with particular number of sets.

geneExpression3-exonSPIArefs (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.730

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/exonSPIArefs.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression3-gExpr (CSVFilter)

Filter samples without clinical annotation
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression3-gExprMatrixFilt
.table 1.732

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
includeColumns

Source
geneExpression3-samplesWithout
ClinicalAnnotation.ids 1.756

Description
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.731

geneExpression3-gExprMatrix (MeapExpression)

(Technical documentation) Prepares expression data on exon, splicing variant or gene level. Normaliziation is carried out
using the Meap normalization algorithm. Processing is run in parallel using the R Message Passing Interface (Rmpi) library
to enable faster execution.
Author:
Ping Chen (ping.chen@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Meap
Input name
affy
sampleNames

Source
Data2-ExonExpData.dataF
iles 1.32
geneExpression3-sample
Annotation.table 1.754

dbConnect

geneExpression3-meapConnect
.in 1.750

Parameter name
NProcess
annotation
cutoff
exprType

Value
5
/opt/sandbox/pchen/
MEAPAnnotation Human v62
0.5
Gene

filter

true

Description
Affymetrix source file directory.
Sample definitions. The table contains columns ”SampleID” (key), ”Filename”
(relative to the Affy source directory), ”Description”. If some samples are not
found in the source file directory, they are ignored.
Database configuration file stores database connect details. This file is required
when generating expression data on ’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’ level.

Description
The number of processes are invoked in parallel execution.
The path of exon array annotation file.
The percentage of transcripts with enriched probes. It should be 0-1.
A comma-separated string indicating the types of expression matrix to be
generated. It can be ’Probeset’, ’Exon’, ’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’.
Filter transcripts in Ensembl database that do not pass the quality control. The
default is ’TRUE’. This parameter is used in generating expression data on
’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’ level.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
metaData

1.732

Value
/tmp/vaittoma/meapTmpGE/

Description
The directory for storing meta data. The meta data will be removed after the
execution. If empty string is given, the data will be stored in the temporary
folder in the execution folder, as given by Anduril.

geneExpression3-gExprMatrixFilt (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Source
geneExpression3-INPUT8.in 1.716
geneExpression3-gExprMatrix.G
eneExpr 1.731

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.733

geneExpression3-geneMapping (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression3-gExprMatrixFilt
.table 1.732

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
includeColumns

Value
GeneID

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.734

Description
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

geneExpression3-goClusters (GOClustering)

This Anduril component uses Gene ontology (GO) [1] annotations to cluster a set of genes. Each cluster consists of genes that
share similar GO annotations.
The GO clustering of the genes can be visualized together with expression data (optional). Samples of the expression data
are clustered based on their expression profiles and a heatmap is formed by clustering the y-axis of genes using their GO
annotations. Component is based on the method descibed in [16].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Ping Chen (ping.chen@helsinki.fi), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi),
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
1.1.2
Clustering, GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Description
GO annotations for the genes

expr

Source
geneExpression3-degAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.721
geneExpression3-gExpr.csv 1.730

Parameter name
ColumnWidth
asBitmap

Value
15
true

columnMargin
cutLimit

0
0.5

decimal
drawHeatmap
dropUnknown
geneColumn

3
true
true

goColumn
grayScale
heatmapScale

GO
false
row

organism

9606

Description
Control the column width of the GO MEMBER table.
Produce heatmap in Portable network graphics (PNG) format instead of Portable
document format (PDF). PNG bitmaps are more suitable if the heatmap contains
large number of samples and genes.
Margin for column names in heatmap
Clustering cut off height for the hierachical clustering of the genes. This limit is
between 0 and 1, where 0 refers to more specific groups.
Control the output of long decimal.
If true, draw a heatmap.
Genes with no GO annotations are excluded if this flag is true
Name of the gene name column in the annotation file. The value is used for
creating the report. The given column is used for listing all the members in the
clusters to the report. If the value is empty, cluster member lists are not put into
the report.
Name of the GO annotation column in the annotation file
If true, heatmap is in grayscale. If false, heatmap is colorful.
Determines how the values for the heatmap are scaled. Legal values are ”row”,
”column” and ”none”. This corresponds to the scale parameter of the R function
heatmap.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input similarityTable is not given. Supported organisms: Homo
sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans: 6239,
Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus: 10116.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
pvalues

Value
false

rowMargin
sectionType

5
subsection

showClusterNames

true

title
xLab
yLab

GO clustering
Samples
GO.groups

1.735

Description
If true, compute p-values for information contents of the clusters using a
permutation test. The p-values are shown in their own table in the report. The
permutation test may be slow.
Margin for row names in heatmap
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if <code>sectionTitle</code> is an empty string.
If true, show cluster names G1, ..., Gn on the right side of the heat map. If false,
show gene names.
Title for the subsection and for the heatmap image.
Label for the x-axis of the heatmap
Label for the y-axis of the heatmap

geneExpression3-groupMeans (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr
groups

Source
geneExpression3-gExpr.csv 1.730
geneExpression3-sampleGroups
.groups 1.755

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.
Sample group specification.

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor solid,normal tissue

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

1.736

geneExpression3-intersectionTransformation (INPUT)

Intersection transformation of differentially expressed transcripts selected by fold change and differentialyy expressed transcripts
selected by t-test.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.737

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/degTransformation.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression3-km (TranscriptSurvival)

Survival analysis based on transcript expression.
Input name
patientMetadata

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
annotCol
fcThreshold
minCount
pLimit

Value
.GeneId,.GeneName,.GeneDesc
2.0
20
0.05
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
timeOutLimit
title

1.738

Value
36
Survival analysis of gene expression

geneExpression3-km-km (KaplanMeier)

Produces a Kaplan-Meier plot representing survival estimates based on the given data. Log-rank statistics are calculated in
order the address the similarity of the curves.
Authors:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Ali Faisal (ali.faisal@aalto.fi)
2.1
Survival, Latex

Version:
Categories:
Input name
survival

Source
geneExpression3-km-survival
TableConv.csv 1.747
geneExpression3-degAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.721

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.05
.GeneId,.GeneName,.GeneDesc

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

excludeCol

SampleID,PatientID

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

20

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

annotation

1.739

Additional annotations for the groupCol names. These annotations are listed as
column name value pairs in figure caption.

geneExpression3-km-kmReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
geneExpression3-km-km
.report 1.738

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

true
Survival analysis of gene
expression

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true
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1.740

geneExpression3-km-sampleExpression (SampleExpression)

Create a {−1, 0, 1} matrix that indicates whether a given gene/probe is differentially expressed in individual samples. The
decision whether a gene is differentially expressed is done:
a) using fold change thresholding or
b) by selecting P largest and P smallest log ratios, where P is a proportion.
The expression input can be either log ratios or channel values, which are handled differently. Log ratios are directly used for
fold change thresholding. Channel values are converted to log ratios by dividing them with reference samples. In this case,
the expression matrix is assumed to contain both the target and reference samples. Reference samples are converted to a
single column by taking a median. The columns that contain reference values are defined in the groups input. If the groups
input is not given, values are assumed to be log ratios.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
DEG

Input name
expr

Source
geneExpression3-gExpr.csv 1.730

groups

geneExpression3-sampleGroups
.groups 1.755

Parameter name
referenceGroup

Value
normal tissue

threshold

2.0

thresholdType

fold-change

1.741

Description
Expression matrix. The values are assumed to be log ratios if the ”groups” input
is not given; otherwise, they are assumed to be channel values.
Sample groups that define reference (control) columns in the expression input.
The reference group name is given with the referenceGroup parameter.

Description
Group name in the groups input that contains reference samples. Used to
compute log ratios from channel values.
Threshold that determines whether a gene is under- or overexpressed.
Interpretation of the value depends on thresholdType.
Defines how differential expression is decided. Legal values are ”fold-change” and
”top-most”. For ”fold-change”, the threshold parameter is a linear fold change
threshold. A gene is overexpressed if its log ratio is over the threshold and
underexpressed if the log ratio is under 1/threshold. For ”top-most”, threshold is
a fraction between 0 and 1 that defines how many genes with highest and lowest
expression are selected. For example, if threshold is 0.1, the top 10% genes are
overexpressed and the bottom 10% are underexpressed.

geneExpression3-km-sampleExpressionFilt (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
geneExpression3-km-sample
Expression.indicator 1.740
geneExpression3-degIDList
.ids 1.723

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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Parameter name
highBound

Value

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.742

geneExpression3-km-sampleExpressionTrans (MatrixTranspose)

Produces a transposed version of the input matrix.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
matrix

Source
geneExpression3-km-sample
ExpressionFilt.csv 1.741

Description
Input matrix.

Parameter name
rowName

Value
SampleID

Description
Name of the first column in the output.

1.743

geneExpression3-km-sampleNames (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒
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col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
geneExpression3-sampleGroups
.groups 1.755

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
*

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.744

geneExpression3-km-survival (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
geneExpression3-km-sample
Names.relation 1.743
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
geneExpression3-km-survival
Query.in 1.745

Value

query

1.745

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

geneExpression3-km-survivalQuery (INPUT)

Generates a table of samples and their survival times.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.746

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/exonSurvival.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression3-km-survivalTable (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
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missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
geneExpression3-km-survival
.table 1.744
geneExpression3-km-sample
ExpressionTrans.matrix 1.742

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.747

CSV file 2.

geneExpression3-km-survivalTableConv (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression3-km-survival
Table.csv 1.746
geneExpression3-km-survival
.table 1.744

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
indicator

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

PatientID

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Continued on next page. . .

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

SampleID
false

splitConverted

false
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Parameter name
targetColumn

Value

unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.748

2

Description
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

geneExpression3-logratio (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr

Source
geneExpression3-groupMeans
.expr 1.735
geneExpression3-sampleGroups
.groups 1.755

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor vs normal

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

groups

1.749

Sample group specification.

geneExpression3-mdsReport (MDSPlot)

MDSPlot plots multidimensional scaling on expression data.
This method is used in quality control to visualize similarity within classes and between classes. It works by comparing
similarities in the expression values and then assigning them to a 2- or 3-dimensional space.
Similarities in the expression values are computed by using the euclidean distance measure. Similarities are assigned to 2- or
3-dimensional space by principal coordinates analysis [6].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
expr

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi)
2.1
Quality Control, Latex
Source
geneExpression3-gExpr.csv 1.730

Description
Numeric data matrix
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
groups

Source
geneExpression3-sampleGroups
.groups 1.755

Description
The optional sample-group table maps matrix columns (i.e. samples) to sample
groups. Only samples in valid groups are used for computing and plotting MDS
(useful for subsetting). Group information is also used in plotting to label
samples with colors matching their groups. A sample may be included in several
groups, but is used only once for computing MDS. The component ignores groups
whose type is ’ratio’, other types are valid.

Parameter name
caption
cex

Value
Multidimensional Scaling
0.2

dimensions
pagebreak
plotLegend

2
false
true

plotNames
sectionTitle
sectionType

true
Multidimensional scaling of the
samples
subsection

Description
Caption for the LaTeX figure
A numerical value giving the amount by which the size of the sample labels in the
plot should be scaled relative to the default value.
Number of dimensions the data is scaled into
If true, the output LaTeX report starts with a page break
If true, a group legend is plotted, else no legend is shown. This value is always
overriden with false if input ’groups’ is not present.
If true, sample names are plotted in the MDS plot, else circles are used.
Title of the LaTeX section

width

16

1.750

Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. If
empty, no section statement is written.
Width of plot figure in cm

geneExpression3-meapConnect (INPUT)

Ensembl connection properties for meap.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.751

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/meapEnsembl.properties
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

geneExpression3-qcReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
geneExpression3-cumDistReport
.plot 1.719
geneExpression3-mdsReport
.report 1.749

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.752

LaTeX fragment 2.

false

geneExpression3-reference (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1
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(16)

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression3-allEntrez.bio
Annotation 1.717

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
EntrezGene

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.753

geneExpression3-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
geneExpression3-degReport
.summary 1.724
geneExpression3-degVenn
Diagram.report 1.728
geneExpression3-qcReport
.document 1.751
geneExpression3-goClusters
.report 1.734
geneExpression3-km-kmReport
.document 1.739
geneExpression3-spiaReport
.report 1.760

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4
latex5
latex6

1.754

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
LaTeX fragment 5.
LaTeX fragment 6.

geneExpression3-sampleAnnotation (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
Data2-ExonExpAnnot.table 1.31

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT SUBSTR(
”AnalyteCode”, 1, 15) AS
”SampleID”, SUBSTR(
”DataFiles”, 1, 8) AS ”Filename”,
’NA’ AS ”Description” FROM
table1

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.755

geneExpression3-sampleGroups (SampleGroupCreator)

Creates sample group tables based on sample names read from data files. These tables define relationship between samples.
For example, which samples are biological or technical replicates. The list of sample names is read from data files (either
column names or one column along rows) and sample groups are defined using regular expressions. Also, constant groups
where the set of member samples does not depend on data can be created. The type of each definition pattern is given with
patternTypes, which is one of re, relist or verbatim for each pattern.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.2.2
Preprocessing

Input name
data1

Source
geneExpression3-gExpr.csv 1.730

Description
Data file 1 for reading sample names. Either column names or values on one
column contain sample names.

Parameter name
columns

Value

definition1

tumor solid,median,Solid tumor
samples
normal tissue,median,Normal
tissue samples
tumor vs normal,ratio,fold change
of tumor median vs. normal
median

Description
Defines which columns in input files contain sample names, or whether column
names should be used (default). This parameter is a comma-separated list of at
most three values which name columns in inputs data1 to data3. If an entry is
empty, the column names of the corresponding input file are used instead.
Definition of group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format: NAME,TYPE or
NAME,TYPE,DESCRIPTION.
Definition of group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.

definition2
definition3

definition4
definition5
definition6
definition7
definition8
definition9
pattern1
pattern2
pattern3
pattern4
pattern5
pattern6
pattern7
pattern8
pattern9
patternTypes

TCGA [0-9]{2} [0-9]{4} 01
TCGA [0-9]{2} [0-9]{4} 11
tumor solid,normal tissue

re,re,verbatim

Definition of group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.

Definition of group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format depends on the
pattern type.
Pattern for group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Comma-separated list of pattern types for each pattern. Each item is one of ”re”
(default), ”relist” or ”verbatim”. The types are explained above. An empty value
is interpreted as ”re”. For example, ”,re,relist,,verbatim” specifies that pattern3
has the type ”relist” and pattern5 the type ”verbatim”; all others (including
pattern6 and above) have the type ”re”.
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1.756

geneExpression3-samplesWithoutClinicalAnnotation (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(17)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
geneExpression3-samplesWithout
ClinicalAnnotationTrans
.table 1.758

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.757

geneExpression3-samplesWithoutClinicalAnnotationPre (TableQuery)

Samples without clinical annotation.
Input name
table1
table2

Source
Data2-ExonExpAnnot.table 1.31
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”PatientCode” FROM
table1 WHERE ”PatientCode”
NOT IN (SELECT ”PatientID”
FROM table2)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.758

geneExpression3-samplesWithoutClinicalAnnotationTrans (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
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defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Source
geneExpression3-INPUT7.in 1.715
geneExpression3-samplesWithout
ClinicalAnnotationPre.table 1.757

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.759

geneExpression3-spia (SPIA)

SPIA implements the Signaling Pathway Impact Analysis (SPIA) algorithm described in [21] and [5]. SPIA uses the
information from a set of differentially expressed genes and their fold changes, as well as pathways topology in order to assess
the significance of the pathways in the condition under the study. The current version of SPIA includes pathway data for 61
KEGG human signaling pathways.
Table 1: Columns of the pathways output.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

column
Name
ID
pSize
NDE
tA
pNDE
pPERT
pG
pGFdr
pFWER
Status

Author:
Version:
Category:

description
Name of the pathway
KEGG ID of the pathway (eg. hsa04612)
Number of genes in the pathway
Number of differentially expressed genes in the pathway
Observed total perturbation accumulation in the pathway
Probability of observing at least NDE differentially expressed genes on the pathway by chance
Probability of of observing a total perturbation accumulation more extreme than tA by chance
Global p-value obtained by combining pNDE and pPERT
False Discovery Rate adjusted global p-value
Bonferroni adjusted global p-value
Direction in which pathway is perturbed (activated or inhibited)

Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi)
1.0.1
Pathway

Input name
deg

Source
geneExpression3-survLogratio
EntrezFilt.csv 1.765

reference

geneExpression3-reference
.ids 1.752

Parameter name
foldChangeColumn

Value

nboot

1000

organism
verbose

hsa
false

1.760

Description
An expression matrix containing log2 fold-changes for differentially expressed
genes (DEG’s). Gene ID’s must be Entrez Gene ID’s! Genes with fold-change
’NA’ are removed.
An IDList containing the Entrez ID’s in the reference set. If the data was
obtained from a microarray experiment, this list will contain all genes present on
the specific array used for the experiment. This vector must contain all names of
the DEG’s in the deg input.

Description
Name of the column in deg that has wanted input fold-change values. If an empty
string defaults to the second column in deg (first numerical column).
Number of bootstrap samples used in computing pPERT. Should be larger than
100. A recommended value is 2000.
KEGG organism code corresponding to input genes (e.g., hsa=homo sapiens).
If true, report progress (number of pathways already analyzed reported to
stdout).

geneExpression3-spiaReport (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata
refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat
columns

Source
geneExpression3-spia
.pathways 1.759
geneExpression3-exonSPIArefs.
in 1.729

Description
Table content

Value
false
SPIA analysis ˜\cite{Tarca2008}.
Name is the KEGG name for the
pathway, and ID is the KEGG
internal identication for the
pathway. pSize is total number of
genes in the pathway according to
KEGG, where as NDE is the
number of diffentially expressed
genes on the pathway. pNDE is
the p-value to observe NDE
number of genes on the pathway
by chance. tA is a perturbation
factor defined by SPIA algorithm
and pPERT is the probability of
observing a more intense
perturbation than tA by chance.
pG is the combination of pPERT
and pNDE. pGFdr is the false
discovery rate and pGFWER the
Bonferoni corrected p-value.
center

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Name,ID,pSize,NDE,tA,pNDE,
pPERT,pG,pGFdr,pGFWER,
Status
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
tA=#0.0000,pNDE=#0.0000,
pG=#0.0000,pGFdr=#0.0000,
pGFWER=#0.0000

pageBreak
rename

true

ruler
section

sectionType

{}
Signalling pathway impact analysis
for differentially expressed
transcripts with survival p $<$
0.01
section

skipEmpty

false

1.761

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.

Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

geneExpression3-survGenes (CSVTransformer)

Transform CSV files using R [19] expressions. This allows to apply arithmetic functions to numeric columns and to combine
columns from different CSV files. The R expressions are evaluated and are expected to return R matrices, data frames or
vectors that are concatenated to a final result. Concatenations is done on columns, so each transformation creates additional
columns to the output. Transformations should create items having the same number of rows. However, the expression may
yield a single string or number that is duplicated to fit the number of rows.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Preprocessing

Input name
csv1

Source
geneExpression3-km-km
.statistics 1.738

Description
Input file 1.

Parameter name
columnNames

Value

transform1

csv1[csv1$pValue < 0.01, ’group’]

Description
R expression that evaluates to the column names of the result CSV file. The
evaluated vector must have the same number of items as there are columns in the
output. If empty, column names are taken from the input CSV files; depending
on the transforms, some column names may be automatically generated.
R expression that evaluates to a matrix, data frame, vector or constant. The
expression may refer to data frames ”csv1” and ”csv2” (only if csv2 is given) and
matrices ”matrix1” and ”matrix2” (only if csv2 is given).
Transformation expression 2. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 3. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 4. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 5. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 6. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 7. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 8. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 9. If empty, no transformation is done.

transform2
transform3
transform4
transform5
transform6
transform7
transform8
transform9

1.762

geneExpression3-survGenesEntrez (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
geneExpression3-survGenes
.transformed 1.761
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Any
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

1

targetDB

never

EntrezGene

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
unique

1.763

Value
false

Description
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

geneExpression3-survLogratio (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
geneExpression3-logratio
.expr 1.748
geneExpression3-survGenes
.transformed 1.761

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.764

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

geneExpression3-survLogratioEntrez (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
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Input name
csv

Source
geneExpression3-survLogratio
.csv 1.763
geneExpression3-survGenesEntrez
.bioAnnotation 1.762

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

EntrezGene

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

false

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.765

2

geneExpression3-survLogratioEntrezFilt (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Source
geneExpression3-survLogratio
Entrez.csv 1.764

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

2

regexp

rename

1.766

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

latexTemp (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

Value
Riku Louhimo, Viljami Aittomaki,
Ali Faisal, Marko Laakso, Ping
Chen, Kristian Ovaska, Erkka
Valo, Leo Lahti, Vladimir Rogojin,
Samuel Kaski and Sampsa
Hautaniemi
1.2
abbrv
false
Analysis of temozolomide treated
glioblastoma multiforme patients

usepackage

1.767

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.

Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

methylation (MethylationAnalysis)

Input name
methylData
annotationTable
clinicalData

Source
Data.MethylData 1.12
Data.MethylAnnot 1.12
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType

Value
GBM
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
survivalTimeOut

1.768

Value
36

methylation-INPUT24 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.769

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/methylColumns.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

methylation-geneResults (CSVTransformer)

Transform CSV files using R [19] expressions. This allows to apply arithmetic functions to numeric columns and to combine
columns from different CSV files. The R expressions are evaluated and are expected to return R matrices, data frames or
vectors that are concatenated to a final result. Concatenations is done on columns, so each transformation creates additional
columns to the output. Transformations should create items having the same number of rows. However, the expression may
yield a single string or number that is duplicated to fit the number of rows.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Preprocessing

Input name
csv1

Source
methylation-probeNames
.csv 1.782

Description
Input file 1.

Parameter name
columnNames

Value
c(’GeneID’, ’Beta’, ’BetaSD’)

transform1

csv1[,1]

transform2

sapply(1:nrow(matrix1), function(
i) median(matrix1[i,], na.rm=
TRUE))
sapply(1:nrow(matrix1), function(
i) sd(matrix1[i,], na.rm=TRUE))

Description
R expression that evaluates to the column names of the result CSV file. The
evaluated vector must have the same number of items as there are columns in the
output. If empty, column names are taken from the input CSV files; depending
on the transforms, some column names may be automatically generated.
R expression that evaluates to a matrix, data frame, vector or constant. The
expression may refer to data frames ”csv1” and ”csv2” (only if csv2 is given) and
matrices ”matrix1” and ”matrix2” (only if csv2 is given).
Transformation expression 2. If empty, no transformation is done.

transform3
transform4
transform5
transform6
transform7
transform8
transform9

1.770

Transformation expression 3. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation
Transformation
Transformation
Transformation
Transformation
Transformation

methylation-km (MethylationSurvival)

Input name
patientMetadata

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType
minCount
pLimit
timeOutLimit

Value
GBM
20
0.05
36
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expression
expression
expression
expression
expression
expression

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If
If
If
If
If
If

empty,
empty,
empty,
empty,
empty,
empty,

no
no
no
no
no
no

transformation
transformation
transformation
transformation
transformation
transformation

is
is
is
is
is
is

done.
done.
done.
done.
done.
done.

1.771

methylation-km-INPUT25 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.772

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/methylStatus.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

methylation-km-km (KaplanMeier)

Produces a Kaplan-Meier plot representing survival estimates based on the given data. Log-rank statistics are calculated in
order the address the similarity of the curves.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Ali Faisal (ali.faisal@aalto.fi)
2.1
Survival, Latex

Input name
survival

Source
methylation-km-survival.csv 1.775

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.05
*

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

excludeCol

SampleID,PatientID,VitalStatus,
SurvivalEndTime

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

20

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

1.773

methylation-km-methylationStatusIn (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
script

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control
Source
methylation-km-INPUT25.
in 1.771

Description
Data transformation
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table1

Source
methylation-probeNames
.csv 1.782

Description
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.774

methylation-km-methylationStatusTrans (MatrixTranspose)

Produces a transposed version of the input matrix.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
matrix

Source
methylation-km-methylation
StatusIn.table 1.773

Description
Input matrix.

Parameter name
rowName

Value
SampleID

Description
Name of the first column in the output.

1.775

methylation-km-survival (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

keyColumnNames

Source
methylation-km-survivalTable
.table 1.776
methylation-km-methylation
StatusTrans.matrix 1.774

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Continued on next page. . .

CSV file 2.
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Parameter name
minRows

Value
0

useKeys

true

1.776

Description
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

methylation-km-survivalTable (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
methylation-km-methylation
StatusTrans.matrix 1.774
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

table2

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.”SampleID”,
table2.”PatientID”, table2.
”VitalStatus”, table2.
”SurvivalEndTime” FROM table1,
table2 WHERE SUBSTRING(
table1.”SampleID”, 1, 12) =
table2.”PatientID”

1.777

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

methylation-methylAnnot (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.778

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/methylationAnnotation.
csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

methylation-methylDataCols (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Source
methylation-INPUT24.in 1.768
methylation-methylDataIn
.csv 1.780

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.779

Value

Description
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this
Value of this

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will

be
be
be
be
be
be
be
be
be
be

assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

param1 variable
param10 variable
param2 variable
param3 variable
param4 variable
param5 variable
param6 variable
param7 variable
param8 variable
param9 variable

methylation-methylDataFilt (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
methylation-methylDataCols
.table 1.778

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

25

regexp

rename
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1.780

methylation-methylDataIn (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csvDir

Source
Data-MethylData.dataFiles 1.21

Description
Directory containing CSV files.

Parameter name
intersection

Value
false

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.781

methylation-methylMatrix (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
methylation-methylDataFilt
.csv 1.779

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

\t
\t
false
NA
NA
0
*
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1.782

methylation-probeNames (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv
conversionTable

Source
methylation-methylMatrix
.table 1.781
methylation-methylAnnot.in 1.777

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

SYMBOL

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.783

2

moksiskaanInit (MoksiskaanInit)

Prepares some useful constants and a database connection to enable the use of Moksiskaan [11] in Anduril [15].
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Moksiskaan

Parameter name
showLog

Value
true

Description
Include the database history log in the output report
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1.784

moksiskaanInit-init (MoksiskaanConnector)

This component shall be called once in order to gain access to Moksiskaan database.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Moksiskaan

Parameter name
showLog

1.785

Value
true

snpSurvival (SNPSurvival)

Input name
SNPData
SNPAnnot
clinicalData

Source
Data2.SNPData 1.23
Data2.SNPAnnot 1.23
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType
survivalTimeOut

Value
GBM
36

1.786

Description
Include the database history log in the output report

snpSurvival-INPUT26 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.787

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/SNPMatrixRename.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-combinedSurvival (CSVListJoin)

Combines the content of the input files into a single CSV file. The columns of the output file will form a union of all column
names of the input files plus an additional column for the names of the source files.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
3.1
Convert

Input name
file1
file2
file3
file4

Parameter name
acceptExt

Source
snpSurvival-combinedSurvivalpre
.join 1.789
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
Statistics.table 1.1131
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
Statistics.table 1.1163
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
Statistics.table 1.907

Description
An optional input file

Value

Description
File extension that selects the files of interest. Add a dot (like .csv or .motif) into
this parameter if the extension has it. Empty value refers to all files.
Column name for the source file names. The whole column will be omitted if this
string is empty.
This flag can be used to remove file extensions from the source file names.
Use array keys as output file names

fileCol
stripExt
useKeys

true
true

An optional input file
An optional input file
An optional input file
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1.788

snpSurvival-combinedSurvivalpost (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
snpSurvival-combinedSurvival
.join 1.787

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09
value00
value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

Value
SNP A\.

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1.789

SNP A-

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

snpSurvival-combinedSurvivalpre (CSVListJoin)

Combines the content of the input files into a single CSV file. The columns of the output file will form a union of all column
names of the input files plus an additional column for the names of the source files.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
3.1
Convert

Input name
file1
file2
file3
file4
file5
file6
file7

Parameter name
acceptExt

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
Statistics.table 1.875
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
Statistics.table 1.939
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
Statistics.table 1.971
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
Statistics.table 1.1003
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
Statistics.table 1.1035
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
Statistics.table 1.1067
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
Statistics.table 1.1099

Description
An optional input file

Value

Description
File extension that selects the files of interest. Add a dot (like .csv or .motif) into
this parameter if the extension has it. Empty value refers to all files.
Column name for the source file names. The whole column will be omitted if this
string is empty.
This flag can be used to remove file extensions from the source file names.
Use array keys as output file names

fileCol
stripExt
useKeys

true
true

An optional input file
An optional input file
An optional input file
An optional input file
An optional input file
An optional input file
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1.790

snpSurvival-finalMarkerSet (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(18)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre-rs
Numbers.table 1.794

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.791

snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetAffy (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(19)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre-rs
Numbers.table 1.794

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
AffyID

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Continued on next page. . .

columnOut
constants
isList

false
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Parameter name
quotation
regexp1

Value
false

Description
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.792

snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre (AffySNPFetch)

Fetch rsnumbers based on AffySNP-ids
Parameter name
columnIn

1.793

Value
marker

Description
Column name of the CSV file containing the IDs of interest.

snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre-markers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
9
[

ids =

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(20)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-combinedSurvivalpost
.file 1.788

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

markers

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
true

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9
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1.794

snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre-rsNumbers (SQLSelect)

The given SQL statement is executed against a Java database connectivity (JDBC) database and the result set is written to
the output CSV.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1
Data Import

Input name
queryParams

Source
snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre
-markers.ids 1.793

connection

snpdb.in 1.1164

Parameter name
columns

Value

defaultQuery

SELECT DISTINCT variation.
name AS ”marker”, variation
synonym.name AS ”AffyID”
FROM variation synonym,
variation WHERE variation
synonym.name = ? AND
variation.variation id = variation
synonym.variation id GROUP BY
”marker”

listCols

1.795

Description
Each row of this file represents parameters of one SQL select. Parameters should
have corresponding question marks within the actual statements. Results of all
queries are written to the same output.
Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.timeout, database.recycle, and database.driver can be
found from the documentation of Korvasieni.

Description
A comma separated list of column names that will be used from the queryParams.
An empty string will utilize all columns in their declaration order.
SQL select that will be used if query input has not been defined

A comma separated list of column names consisting of comma separated values.
These values are often used together with operators such as IN.

snpSurvival-markers1 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.796

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers1.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers10 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.797

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers10.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers2 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers2.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.798

snpSurvival-markers3 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.799

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers3.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers4 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.800

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers4.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers5 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.801

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers5.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers6 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.802

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers6.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers7 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.803

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers7.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers8 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
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Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.804

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers8.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-markers9 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.805

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/markers/markers9.lst
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-snpMatrix (SNPArrayReader)

The component is used to import data from Affy SNP 6.0 or 5.0 CEL-files into CSV-files.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.7
Data Import, Affy, Illumina, SNP

Input name
dataDir
sampleNames

Source
Data2-SNPData.dataFiles 1.34
snpSurvival-snpSamples.csv 1.809

Description
Input file directory.
This file should contain the wanted names for the samples.

Parameter name
S2NoiseLimit
confLimit
fileCol

Value
4
0.8
filenames

fileType

A

illuminaCDF

human370v1c

sampleCol

samplenames

useAffy5
useSymbols

false
false

Description
Samples with lower Signal-to-Noise ratio are dropped.
Markers with a lower confidence value are set NA.
Column in sampleNames for file names. Default is the first column. See also the
sampleCol parameter.
Set the type of input files. Valid values are ’I’ for Illumina data and ’A’ for
Affymetrix data.
Illumina chip manifest, one of ’human370v1c’, ’human550v3b’, ’human650v3a’,
’human1mv1c’, ’human660quadv1a’, ’human1mduov3b’, ’humanomni1quadv1b’,
’humanomniexpress12v1b’, ’human370quadv3c’, ’human610quadv1b’.
Column in sampleNames for sample (human readable) names. Default is the first
column. See also the fileCol parameter.
Set this to true if input datatype is Affy SNP 5.0. Ignored if fileType=’I’.
Set the form of the output genotypes. If true then mock genotypes ’AA’, ’AB’
and ’BB’ are used. If false, pseudo-real genotypes ’AA’, ’AT’ and ’TT’ are used.

1.806

snpSurvival-snpMatrixAll (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
script
table1
table2

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control
Source
snpSurvival-INPUT26.in 1.786
snpSurvival-snpMatrixAllPre
.csv 1.808
snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetPre-rs
Numbers.table 1.794

Description
Data transformation
Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)
Data matrix 2 (data.frame/file table2)
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Parameter name
asConnection

Value
false

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.807

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

snpSurvival-snpMatrixAllOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrixAll
.table 1.806

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.808

0
*

snpSurvival-snpMatrixAllPre (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-finalMarkerSetAffy
.ids 1.791

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.809

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-snpSamples (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
snpSurvival-snpSamplesIn
.relation 1.811
snpSurvival-snpSamplesIn
.relation 1.811

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

first

conversionColumn

samplenames

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Continued on next page. . .

conversionTable

keyColumn
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Parameter name
originalWhen
Missing

Value
true

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.810

2

Description
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

snpSurvival-snpSamplesFilt (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
Data2-SNPAnnot.csv 1.33

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Continued on next page. . .

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

PatientCode,DataFiles

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false
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Parameter name
nonMissing

Value
0

Description
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

regexp

rename

1.811

PatientCode=samplenames,
DataFiles=filenames

snpSurvival-snpSamplesIn (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-snpSamplesFilt
.csv 1.810

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
filenames

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.812

snpSurvival-survivalAll (SurvivalAnalysis)

Redo analysis with rsIDs and more strict p-value.
Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
1.0E-4
36
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1.813

snpSurvival-survivalAll-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.814

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.815

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.817

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.816

snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(21)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.815

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
regexp1

Value

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.817

Description
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrixAllOut
.table 1.807
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Names.ids 1.820
snpSurvival-finalMarkerSet
.ids 1.790

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

rename

1.818

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.817
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Names.ids 1.820
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.816

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.
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1.819

snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.818

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.820

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalAll-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(22)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
Clinical.table 1.840

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Continued on next page. . .

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
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Parameter name
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.821

Value

Description
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression

for
for
for
for

the
the
the
the

row
row
row
row

filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering

in
in
in
in

table6.
table7.
table8.
table9.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert, Latex

Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.841

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.822

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.823

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot.fullData 1.833

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

1.824

snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-annotData.table 1.834
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
.statistics 1.839
snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank
Query.in 1.826

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.825

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank
-eqData.table 1.824
snpSurvival-survivalAll-refsGene
Rank.in 1.828

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.
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1.826

snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.827

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.naDist 1.815

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.828

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.829

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.830

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
Report.document 1.842
snpSurvival-survivalAll-missing
DistC.report 1.827

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.831

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.832

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
document
header
footer

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex
Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-report
Body.document 1.830
snpSurvival-survivalAll-report
Template.header 1.831
snpSurvival-survivalAll-report
Template.footer 1.831

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.
LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
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Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.833

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.834

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-snpRel.relation 1.838
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-genes.bioAnnotation 1.836
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
.statistics 1.839
snpSurvival-survivalAll-annotSQL.
in 1.813

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.835

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-annotData.table 1.834
snpSurvival-survivalAll-refsHits
.in 1.829

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
hRotate
listCols

Value
false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.836

Description
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.837
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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1.837

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
.statistics 1.839

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.838

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert
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col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.837

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.839

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.819
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
Clinical.table 1.840

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
1.0E-4

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

survival

useCox

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.
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1.840

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.841
snpSurvival-survivalAll-clinical
Types.in 1.822

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.841

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.842

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
.report 1.839
snpSurvival-survivalAll-clinical
Select.report 1.821
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-annotTable.report 1.835
snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank
-eqTable.report 1.825

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
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1.843

snpSurvival-survivalAll-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
.statistics 1.839
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survSNPA
nnot-annotData.table 1.834

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.844

snpSurvival-survivalSet1 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.845

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.846

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.847

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
genotypes

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.849

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.
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Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

1.848

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(23)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.847

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.849

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
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Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Names.ids 1.852
snpSurvival-markers1.in 1.795

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.850

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.849
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Names.ids 1.852
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.848

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.851

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.850

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.852

\t
\t
false
NA
NA
0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
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Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(24)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
Clinical.table 1.872

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.853

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert, Latex

Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.873

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.854

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.855

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.865

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

1.856

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.866
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
.statistics 1.871
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-gene
RankQuery.in 1.858

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.857

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata
refs

Parameter name
attach

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.856
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-refsGene
Rank.in 1.860

Description
Table content

Value
false

Description
Include the original data as an attachment

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
caption

colFormat

Value
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.858

Description
Caption text for the table.

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.859

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.naDist 1.847

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
listDelim
numberFormat

Value
,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.860

Description
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.861

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.862

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
Report.document 1.874
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-missing
DistC.report 1.859

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.863

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.864

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex

Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.865

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-report
Body.document 1.862
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-report
Template.header 1.863
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-report
Template.footer 1.863

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.866

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.870
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioAnnotation 1.868
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
.statistics 1.871
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-annotSQ
L.in 1.845

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
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Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

1.867

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.866
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-refsHits
.in 1.861

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

1.868

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
sourceKeys

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.869

Description
A list of source database keys.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
connection

Source
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.869

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
.statistics 1.871

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
listLayout

Value
true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.870

Description
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.869

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.871

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
genotypes
survival

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.851
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
Clinical.table 1.872

Description
Genotype calls
Survival time and event indicator
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Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false
0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

useCox

1.872

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.873
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-clinical
Types.in 1.854

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.873

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.874

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
.report 1.871
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-clinical
Select.report 1.853
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.867
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.857

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.875

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survival
.statistics 1.871
snpSurvival-survivalSet1-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.866

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.876

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name

Value

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.877

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.878

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.879

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.881

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.880

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(25)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.879

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
columnIn

Value
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.881

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Names.ids 1.884
snpSurvival-markers10.in 1.796

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

Samples

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
negate

Value
false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.882

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.881
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Names.ids 1.884
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.880

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

rename

1.883

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.882

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.884

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(26)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
Clinical.table 1.904

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList

false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
quotation
regexp1

Value
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.885

Description
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.0
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.905

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.886

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.887

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.897

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery

false

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
tableCaption

1.888

Value
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
Description for the result table

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.898
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
.statistics 1.903
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-gene
RankQuery.in 1.890

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.889

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.888
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-refs
GeneRank.in 1.892

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
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Parameter name
pageBreak
rename

Value
false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.890

Description
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.891

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.naDist 1.879

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.892

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.893

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.894

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
Report.document 1.906
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-missing
DistC.report 1.891

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.895

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.896

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex

Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.897

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-report
Body.document 1.894
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-report
Template.header 1.895
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-report
Template.footer 1.895

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.898

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.902
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioAnnotation 1.900
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
.statistics 1.903
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-annot
SQL.in 1.877

table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

1.899

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
tabledata
refs

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.898
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-refsHits
.in 1.893

Description
Table content
Reference rules for the hyperlinks
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Parameter name
attach
caption

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

colFormat
columns

1.900

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.901
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits

100000

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
rename
skipLevel

Value
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.901

Description
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
.statistics 1.903

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.902

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
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col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.901

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.903

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.883
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
Clinical.table 1.904

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survival

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
survRatePoint

Value
0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

useCox

1.904

Description
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.905
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-clinical
Types.in 1.886

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.905

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.906

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1
latex2
latex3
latex4

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
.report 1.903
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-clinical
Select.report 1.885
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.899
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.889

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.
LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
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Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.907

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survival
.statistics 1.903
snpSurvival-survivalSet10-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.898

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.908

snpSurvival-survivalSet2 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.909

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.910

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

Value
0.1
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1.911

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.913

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.912

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(27)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.911

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9
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1.913

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Names.ids 1.916
snpSurvival-markers2.in 1.797

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.914

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
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A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.913
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Names.ids 1.916
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.912

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.915

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
original

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.914

Description
Input file to be cleaned
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Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.916

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(28)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
Clinical.table 1.936

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.917

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.0
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.937

Description
Source code
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Parameter name
caption

language

1.918

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.919

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.929

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

1.920

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.930
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
.statistics 1.935
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-gene
RankQuery.in 1.922

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
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1.921

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.920
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-refsGene
Rank.in 1.924

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

1.922

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.923

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.naDist 1.911

Description
Table content
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Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.924

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.925

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.926

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1
latex2

Parameter name
head
pagebreak

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
Report.document 1.938
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-missing
DistC.report 1.923

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
Continued on next page. . .

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
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Parameter name
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.927

Description
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.928

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.929

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-report
Body.document 1.926
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-report
Template.header 1.927
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-report
Template.footer 1.927

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.930

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.934
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioAnnotation 1.932
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
.statistics 1.935
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-annotSQ
L.in 1.909

Value

query

1.931

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.930
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-refsHits
.in 1.925

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.
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1.932

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.933
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.933

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
.statistics 1.935

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
constantFilters

Value

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

Description
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.934

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.933

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.
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1.935

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.915
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
Clinical.table 1.936

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

survival

useCox

1.936

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
query

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.937

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
columnTypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-clinical
Types.in 1.918

Description
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.937

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.938

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
.report 1.935
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-clinical
Select.report 1.917
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.931
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.921

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.939

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survival
.statistics 1.935
snpSurvival-survivalSet2-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.930

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
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Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

1.940

snpSurvival-survivalSet3 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.941

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.942

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.943

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.945

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.944

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
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Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(29)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.943

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.945

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Names.ids 1.948
snpSurvival-markers3.in 1.798

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
highBound

Value

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.946

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.945
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Names.ids 1.948
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.944

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.947

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.946

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.948

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert
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(30)

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
Clinical.table 1.968

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.949

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.0
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.969

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.950

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.951

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
table1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.961

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query
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Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

1.952

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.962
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
.statistics 1.967
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-gene
RankQuery.in 1.954

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.953

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.952
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-refsGene
Rank.in 1.956

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
listCols

Value

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.954

Description
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.955

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.naDist 1.943

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
sectionType

Value
subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.956

Description
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.957

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.958

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
Report.document 1.970
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-missing
DistC.report 1.955

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.959

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
usepackage

1.960

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.961

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-report
Body.document 1.958
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-report
Template.header 1.959
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-report
Template.footer 1.959

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.962

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

1.963

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.966
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioAnnotation 1.964
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
.statistics 1.967
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-annotSQ
L.in 1.941

Value

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.962
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-refsHits
.in 1.957

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

1.964

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.965
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
inputDB

Value
.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.965

Description
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
.statistics 1.967

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.
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1.966

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.965

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.967

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.947
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
Clinical.table 1.968

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

survival

0.95
15

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
minFreq

Value
0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

useCox

1.968

Description
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.969
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-clinical
Types.in 1.950

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.969

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.970

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
.report 1.967
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-clinical
Select.report 1.949
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.963
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.953

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.971

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survival
.statistics 1.967
snpSurvival-survivalSet3-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.962

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.972

snpSurvival-survivalSet4 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.973

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
recursive

1.974

Value
true

Description
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.975

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.977

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.976

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(31)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.975

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Continued on next page. . .

regexp2
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Parameter name
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.977

Value

Description
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

the
the
the
the
the
the
the

row
row
row
row
row
row
row

filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

table3.
table4.
table5.
table6.
table7.
table8.
table9.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Names.ids 1.980
snpSurvival-markers4.in 1.799

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.
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1.978

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.977
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Names.ids 1.980
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.976

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.979

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.978

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.980

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(32)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
Clinical.table 1.1000

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.981

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert, Latex

Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1001

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.982

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.983

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.993

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

1.984

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2
query

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.994
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
.statistics 1.999
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-gene
RankQuery.in 1.986

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
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Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

1.985

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.984
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-refsGene
Rank.in 1.988

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

1.986

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.987

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.naDist 1.975

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.988

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.989

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.990

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex
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Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
Report.document 1.1002
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-missing
DistC.report 1.987

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.991

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.992

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex

Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.993

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-report
Body.document 1.990
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-report
Template.header 1.991
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-report
Template.footer 1.991

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers
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1.994

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.998
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioAnnotation 1.996
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
.statistics 1.999
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-annotSQ
L.in 1.973

Value

query

1.995

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.994
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-refsHits
.in 1.989

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
sectionType

Value
subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.996

Description
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.997
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.997

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
filter

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
.statistics 1.999

Description
A list of filter values
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Parameter name
attributes

batchSize

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.998

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.
If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.annotations 1.997

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
maxPerms

1.999

Value
10000

Description
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.979
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
Clinical.table 1.1000

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

survival

useCox

1.1000

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1001
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-clinical
Types.in 1.982

Description
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1001

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1002

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
.report 1.999
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-clinical
Select.report 1.981
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.995
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.985

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.1003

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survival
.statistics 1.999

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table2

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet4-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.994

Description
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.1004

snpSurvival-survivalSet5 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.1005

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1006

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.1007

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1009

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.
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snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(33)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.1007

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1009

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Names.ids 1.1012
snpSurvival-markers5.in 1.800

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1010

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

highBound

idColumn

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1009
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Names.ids 1.1012
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.1008

Value
true

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
includeColumns

Value
Samples

Description
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1011

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.1010

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.1012

\t
\t
false
NA
NA
0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1
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(34)

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
Clinical.table 1.1032

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1013

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.0
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1033

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.1014

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1015

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex
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Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.1025

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

1.1016

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1026
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
.statistics 1.1031
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-gene
RankQuery.in 1.1018

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1017

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.1016
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-refsGene
Rank.in 1.1020

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
dropMissing

Value
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1018

Description
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1019

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.na
Dist 1.1007

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak

false

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
rename

Value

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1020

Description
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1021

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1022

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
Report.document 1.1034
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-missing
DistC.report 1.1019

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.1023

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name

Value

Description

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

usepackage

1.1024

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.1025

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-report
Body.document 1.1022
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-report
Template.header 1.1023
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-report
Template.footer 1.1023

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.1026

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.1030
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioA
nnotation 1.1028
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
.statistics 1.1031
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-annotSQ
L.in 1.1005

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
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Parameter name
query

1.1027

Value

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1026
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-refsHits
.in 1.1021

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

1.1028

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
sourceKeys

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1029

Description
A list of source database keys.

Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
connection

Source
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.1029

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
.statistics 1.1031

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
listLayout

Value
true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.1030

Description
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1029

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.1031

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
genotypes
survival

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.1011
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
Clinical.table 1.1032

Description
Genotype calls
Survival time and event indicator
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Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false
0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

useCox

1.1032

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1033
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-clinical
Types.in 1.1014

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1033

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1034

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
.report 1.1031
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-clinical
Select.report 1.1013
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.1027
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.1017

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.1035

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survival
.statistics 1.1031
snpSurvival-survivalSet5-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1026

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.1036

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name

Value

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.1037

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1038

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.1039

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1041

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.1040

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(35)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.1039

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
columnIn

Value
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1041

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Names.ids 1.1044
snpSurvival-markers6.in 1.801

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

lowBound

matchColumn

Samples

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
negate

Value
false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1042

Description
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1041
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Names.ids 1.1044
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.1040

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
regexp

Value

Description
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

rename

1.1043

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.1042

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.1044

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(36)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
Clinical.table 1.1064

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList

false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
quotation
regexp1

Value
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1045

Description
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.0
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1065

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.1046

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1047

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.1057

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery

false

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
tableCaption

1.1048

Value
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
Description for the result table

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1058
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
.statistics 1.1063
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-gene
RankQuery.in 1.1050

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1049

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.1048
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-refsGene
Rank.in 1.1052

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
pageBreak
rename

Value
false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1050

Description
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1051

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.na
Dist 1.1039

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1052

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
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Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1053

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1054

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
Report.document 1.1066
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-missing
DistC.report 1.1051

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.1055

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.1056

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex

Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.1057

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-report
Body.document 1.1054
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-report
Template.header 1.1055
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-report
Template.footer 1.1055

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.1058

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.1062
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioA
nnotation 1.1060
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
.statistics 1.1063
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-annotSQ
L.in 1.1037

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1059

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
tabledata
refs

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1058
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-refsHits
.in 1.1053

Description
Table content
Reference rules for the hyperlinks
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Parameter name
attach
caption

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

colFormat
columns

1.1060

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1061
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
maxHits
rename
skipLevel

Value
100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.1061

Description
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Version:
Category:
Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
.statistics 1.1063

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.1062

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
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col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1061

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.1063

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.1043
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
Clinical.table 1.1064

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survival

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
survRatePoint

Value
0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

useCox

1.1064

Description
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1065
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-clinical
Types.in 1.1046

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1065

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1066

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1
latex2
latex3
latex4

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
.report 1.1063
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-clinical
Select.report 1.1045
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.1059
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.1049

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.
LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
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Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.1067

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survival
.statistics 1.1063
snpSurvival-survivalSet6-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1058

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.1068

snpSurvival-survivalSet7 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.1069

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1070

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

Value
0.1
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1.1071

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1073

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.1072

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(37)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.1071

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9
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snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Names.ids 1.1076
snpSurvival-markers7.in 1.802

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1074

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
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A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1073
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Names.ids 1.1076
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.1072

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1075

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
original

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.1074

Description
Input file to be cleaned
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Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.1076

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(38)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
Clinical.table 1.1096

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1077

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.0
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1097

Description
Source code
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Parameter name
caption

language

1.1078

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1079

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.1089

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

1.1080

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1090
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
.statistics 1.1095
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-gene
RankQuery.in 1.1082

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
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1.1081

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.1080
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-refsGene
Rank.in 1.1084

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

1.1082

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1083

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.na
Dist 1.1071

Description
Table content
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Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1084

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.
LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1085

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1086

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1
latex2

Parameter name
head
pagebreak

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
Report.document 1.1098
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-missing
DistC.report 1.1083

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Value

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
Continued on next page. . .

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
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Parameter name
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.1087

Description
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.1088

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.1089

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-report
Body.document 1.1086
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-report
Template.header 1.1087
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-report
Template.footer 1.1087

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.1090

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.1094
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioA
nnotation 1.1092
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
.statistics 1.1095
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-annotSQ
L.in 1.1069

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1091

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1090
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-refsHits
.in 1.1085

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.
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1.1092

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1093
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.1093

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
.statistics 1.1095

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
constantFilters

Value

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

Description
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.1094

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1093

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.
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1.1095

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.1075
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
Clinical.table 1.1096

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

survival

useCox

1.1096

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
query

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1097

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
columnTypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-clinical
Types.in 1.1078

Description
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1097

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1098

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
.report 1.1095
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-clinical
Select.report 1.1077
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.1091
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.1081

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.1099

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survival
.statistics 1.1095
snpSurvival-survivalSet7-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1090

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
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Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

1.1100

snpSurvival-survivalSet8 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.1101

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1102

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.1103

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1105

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.1104

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
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Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(39)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.1103

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1105

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Names.ids 1.1108
snpSurvival-markers8.in 1.803

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
highBound

Value

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1106

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1105
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Names.ids 1.1108
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.1104

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1107

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.1106

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.1108

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert
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(40)

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
Clinical.table 1.1128

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1109

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.0
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1129

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.1110

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1111

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
table1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.1121

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query
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Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

1.1112

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1122
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
.statistics 1.1127
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-gene
RankQuery.in 1.1114

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1113

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.1112
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-refsGene
Rank.in 1.1116

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
listCols

Value

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1114

Description
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1115

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.na
Dist 1.1103

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
sectionType

Value
subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1116

Description
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1117

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1118

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
Report.document 1.1130
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-missing
DistC.report 1.1115

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.1119

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
usepackage

1.1120

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Latex
Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.1121

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-report
Body.document 1.1118
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-report
Template.header 1.1119
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-report
Template.footer 1.1119

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

1.1122

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

query

1.1123

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.1126
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioA
nnotation 1.1124
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
.statistics 1.1127
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-annotSQ
L.in 1.1101

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1122
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-refsHits
.in 1.1117

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

1.1124

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1125
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
indicator

Value
true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.1125

Description
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation

Input name
filter

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
.statistics 1.1127

Description
A list of filter values

Parameter name
attributes

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.

batchSize

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.
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1.1126

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1125

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.1127

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.1107
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
Clinical.table 1.1128

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

survival

0.95
15

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
minFreq

Value
0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

useCox

1.1128

Description
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1129
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-clinical
Types.in 1.1110

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1129

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1130

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
.report 1.1127
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-clinical
Select.report 1.1109
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.1123
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.1113

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.1131

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survival
.statistics 1.1127
snpSurvival-survivalSet8-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1122

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

table2

1.1132

snpSurvival-survivalSet9 (SurvivalAnalysis)

Input name
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
pvalue
survivalTimeOut

Value
0.0010
36

1.1133

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-annotSQL (INPUT)

This SQL is used to generate marker annotation report.
Parameter name
path

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPgeneTable.sql

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
recursive

1.1134

Value
true

Description
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseGenotypes (GetGenotypes)

Load and preprocess the genotype calls for the cancer patient samples.
Parameter name
skipFrq

1.1135

Value
0.1

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseGenotypes-freqCheck (AlleleCounter)

AlleleCounter calculates genotype frequencies for the biallelic markers of the given SNPMatrix. A Pearson’s χ2 -test [17] is
performed for each marker in order to test if the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [7] holds for the population sample.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2.1
SNP

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1137

Description
SNPHelistin genotype output.

Parameter name
dels

Value
false

naLimit
skip

0.1
0.1

Description
Accept homozygous deletions (–) as a possible genotype. They are considered as
missing values by default.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
Drop markers with a relative minor allele frequency lower than this limit. Use
negative values to inactivate this limit.

1.1136

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseGenotypes-ftMarkers (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(41)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Genotypes-freqCheck
.frequencies 1.1135

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
marker

columnOut

marker

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Continued on next page. . .

regexp2
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Parameter name
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1137

Value

Description
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression
Regular expression

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

the
the
the
the
the
the
the

row
row
row
row
row
row
row

filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering
filtering

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

table3.
table4.
table5.
table6.
table7.
table8.
table9.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseGenotypes-genotypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

includeColumns

Source
snpSurvival-snpMatrix.genotype
Matrix 1.805
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Names.ids 1.1140
snpSurvival-markers9.in 1.804

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
true

auxiliary

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.
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1.1138

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseGenotypes-gtypes (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Genotypes-genotypes.csv 1.1137
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Names.ids 1.1140
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Genotypes-ftMarkers.ids 1.1136

Value
true

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Samples

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1139

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseGenotypes-gtypesOut (CSVCleaner)

CSVCleaner can be used to clean up Anduril outputs and to make them more suitable for other applications such as
spreadsheets or text editors. The component is capable of removing file headers, quotations, and unused columns. Can be
used to reorder and rename columns and their delimiters. Missing value symbols may be defined independently for the input
and output.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8
Convert

Input name
original

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Genotypes-gtypes.csv 1.1138

Description
Input file to be cleaned

Parameter name
columns

Value
*

Description
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. An asterisk (*) may be
used for all columns.
A comma separated list of column names for the input columns. An empty string
means that that the column names are defined on the first input row.
Column delimiter for the input
Column delimiter for the output
This flag will eliminate column names from the output.
Missing value symbol for the input
Missing value symbol for the output
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip this many lines from the input before reading the tabular.
Comma separated list of output columns names that should not have quotation
marks. An asterisk (*) may be used for all columns.

columnsIn
\t
\t
false
NA
NA

delimIn
delimSymbol
dropHeader
naIn
naSymbol
rename
rowSkip
skipQuota

1.1140

0
*

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-caseNames (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(42)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
Clinical.table 1.1160

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

columnOut

SampleId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1141

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-clinicalSelect (SourceCode2Latex)

This component converts a source code listing into a LATEXfragment that may be included into some technical documents.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert, Latex

Input name
source

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1161

Description
Source code

Parameter name
caption

Value
This SQL query has been used to
select clinical parameters for the
survival calculations.
SQL

Description
Caption text for the listing

language

1.1142

Language definition for the syntax highlighting. Possible values can be found
from the description of listings package.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-clinicalTypes (INPUT)

Column types for the clinical data
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1143

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPclinicalTypes.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-geneRank (QueryReport)

(Technical documentation) Executes an SQL query and prints it with the result table.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Latex

Input name
table1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot.fullData 1.1153

Description
1. data table that is referred as ’table1’ in the query

Parameter name
colFormat
listCols

Value
lcrp{11cm}

section
showCols

Gene rank
gene,markers,p-value,description

showQuery
tableCaption

false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.

Description
LaTeX tabular formatting for the result columns
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with spaces.
Subsection title for the output document
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
This flag tells if the SQL shall be shown on the report
Description for the result table

1.1144

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-geneRank-eqData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1
table2
query

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1154
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
.statistics 1.1159
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-gene
RankQuery.in 1.1146

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
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Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

1.1145

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-geneRank-eqTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-gene
Rank-eqData.table 1.1144
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-refsGene
Rank.in 1.1148

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat

Value
false
A list of survival affecting genes
and the marker counts. P-value is
the lowest value for the
corresponding markers.
lcrp{11cm}

columns

gene,markers,p-value,description

countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}
Gene rank

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

1.1146

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-geneRankQuery (INPUT)

Generates a list of genes and the marker counts for them.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1147

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPinterestingGenes.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-missingDistC (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Genotypes-freqCheck.na
Dist 1.1135

Description
Table content

Parameter name
attach
caption

Value
false
Distribution of the missing values
in case samples
p{3cm}r

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

colFormat
columns
countRows
dropMissing

false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler
section

{}

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1148

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-refsGeneRank (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the gene rank table
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1149

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsGeneRank.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-refsHits (INPUT)

Hyperlink rules for the marker annotations
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1150

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/SNPrefsHits.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-reportBody (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex
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Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
Report.document 1.1162
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-missing
DistC.report 1.1147

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.1151

false

LaTeX fragment 2.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-reportTemplate (LatexTemplate)

This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header
and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and
other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4.2
Latex

Parameter name
authors

Value
Marko Laakso, Riku Louhimo

baselineskip
bibstyle
printTOC
title

1.2
abbrv
true
General pipeline for SNP survival
analysis for TCGA data

usepackage

1.1152

Description
A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is
empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
BibTeX reference formatting style
If true, print Table Of Contents.
Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see
author.
Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each
package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-summaryReport (LatexPDF)

This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex

Input name
document
header
footer

Parameter name
bibtexExec
latexExec
useRefs
verbose

1.1153

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-report
Body.document 1.1150
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-report
Template.header 1.1151
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-report
Template.footer 1.1151

Description
Body of the LaTeX document.

Value
bibtex
pdflatex
false
false

Description
Executable command for BibTeX.
Executable command for pdflatex.
This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
Produce verbose output while processing pdf.

LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.
LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default
header is used.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSNPAnnot (AnnotateSNPs)

Biological annotations for the survival affecting genes
Parameter name
caption

Value
Gene annotations and the loci of the survival affecting markers
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1.1154

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSNPAnnot-annotData (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2

table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-snpRel.relation 1.1158
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-genes.bioA
nnotation 1.1156
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
.statistics 1.1159
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-annotSQ
L.in 1.1133

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1155

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSNPAnnot-annotTable (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
2.3
Convert, Latex

Input name
tabledata

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1154
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-refsHits
.in 1.1149

Description
Table content

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Value
false
Gene annotations and the loci of
the survival affecting markers
l@{}lr@{:}lp{1cm}p{1.5cm}p{10
.5cm}
hit,marker,chr,locus,band,gene,
gene description
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false
band

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s

pageBreak
rename

false

ruler

{}

refs

Parameter name
attach
caption
colFormat
columns

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
section

Value

sectionType

subsection

skipEmpty

false

1.1156

Description
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSNPAnnot-genes (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys

Description
A list of source database keys.

connection

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1157
ensembl.in 1.453

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value
refsnp id

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
true
ensembl gene stable id

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
UniProt/SwissProt=protein
never

targetDB

.GeneName,.GeneDesc,.
DNABand,GO,UniProt/SwissProt
true

unique

1.1157

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSNPAnnot-snpLoci (BiomartAnnotator)

BiomartAnnotator fetches user specified attributes given a set of filter values from the defined BioMart database.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
filter

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Annotation
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
.statistics 1.1159

Description
A list of filter values
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Parameter name
attributes

batchSize

Value
refsnp id,allele,chr name,chrom
start,chrom strand,ensembl gene
stable id,validated
1

constantFilters

dataset

hsapiens snp

filterColumns

marker

filterTypes

snp filter

idAttribute

listLayout

true

mart

snp

martHost
martPath
uniq

www.biomart.org
/biomart/martservice
true

1.1158

Description
A comma separated list of attributes to fetch. See biomaRt documentation on
how to list available attributes for a given mart and a dataset in R.
If greater than one, enable batch mode where all filter values are fetched with one
query. This is significantly faster than non-batch mode (=1), but in some
instances there may be several result rows for one filter value. If 1, filter values
are fetched individually.
A comma separated list of filterType=filterValue pairs that are common for all
input rows when input <code>filter</code> is given. These can be used also as
the only filters without the input <code>filter</code>.
Dataset to get annotations from. Different BioMart databases (marts) have their
own datasets. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available datasets for a
mart in R.
Names of the filter column within filter file or an empty string for the first
column(s).
Types of the filter values in the <code>filter</code> input, as a
comma-separated list. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available filters
for a given mart and a dataset in R.
For batchSize&gt;1 mode, this is the name of the ID attribute that produces
values that correspond to filter IDs. If empty, the value of filterType is used.
Often, the name of the filter and the corresponding attribute are identical, in
which case the default (empty) value can be used. This parameter is not used for
batchSize=1 mode.
Result format is either lists (true), in which multiple hits are collapsed for
comma-separated list for each column, or standard CSV-file having no collapsed
columns.
BioMart database to use. See biomaRt documentation on how to list available
BioMart databases (marts).
Mart hosting server
Mart web service URL within the server
Removes duplicates from the values of individual result cells. Different filter
entities may still produce references to the same attribute values.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSNPAnnot-snpRel (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:

col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-snpLoci.
annotations 1.1157

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
ensembl gene stable id

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
maxPerms

1.1159

Value
10000

Description
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival (SNPKaplanMeier)

This component is used to estimate survival differences between various genotypes. The differences between the survival of
different genotypes are measured using G-ρ family of tests [8].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI)
1.6.1
SNP, Latex, Survival

Input name
genotypes

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-case
Genotypes-gtypesOut.table 1.1139
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
Clinical.table 1.1160

Description
Genotype calls

Parameter name
PLimit

Value
0.0010

censoring

right

combineCommon
Hom
confInt
minCount

false

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit. If ’useCox=true’ then the
limit is defined by the minimum p-value of the two possible.
Choose censoring type. One of ’right’ (default), ’left’, ’counting’, ’interval’ or
’interval2’.
Combine common homozygotes with heterozygotes in all markers.

0.95
15

minFreq

0.1

modelVars

genotype

naLimit
nullCalls
outputAllPValues

0.1
–,ERR,NA
false

sampleCol
showCI
skipMissingGT
statusCol
strictLimits

sample
true
true
hasEvent
true

survRatePoint

0.5

timeCol
timeCol2

endTime

timeOutLimit

36

timeStartCol

startTime

title

Genotype Specific Survival
Estimates
false

survival

useCox

1.1160

Survival time and event indicator

Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1]
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their number is below
this limit. This parameter is used together with minFreq so that the actual limit
is max(minFreq*n, minCount).
Combine rare (aa) homozygotes to heterozygotes (Aa) if their frequency is below
this limit. See also minCount.
A comma separated list of co-variates used in Cox regression. Only the first value
is is used if useCox=false.
Skip markers where one minus call rate exceeds this limit.
A comma separated list of genotype calls that will be considered as missing values
Print all p-values in output even if insignificant. SNPs with insignificant p-values
will not have survival curves, however.
Column name for the sample name
Draw confidence intervals to the graph
Simply skip those samples that lack the genotype information.
Column name for the event indicator
Skip marker if the combined count or frequency of rare homozygote and
heterozygote is below max(minFreq*n, minCount). See also minCount and
minFreq.
Sampling height for the distances between the survival expectations. Negative
values may be used to suppress these measurements.
Column name for the survival time
Column name for stydy entry time for left-truncation. Study times are assumed
to yield correct left-truncation form with timeCol+timeCol2. Only works if
useCox=true.
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Column name for the start time that is reduced from the survival time. Default
(empty) does not subtract anything.
Section title
Utilize Cox regression.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survivalClinical (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
query
columnTypes

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
ParamsQuery.in 1.1161
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-clinical
Types.in 1.1142

Description
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1161

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survivalParamsQuery (INPUT)

Select relevant parameters for the survival analysis
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1162

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/SNPsurvivalParams.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survivalReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
.report 1.1159
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-clinical
Select.report 1.1141
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-annotTable.report 1.1155
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-gene
Rank-eqTable.report 1.1145

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4

1.1163

true

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.

snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survivalStatistics (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:
Input name
table1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter
Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survival
.statistics 1.1159

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
table2

Source
snpSurvival-survivalSet9-survSN
PAnnot-annotData.table 1.1154

Description
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT table1.*, table2.
”ensembl” FROM table1 LEFT
OUTER JOIN table2 ON (table1.
”marker” = table2.”marker”)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.1164

snpdb (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1165

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/ensemblSNP.properties
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

summaryTable (SummaryTable)

Input name
exprProbes
geneSurvImages
geneSurv
snpSurvImages
snpSurvGenes
snpSurv
Annotation
methylation
methylationSurv
Images
methylationSurv
transcriptProbes
acghExonCorrLoss
acghExonCorr
Gain
acghGain
acghLoss
acghSurvImages
acghSurv
transcriptSurv
Images
transcriptSurv
cnaMet

Source
geneExpression3.allProbes 1.714
geneExpression3.kaplanMeier 1.714
geneExpression3.kaplanMeierStatistics 1.714
snpSurvival.kmReport 1.785
snpSurvival.annotResults 1.785
snpSurvival.statistics 1.785

Parameter name
cancerType

Value
GBM

1.1166

methylation.results 1.767
methylation.kaplanMeier 1.767
methylation.kaplanMeierStatistics 1.767
transcriptExpression.allProbes 1.1194
copyNumber.ACGHloss 1.65
copyNumber.ACGHgain 1.65
copyNumber.gainFreq 1.65
copyNumber.lossFreq 1.65
copyNumber.ACGHsurvivalImages 1.65
copyNumber.ACGHsurvival 1.65
transcriptExpression.kaplanMeier 1.1194
transcriptExpression.kaplanMeierStatistics 1.1194
copyNumberMethylation.results 1.418

summaryTable-acghExonCorrGainConv (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-integrationAmp
-integratedGenes.csv 1.102

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Gene,weight,alpha

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1167

weight=GainWeight,alpha=
GainAlpha

summaryTable-acghExonCorrLossConv (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-integrationDel
-integratedGenes.csv 1.120

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
highBound

Value

idColumn
includeColumns

Gene,weight,alpha

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1168

weight=LossWeight,alpha=
LossAlpha

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

summaryTable-acghExonCorrSummary (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
summaryTable-acghExonCorrLoss
Conv.csv 1.1167
summaryTable-acghExonCorr
GainConv.csv 1.1166

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
false

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

CSV file 2.

624

1.1169

summaryTable-acghGainConv (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-ACGHgain
Frequency-geneFreqs.table 1.70

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1170

freq=GainFreq

summaryTable-acghLossConv (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
copyNumber-ACGHlossFrequency
-geneFreqs.table 1.79

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1171

freq=LossFreq

summaryTable-acghSummary (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv1
csv2

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert
Source
summaryTable-acghGainConv
.csv 1.1169
summaryTable-acghLossConv
.csv 1.1170

Description
CSV file 1.
CSV file 2.
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Parameter name
intersection

Value
false

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.1172

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

summaryTable-annotation (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Source
summaryTable-genes.ids 1.1177
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.
Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Parameter name
echoColumns

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.GeneId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Gene
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneName, Uniprot
/SWISSPROT,.GeneDesc,
.DNABand, EntrezGene
false

unique

1.1173

This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

summaryTable-excel (CSV2Excel)

Represents the content of the given CSV files as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Each csv input forms its own sheet. Visual
formatting is governed by the optional style input.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Jianmin Wu (jianmin.wu@helsinki.fi), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.3
Convert, Excel
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Input name
csv
style

Source
summaryTable-summaryTable
.csv 1.1192
summaryTable-style.in 1.1191

Parameter name
enableFormulas

Value
false

frozenColumns

1

frozenRows

1

missingValue
sheetNames

NA

1.1174

Description
CSV file corresponding to sheet 1.
Specifies visual formatting rules for the result spreadsheet.

Description
If true, cell values starting with ”=” are treated as formulas and are evaluated by
the spreadsheet application at runtime. If false, such strings are treated as string
literals.
Number of left-hand columns that are frozen, i.e., always remain visible on the
spreadsheet when the columns are scrolled.
Number of top rows that are frozen, i.e., always remain visible on the spreadsheet
when the rows are scrolled.
The string to be inserted into the Excel file for missing values (NAs) in the input.
Comma separated list of sheet names for the result spreadsheet. If a name is
empty, a default name is used.

summaryTable-exonAnnotation (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1

Source
transcriptExpression-allProbes
.table 1.1197
transcriptExpression-km-km
.statistics 1.1214

Description
CSV file 1.

Parameter name
intersection

Value
false

keyColumnNames

TranscriptID,group

minRows

0

useKeys

true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

csv2

1.1175

CSV file 2.

summaryTable-exonAnnotationFilt (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
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Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
summaryTable-exonAnnotation
.csv 1.1174

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

TranscriptID,GeneID,FoldChange,
PValue,pValue

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1176

pValue=SurvivalPValue

summaryTable-geneAlias (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1177

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/gene-alias.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

summaryTable-genes (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert
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(43)

Input name
table1
table2

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Source
geneExpression3-allProbes
.table 1.718
transcriptExpression-allProbes
.table 1.1197

Description
The mandatory input relation

Value
false
GeneID,GeneID

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1178

The second input relation

summaryTable-imageMapping (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
table4
table5

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
geneExpression3-km-km
.statistics 1.738
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
Statistics.table 1.843
copyNumber-survivalReportJoin
.table 1.416
transcriptExpression-km-km
.statistics 1.1214
summaryTable-methylationSurv
Conv.csv 1.1180

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
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Parameter name
query

1.1179

Value
SELECT ’table1’ AS ”Table”,
”plot” AS ”ImageFile”, ”group”
AS ”Target”, ’Kaplan-Meier plot
for gene survival: ’ || ”group” || ’
(p-value: ’ || ”pValue” || ’)’ AS
”Label” FROM table1 UNION
SELECT ’table1’ AS ”Table”,
”plot” AS ”ImageFile”, ”ensembl”
AS ”Target”, ’Kaplan-Meier plot
for SNP survival: ’ || ”marker” || ’
(p-value: ’ || ”pvalue” || ’)’ AS
”Label” FROM table2 WHERE
”ensembl” IS NOT NULL UNION
SELECT ’table2’ AS ”Table”,
”plot” AS ”ImageFile”, ”group”
AS ”Target”, ’Kaplan-Meier plot
for transcript survival: ’ || ”group”
|| ’ (p-value: ’ || ”pValue” || ’)’ AS
”Label” FROM table4 UNION
SELECT ’table1’ AS ”Table”,
”plot” AS ”ImageFile”, ”GeneId”
AS ”Target”, ’Kaplan-Meier plot
for copy number survival: ’ ||
”gene name” || ’ (p-value: ’ ||
”survival pvalue” || ’)’ AS ”Label”
FROM table3 WHERE ”survival
pvalue” < 0.05 UNION SELECT
’table1’ AS ”Table”, ”plot” AS
”ImageFile”, ”group” AS ”Target”,
’Kaplan-Meier plot for
methylation survival: ’ || ”group”
|| ’ (p-value: ’ || ”pValue” || ’)’ AS
”Label” FROM table5 WHERE
”pValue” < 0.05

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

summaryTable-images (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex

Input name
latex1

Source
geneExpression3-km-kmReport
.document 1.739
snpSurvival-survivalAll-survival
.report 1.839
methylation-km-km.report 1.772
copyNumber-survivalImages
.document 1.384
transcriptExpression-km-km
Report.document 1.1215

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4
latex5

1.1180

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
LaTeX fragment 5.

summaryTable-methylationSurvConv (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv

Source
methylation-km-km
.statistics 1.772
summaryTable-annotation.bio
Annotation 1.1172

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

GeneID

keyColumn

.GeneName

originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

group
false

splitConverted

false

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable

targetColumn
unique

false

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.1181

2

summaryTable-pathwayIDs (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert
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(44)

Input name
table1

Source
summaryTable-pathwayMembers
.bioAnnotation 1.1182

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
BioentityId

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1182

summaryTable-pathwayMembers (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.2
Category: Moksiskaan
Input name
sourceKeys

Source
summaryTable-genes.ids 1.1177

connection

moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
10
false

keys
linkTypes

550

orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.1183

9606
true
BioentityId

Description
A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of
the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

summaryTable-pathways (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)

This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one
type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be
traversed to both directions.
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Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Moksiskaan

Input name
sourceKeys

Source
summaryTable-pathwayIDs.
ids 1.1181

connection

moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.784

Parameter name
inputDB
isListKey
keyColumn

Value
BioentityId
false

keys
linkTypes
orderBy

organism
reverse
targetDB

1.1184

9606
false
20,BioentityName

Description
A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of
the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database

Description
Source key type
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column
A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the
sourceKeys input entries
A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a
hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices
can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.
Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
Comma separated list of target key types of interest

summaryTable-pathwaysEnsembl (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
summaryTable-pathways.bio
Annotation 1.1183
summaryTable-pathwayMembers
.bioAnnotation 1.1182

table2

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT SUBSTR(P.”xref20”, 6)
AS ”Pathway”, P.”BioentityName”
AS ”Name”, GROUP CONCAT(
G.”sourceKey” ORDER BY G.
”sourceKey” SEPARATOR ’,’) AS
”Members” FROM table1 P,
table2 G WHERE (P.”sourceKey”
= G.”BioentityId”) GROUP BY
P.”xref20”, P.”BioentityName”
ORDER BY 2, 1

1.1185

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

summaryTable-refs (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
csv/summary-refs.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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summaryTable-site (HTMLReport)

(Technical documentation) Visualizes CSV files and their relationships using statically generated HTML files. The primary
input are a set of tables that may represent e.g., genes, proteins, SNPs or samples. Each table has a number of attributes
(CSV columns) and a number of records (CSV rows). Tables may refer to each other, e.g. an attribute for a protein may
name the gene that encodes the protein. References between tables are specified with the ”mapping” input. Effectively, the
set of tables and mappings between them (foreign keys) constitute a relational database. Records are identified by a single
column (primary key) that can be named in the ”mapping” input.
For each table, a summary HTML page is generated that shows all records of the table. For each record, a detail page is
generated that shows all attributes of the record as well as mappings to other tables. For example, the detail page of a gene
may show all proteins encoded by the gene. Mapping to other tables can either be in the form of simple links or as inline
records that show a sub-record for each related record. The HTML pages have links to each other when applicable; also,
external links can be configured using the ”refs” input. Numeric fields can be colorized using the ColorRange column of the
”mapping” input and color* parameters. Column names with format PREFIX:NAME are grouped together in the summary
page; all neighboring columns with the same prefix belong to the same group. The prefix is displayed as a column group label.
Images (e.g., survival effect of a gene, the 3D structure of a protein) can be attached to records using the ”images” and
”imageMapping” inputs.
Numeric matrices (e.g., expression values) can be attached to records using the ”matrixN” and ”matrixMapping” records.
Column and/or row names are matched to key values of a table and the correspoding row/column values are printed on the
details page of the record. For example, if the column names of matrix1 refer to key values of table1, the row matching a given
key is printed on the record details page of the key. If the matrix dimensions are over a specified threshold (matrixThreshold),
only distribution statistics are printed.
Author:
Version:
Category:
Input name
table1
table2
table3
mapping

images

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
HTML
Source
summaryTable-summaryTable
.csv 1.1192
summaryTable-exonAnnotation
Filt.csv 1.1175
summaryTable-pathwaysEnsembl
.table 1.1184
summaryTable-siteMappingIn
.in 1.1189

summaryTable-images
.document 1.1179

Description
Input table 1
Input table 2
Input table 3
Specifies various properties of tables (tableN), such as key columns, foreign key
columns and colorized columns. The following columns may be present; any of
them may also be missing.<br/> ”Table” gives the table ID in question (tableN);
if missing, table1 is used.<br/> ”KeyColumn” gives the column name in the
table that contains key values; if missing, the first column is used.<br/>
”ViewColumn” gives the column name that contains displayable values, such as
human-readable gene names; if missing, the key column is used.<br/>
”ForeignKeys” specifies connections to other tables. It has the format
”MyColumn1=tableM,MyColumn2=tableN”, where MyColumn* are column
names in the current table and table* are foreign table IDs. For example, values
in MyColumn1 match the key column values of tableM.<br/>
”SummaryColumns” is a comma-separated list of column names that are included
in the summary page; the special value * (default) includes all columns.<br/>
”IgnoreColumns” is a comma-separated list of column names that are ignored
completely (default: none).<br/> ”SortColumns” is a comma-separated list of
column names that can be used to sort the summary page (default: none).<br/>
”InlineTables” is a comma-separated list of tables (tableN) whose associated
records should be printed inline on the same page as column from the primary
table.<br/> ”InlineColumns” is a list of column names that are printed when the
record is an inline part of another record page.<br/> ”AliasColumns” is a list of
column names that contain aliases for the record. Aliases can be used in the
search box on the index page. KeyColumn and ViewColumn are automatically
included.<br/> ”ColorRange” specifies numeric columns that are colorized. It
has the format ”MyColumn1=5 12,MyColumn2=-2 10.5”, meaning that the range
of colors is 5 to 12 for MyColumn1 and -2 to 10.5 for MyColumn2. If the keyword
”log” is included in the range specification (e.g., ”5 12 log”), base-2 logarithm is
taken before color computation; however, the printed value is the original.
Directory containing images and other downloadable files (e.g., PDFs) that are
shown on the details page of a record.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name
imageMapping

Source
summaryTable-imageMapping
.table 1.1178

refs

summaryTable-siteRefsIn
.in 1.1190

labels

summaryTable-siteLabelsDesc
.file 1.1187

Parameter name
colorEnd
colorMiddle
colorStart
digits
includeSummaries

Value
#ff6666
#ffffff
#66ff66
3
*

matrixLabels

matrixThreshold

10

missingValue
omitMissing

false

recordsPerPage

100

tableLabels

Gene,Splice variant,KEGG
pathway

1.1187

Description
Specifies how images in the ”images” input are mapped to records. The following
columns may be present.<br/> ”Table” gives the table ID in question (default:
table1).<br/> ”ImageFile” gives the file name in the ”images” folder.<br/>
”Target” is an ID that matches the primary key of the table; together with
”ImageFile”, this binds an image to a specific record.<br/> ”Label” gives a
human readable label for the image; if missing, an empty label is used.
Formatting rules for external URL references. Contains three columns: ”Table”
(table ID), ”Column” (name of the column in the given table) and ”URL” (URL
pattern containing an $ID$ tag that is replaced with cell contents). The specified
column in the specified table contains HTML links to the external resource.
Contains human-readable labels for table columns, table query boxes and other
places. The following columns must be present. ”Table” gives the table ID
(tableN), ”Column” gives the column name and ”Label” gives the label for the
column. When the column is the special value ” QUERY”, the entry gives the
query box label on the main page. When the table is ” GLOBAL” and the
column is ” DESCRIPTION”, the entry gives a global description of the site that
is shown on the main page. Labels for color slides can be configured using
columns ”LowLabel”, ”MiddleLabel” and ”HighLabel”.

Description
For color slides, this is the ending color (high limit).
For color slides, this is the middle color.
For color slides, this is the starting color (low limit).
Number of significant digits for printed numeric values.
Comma-separated list of table IDs whose summaries are printed. The special
value * prints summaries of all tables.
Comma-separated list of human-readable labels for matrices. If empty values are
present, default labels (matrixN) are used. Even if custom labels are given,
matrices are always referred to using matrixN in configuration files.
The maximum number of matrix values that are printed on the details page of a
record. If the matrix dimension is larger than this, statistics on the values are
printed.
Gives the string that is used in HTML pages for missing values (NA).
If true, omit missing (NA) attributes in the record details page; the attribute is
still printed in the summary page. If false, always print missing values.
For the summary page, this gives the maximum number of records (rows) per
page. If more records are present, they are split into multiple pages.
Comma-separated list of human-readable labels for tables. For example,
”Gene,Protein,SNP” would indicate that table1 represents genes, table2 proteins
etc. If empty values are present, default labels (tableN) are used. Even if custom
labels are given, tables are always referred to using tableN in ”mapping” and
other configuration files.

summaryTable-siteLabelsDesc (SearchReplace)

Replaces the occurences of the given regular expressions with the corresponding regular expressions. This component is used
for transforming given patterns of the input file to a changed form specified by the regular expressions .
Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.0
Convert

Input name
file

Source
summaryTable-siteLabelsIn
.in 1.1188

Description
Source file to be modified

Parameter name
key00
key01
key02
key03
key04
key05
key06
key07
key08
key09

Value
DATADESC

Description
Search key 0
Search key 1
Search key 2
Search key 3
Search key 4
Search key 5
Search key 6
Search key 7
Search key 8
Search key 9
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
value00

Value
Analysis of glioblastoma
multiforme data from <a href=
”http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcga/”>the Cancer Genome
Atlas</a>. The following
microarray platforms are analyzed:
gene (Affymetrix U133A), exon (
Affymetrix Human Exon 1.0);
SNP (Affymetrix); Array CGH
(Agilent 244A); DNA methylation.
In expression microarrays, solid
tumors are compared to brain
tissue from seizure patients. Array
CGH compares solid tumors with
reference blood. SNP analysis uses
blood samples from patients.

value01
value02
value03
value04
value05
value06
value07
value08
value09

1.1188

Description
Replacement 0

Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

summaryTable-siteLabelsIn (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1189

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/summarysite-labels.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

summaryTable-siteMappingIn (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path

recursive

1.1190

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/summarysite-mapping.
csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.

Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

summaryTable-siteRefsIn (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1191

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/summarysite-refs.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

summaryTable-style (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
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Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1192

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/summary-style.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

summaryTable-summaryTable (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
summaryTable-summaryTablePre
.table 1.1193
summaryTable-summaryTablePre
.table 1.1193

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
consensus

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

GeneID

keyColumn

GeneID

originalWhen
Missing

true

sourceColumn
split

GeneID
false

splitConverted

false

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

2
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summaryTable-summaryTablePre (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
table4
table5
table6
table7
table8
table9
table10
table11
table12
table13

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
summaryTable-annotation.bio
Annotation 1.1172
geneExpression3-allProbes
.table 1.718
transcriptExpression-allProbes
.table 1.1197
snpSurvival-survivalAll-geneRank
-eqData.table 1.824
summaryTable-acghSummary
.csv 1.1171
transcriptExpression-km-km
.statistics 1.1214
summaryTable-acghExonCorr
Summary.csv 1.1168
methylation-geneResults
.transformed 1.769
summaryTable-geneAlias
.in 1.1176
copyNumber-survivalReportJoin
.table 1.416
geneExpression3-km-km
.statistics 1.738
copyNumberMethylation-result
Convert.csv 1.451
summaryTable-methylationSurv
Conv.csv 1.1180

Value

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 6. The table is referred to as ’table6’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 7. The table is referred to as ’table7’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 8. The table is referred to as ’table8’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 9. The table is referred to as ’table9’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 10. The table is referred to as ’table10’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 11. The table is referred to as ’table11’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 12. The table is referred to as ’table12’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 13. The table is referred to as ’table13’ in the SQL query.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
query

Value
SELECT T1.”.GeneName” AS
”GeneName”, T1.”GeneID” AS
”GeneID”, T2.”FoldChange” AS
”GeneExpression: foldchange”, T2.
”PValue” AS ”GeneExpression:
p-value”, T11.”pValue” AS
”GeneExpression: survival”, T4.
”p-value” AS ”SNPSurvival:
p-value”, T1.”.DNABand” AS
”DNABand”, T1.”Uniprot/
SWISSPROT” AS ”Protein
Interactions”, T1.”.GeneDesc” AS
”GeneDesc”, UPPER(T9.
”Aliases”) AS ”Aliases”,TE.
”MinTranscriptFC” AS
”TranscriptExpression:Min”, TE.
”MaxTranscriptFC” AS
”TranscriptExpression:Max”,
ExonSurvival.”PValue” AS
”TranscriptExpression:Survival”,
T5.”GainFreq” AS ”CGH Gain:
freq”, CGHExpGain.
”MaxTranscriptWeight” AS ”CGH
Gain: exp-cor”, T5.”LossFreq” AS
”CGH Loss: freq”, CGHExpLoss.
”MaxTranscriptWeight” AS
”CGH Loss: exp-cor”, CGHSurv.
”survival pvalue” AS
”CGHSurvival: p-value”,
T8.”Beta” AS ”Methylation: M
value”, T8.”BetaSD” AS
”Methylation: M SD”, T13.
”pValue” AS ”Methylation:
survival”, T12.”score” AS
”CNAmet: score” FROM table1
T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN table2
T2 ON T1.”GeneID” = T2.
”GeneID” LEFT OUTER JOIN
table4 T4 ON T1.”GeneID” =
T4.”id” LEFT OUTER JOIN
table9 T9 ON T1.”GeneID” = T9.
”GeneID” LEFT OUTER JOIN
table11 T11 ON T1.”GeneID” =
T11.”group” LEFT OUTER JOIN
(SELECT T3.”GeneID”, MIN(T3.
”FoldChange”) AS
”MinTranscriptFC”, MAX(T3.
”FoldChange”) AS
”MaxTranscriptFC”, EXP(AVG(
LOG(T3.”FoldChange”))) AS
”MeanTranscriptFC” FROM
table3 T3 GROUP BY ”GeneID” )
AS TE ON T1.”GeneID” = TE.
”GeneID” LEFT OUTER JOIN
(SELECT T3.”GeneID” AS
”GeneID”, MIN(table6.”pValue”)
AS ”PValue” FROM table6, table3
T3 WHERE table6.”group” = T3.
”TranscriptID” GROUP BY
”GeneID” ) AS ExonSurvival ON
T1.”GeneID” = ExonSurvival.
”GeneID” LEFT OUTER JOIN
table5 T5 ON T1.”GeneID” =
T5.”Gene” LEFT OUTER JOIN
(SELECT T7.”Gene”, MIN(T7.
”LossWeight”) AS
”MinTranscriptWeight”, MAX(T7.
”LossWeight”) AS
”MaxTranscriptWeight” FROM
table7 T7 WHERE T7.
”LossAlpha” <= 0.05 GROUP BY
”Gene” ) AS CGHExpLoss ON T1.
”GeneID” = CGHExpLoss.”Gene”
LEFT OUTER JOIN (SELECT
T7.”Gene”, MIN(T7.
”GainWeight”) AS
”MinTranscriptWeight”, MAX(T7.
”GainWeight”) AS
”MaxTranscriptWeight” FROM
table7 T7 WHERE T7.
”GainAlpha” <= 0.05 GROUP
BY ”Gene” ) AS CGHExpGain
ON T1.”GeneID” =
CGHExpGain.”Gene” LEFT
OUTER JOIN (SELECT T10.

Description
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.
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1.1194

transcriptExpression (TranscriptExpressionAnalysis)

Input name
tExprData
tAnnot
clinicalData

Source
Data2.ExonExpData 1.23
Data2.ExonExpAnnot 1.23
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
cancerType
fcThreshold
pValueThreshold
survivalTimeOut

Value
GBM
2.0
0.05
36

1.1195

transcriptExpression-INPUT9 (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1196

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/r/transSamplesNoAnnot.r
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

transcriptExpression-allEntrez (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
transcriptExpression-logratio
.expr 1.1224
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.TranscriptId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Any
false

maxHits
rename

1

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
skipLevel

EntrezGene

targetDB
unique

1.1197

Value
never

false

Description
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

transcriptExpression-allProbes (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
transcriptExpression-gene
Mapping.csv 1.1209
transcriptExpression-logratio
.expr 1.1224
transcriptExpression-detTTest.
pvalues 1.1204
transcriptExpression-transcript
StatisticsQuery.in 1.1245

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1198

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

transcriptExpression-cumDistReport (Plot2D)

Create scatter or line plots having a dot for each supplied (Y, X) coordinate pair. Coordinates for the Y axis must always be
provided; values for the X axis are optional. If X coordinates are missing, integers 1 to N are used.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI),
Sirkku Karinen (sirkku.karinen@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Latex, Plot

Input name
y

Source
transcriptExpression-tExpr
.csv 1.1242

Description
Coordinates on the Y axis. Columns from this file are selected for plotting using
”yColumns”.

Parameter name
caption

Value
Distribution of transcript
expression values (log2) for the
samples.

Description
LaTeX caption of each figure. The caption may contain one or two %s
placeholders, which are replaced with the current column names in ”y” and ”x”
(if defined). Column names are not used when multiple plots are created to the
same image (imageType = ’single’).
Custom function for colors. Example c(’red’, ’blue’, ’green’) or rainbow(3) or
rainbow(%d), in which %d is replaced with the number of different labels or
columns in the plot. Default colors start from black and continue by
rainbow()-function until each label or column is assigned with own color.
If true, all plots have the same limits for X and Y axes. This makes it easier to
compare plots. Only relevant when multiple columns have been selected.
Dots per centimeter. Used for png-images.
If false, do not print X axis ticks and numbers.
Height of each plot in cm.
Plot multiple images = ’multiple’, single image = ’single’ or a pairs plot = ’pairs’
Columns in input ”label” that is used. If not defined, uses the first column.
Legend position ’bottomleft’ or ’topright’ etc (Can not be used with the pairs
plot)
Substitution value for infinitely small values
Continued on next page. . .

colorFunction

commonScale

true

dpCm
drawX
height
imageType
labelColumn
legendPosition

60
true
11
single

nInf

-2e100

off
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Parameter name
pInf
plotPar
plotType
pngImage
sectionTitle

Value
2e100

sectionType

l
true
Ordered transcript expression
values
subsection

sort

true

title

width
xColumns

14
*

xHigh

-0.000001

xLabel

transcripts

xLow

-0.000001

xTransformation

yColumns

*

yHigh

-0.000001

yLabel

intensity

yLow

-0.000001

yTransformation

1.1199

Description
Substitution value for infinitely great values
String to be evaluated in par() function. for example ”bty=’n’, pch=7”
Plot type p=points, l=lines, h=bars, bar=barplot
Switch image format between png and pdf
Title of the LaTeX section or an empty string to omit the section
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
If true, sort values before plotting. This creates a cumulative-like distribution
plot. (Can not be used with pairs plot)
Image title. The caption may contain one or two %s placeholders, which are
replaced with the current column names in ”y” and ”x” (if defined). Column
names are not used when multiple plots are created to the same image
(imageType = ’single’).
Width of each plot in cm.
Columns in input ”x” that are plotted. The special value * includes all columns
except non-numeric ones. There must be as many selected columns in X as there
are in Y. Note that the files ”y” and ”x” may still contain a different number of
columns.
High bound of the X axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
X axis label. The label may contain one %s placeholder, which is replaced with
the current column name in ”x”, or if not defined, in ”y”.
Low bound of the X axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
Numeric R expression that is used to transform X values. The X values are
available as a numeric matrix (or vector) under the name ”x”. This is analogous
to ”yTransformation”.
Columns in input ”y” that are plotted. The special value * includes all columns
except non-numeric ones.
High bound of the Y axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
X axis label. The label may contain one %s placeholder, which is replaced with
the current column name in ”y”.
Low bound of the Y axis. The special value -0.000001 means that the bound is
computed from the data.
Numeric R expression that is used to transform Y values. The Y values are
available as a numeric matrix (or vector) under the name ”y”. Only those
columns are present that are selected using ”yColumns”. For example, ”-log10(y)”
transforms Y values using a negative base 10 logarithm (defined only for positive
values). The expression may be any legal R expression that takes a numeric
matrix (or vector) and produces a matrix (or vector) of the same size.

transcriptExpression-det (SetTransformer)

SetTransformer transform ID lists into new lists by using flexible rules. The rules are read from a transformation file. Please,
check JEP 2 documentation for the syntax rules.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
0.6
Convert

Input name
transformation

Source
transcriptExpression-intersection
Transformation.in 1.1212

set1

transcriptExpression-detFold
Change.deg 1.1201
transcriptExpression-detTTest.
idlist 1.1204

set2

Parameter name
includeAnnotation

Value
*

includeOriginal

true

Description
Set transformations, one per CSV row. The columns Target (target set ID) and
Definition (transformation expression) must be present. The column IterationSet
may be present if iterated transformations are used. IterationSet should contain
NA for non-iterated transformations. Any other columns are interpreted as
annotation columns and are copied to the output. For iterated transformations,
the wildcard * in annotations is replaced with the current set ID.
Input sets 1. NA values in Members are interpreted as empty sets.
Input sets 2.

Description
Comma-separated list of column names in the transformation input that should
be used as annotation columns. The wildcard * includes all columns. The special
columns Target, Definition and IterationSet are excluded automatically.
If true, the original sets from input files are included in the output as well. If
false, only sets defined in transformations are included.
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1.1200

transcriptExpression-detAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
transcriptExpression-detIDList
.ids 1.1202
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.TranscriptId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Transcript
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
never

targetDB

.GeneId,.GeneName,.GeneDesc,
GO
false

unique

1.1201

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

transcriptExpression-detFoldChange (FoldChange)

Select differentially expressed genes using the fold change criteria. This filter does not compute the fold changes itself but
takes them as input.
A gene with a log ratio intensity l is considered to be under expressed if and only if l ≤ − log2 (threshold) and over expressed
if and only if l ≥ log2 (threshold).
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
DEG

Input name
logratio

Source
transcriptExpression-logratio
.expr 1.1224

Description
Log ratio data.

Parameter name
nameDeg

Value
%s fcDeg

nameOver

%s fcOver

Description
Name of the sets for differentially expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded
to the current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for overexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
nameStable

Value
%s fcStable

nameUnder

%s fcUnder

stableThreshold

0

threshold

2.0

1.1202

Description
Name of the sets for stably expressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Name of the sets for underexpressed genes. The pattern %s is expanded to the
current sample name in logratio.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale) for stable genes. Genes with fold change
smaller than the threshold in both directions are considered stably expressed. If
the parameter has the value zero, no list of stably expressed genes is included in
the results.
Fold change threshold (in linear scale). Genes with fold change greater than or
equal to the threshold in either direction are considered differentially expressed.

transcriptExpression-detIDList (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(45)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
transcriptExpression-det
.result 1.1199

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
Members

columnOut

.TranscriptId

constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

true
false
ID=over|under

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1203

transcriptExpression-detReport (DEGReport)

Generates a LATEX report on differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The report has two parts: a summary section that lists
the number of over- and underexpressed genes in each sample group; and a gene list section that lists all the gene names.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
DEG, Latex

Input name
deg

Source
transcriptExpression-det
.result 1.1199

geneAnnotation

transcriptExpression-logratio
.expr 1.1224

Description
Sets of differentially expressed genes. If expression values are given (expr), there
must be an annotation column SampleGroup that binds the set to an expression
column.
Annotation for genes. Must contain the column named by geneColumn.
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Parameter name
columns
geneColumn

Value
4
Transcript

sectionTitle

sectionType

Summary of differentially
expressed transcripts: fc > 2.0 and
corrected p-value < 0.05
section

setPattern

over|under

1.1204

Description
Number of columns in gene list table.
Column name in geneAnnotation that contains gene names. If empty, gene names
are not printed.
Title for a new latex section. If none is given, a new section is not created.

Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
R regular expression for matching set names. If empty, all sets are included.

transcriptExpression-detTTest (StatisticalTest)

Compute p-values using statistical tests, optionally with correction for multiple hypotheses. In the current version, only
Student’s t-test is supported. The t-test can be either paired or non-paired. Two-sided and one-sided are supported. If the
data contain missing values, only non-missing values are used.
A test is computed for each row in the input matrix. The columns can be selected using a SampleGroupTable (groups) or, if
not present, by giving column names using the parameters targetGroup and referenceGroup.
If multiple hypothesis correction is enabled (using the correction parameter), corrected p-values are also written to the pvalues
output. Identifiers of those rows whose p-value is less than given threshold are written to the idlist output. Identifiers are
taken from the first column of the input matrix. If multiple hypothesis correction is enabled, threshold comparison is done
using corrected p-values; otherwise, raw p-values are used. The component implements several multiple hypothesis correction
methods, some of which produce modified p-values and some produce q-values:
1. Bonferroni correction,
2. false discovery rate (fdr) [4], and
3. Robust estimation of the false discovery rate [18].
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1
Analysis

Input name
matrix

Source
transcriptExpression-tExpr
.csv 1.1242
transcriptExpression-sample
Groups.groups 1.1231

Description
Input matrix, containing values to be tested.

Parameter name
byRow

Value
true

contingencyRows

2

correctedColumn

PValueCorrected

correction

fdr

mean

0

outputSet
paired

tumor vs normal tTest
false

Description
If true, there is one test for each row. If false, there are tests for various column
combinations.
For categorical variable independence tests (chi-squared, Fisher), this gives the
number of rows in contingency tables. The number of columns is deduced from
data. For example, if contingencyRows=3 and target vector has length 12, the
table has 4 columns.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for corrected p-values. Only used if multiple
hypothesis correction has been enabled.
Type of multiple hypothesis correction. One of ”none”, ”fdr”
(Benjamini-Hochberg, 1995), ”robustfdr” (Pounds-Cheng 2006), ”BY” (FDR,
Benjamini-Yekutieli, 2001), ”holm”, ”bonferroni”. The value ”none” disables
correction.
Expected mean of the reference distribution (mu) when the reference group is not
supplied. Used for t-test and wilcoxon.
The name of the output set in the idlist output.
Indicates whether the test is paired so that i’th element of target vector
corresponds to i’th element of reference vector. Ignored for F-test.
If non-empty, include a column in the pvalues output that contains the outputSet
on every row. This parameter gives the name of that column. The column is the
first column in pvalues. This prefix column is useful when several separate
statistical tests are made and the results are combined into one file. If
prefixColumn is empty, do not include the prefix column.
Output column name in ”pvalues” for raw p-values.
Continued on next page. . .

groups

prefixColumn

pvalueColumn

PValue

If given, must contain the groups named by the parameters targetColumns and
referenceColumns. Both groups must have at least two members. The members
must be present in the input matrices.
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Parameter name
referenceColumns

Value
normal tissue

sided

twosided

targetColumns

tumor solid

test

t-test

threshold

0.05

1.1205

Description
Comma-separated list of reference columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix2 if
matrix2 is supplied; otherwise, all columns of matrix are used. May be empty if
references are not used.
For two-sided tests, one of ”twosided”, ”greater” (target greater than reference)
or ”less” (target smaller than reference).
Comma-separated list of target columns, or, if the groups input is present, the
name of a sample group. The special value * means all columns of matrix.
Type of the statistical test. One of ”t-test”, ”wilcoxon”, ”chi-squared”, ”fisher”,
”F-test”, ”shapiro” (Shapiro-Wilk), ”ks” (Kolmogorov-Smirnov), ”cor-pearson”,
”cor-spearman”. Variants of the tests are set with other parameters (sided,
paired).
P-value threshold for inclusion in the idlist output. Must be between 0 and 1
inclusive. If multiple hypothesis correction has been enabled, the threshold is for
corrected p-values.

transcriptExpression-detTable (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
table3
table4
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
transcriptExpression-detIDList
.ids 1.1202
transcriptExpression-detTTest.
pvalues 1.1204
transcriptExpression-logratio
.expr 1.1224
transcriptExpression-detAnnot
.bioAnnotation 1.1200
transcriptExpression-detTable
Query.in 1.1206

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Value

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

query

1.1206

CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

transcriptExpression-detTableQuery (INPUT)

SQL query to compile the differentially expressed transcript table.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1207

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/detTableQuery.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

transcriptExpression-detVennDiagram (VennDiagram)

VennDiagram draws Venn diagrams showing the intersections of the given sets of identifiers.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
sets

Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.1.1
Plot
Source
transcriptExpression-det
.result 1.1199

Description
Sets containing identifiers.
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Parameter name
cexSetName

Value
0.4

cexSetSize

0.4

colorAlgorithm

doWeights

true

names1

T-test,over,under

names2
names3
names4
sectionTitle
sectionType

section

sets1

tumor vs normal tTest,tumor vs
normal fcOver,tumor vs normal
fcUnder

sets2
sets3
sets4
types

1.1208

circles

Description
A numerical value giving the amount by which the set names in the plot should
be scaled relative to the default values.
A numerical value giving the amount by which the sizes of the sets in the plot
should be scaled relative to the default values.
The algorithm used to fill in the colors to Venn diagram. Possible values are
”signature”, ”binary” and ”sequential”. The default empty string omits the
coloring.
If true, the size of the sets in the figure are weighted by the cardinality of the sets.
However, this is not always possible depending on the number of the sets in the
diagram and the <code>type</code> parameter. If false, all the sets are
represented with the same sized objects.
Names of the sets to be used in the first Venn diagram. Names are given in a
comma-separated list and mapped to sets in <code>sets1</code> positionally.
If non are given, the set ID is used as set name.
Names of the sets for the second Venn diagram.
Names of the sets for the third Venn diagram.
Names of the sets for the forth Venn diagram.
Title for a new latex section. If non is given, a new section is not created.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
A comma-separated list of minimum of 2 and maximum of 9 sets identified by the
set IDs for which the Venn diagram is drawn.
Sets for the second Venn diagram.
Sets for the third Venn diagram.
Sets for the fourth Venn diagram.
A comma separated list of types for the Venn diagrams. The first is used with the
diagram of <code>sets1</code> and so on. If there are less types than diagrams
to be drawn, the values are recycled. The type defines the shapes of the objects
used to represent the sets in the Venn diagrams. Possible types are ”circles”,
”squares”, ”triangles”, ”ellipses”, ”AWFE” and ”ChowRuskey”. Note that only a
subset of shapes is supported for a diagram with particular number of sets.

transcriptExpression-exonSPIArefs (INPUT)

(Technical documentation) Imports an external input file or directory to the pipeline. This is the only way external files are
imported. File path is given with the parameter ”path”.
Category:

Internal

Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1209

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/exonSPIArefs.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

transcriptExpression-geneMapping (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
csv

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
Source
transcriptExpression-transcript
Annotation.bioAnnotation 1.1244

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
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Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Transcript,Gene

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1210

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

transcriptExpression-goClusters (GOClustering)

This Anduril component uses Gene ontology (GO) [1] annotations to cluster a set of genes. Each cluster consists of genes that
share similar GO annotations.
The GO clustering of the genes can be visualized together with expression data (optional). Samples of the expression data
are clustered based on their expression profiles and a heatmap is formed by clustering the y-axis of genes using their GO
annotations. Component is based on the method descibed in [16].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Ping Chen (ping.chen@helsinki.fi), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi),
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
1.1.2
Clustering, GO

Input name
goAnnotations

Source
transcriptExpression-detAnnot
.bioAnnotation 1.1200
transcriptExpression-tExpr
.csv 1.1242

Description
GO annotations for the genes

Parameter name
ColumnWidth
asBitmap

Value
15
true

columnMargin
cutLimit

0
0.5

decimal
drawHeatmap
dropUnknown
geneColumn

3
true
true

goColumn

GO

Description
Control the column width of the GO MEMBER table.
Produce heatmap in Portable network graphics (PNG) format instead of Portable
document format (PDF). PNG bitmaps are more suitable if the heatmap contains
large number of samples and genes.
Margin for column names in heatmap
Clustering cut off height for the hierachical clustering of the genes. This limit is
between 0 and 1, where 0 refers to more specific groups.
Control the output of long decimal.
If true, draw a heatmap.
Genes with no GO annotations are excluded if this flag is true
Name of the gene name column in the annotation file. The value is used for
creating the report. The given column is used for listing all the members in the
clusters to the report. If the value is empty, cluster member lists are not put into
the report.
Name of the GO annotation column in the annotation file
Continued on next page. . .

expr

Gene expressions
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Parameter name
grayScale
heatmapScale

Value
false
row

organism

9606

pvalues

false

rowMargin
sectionType

5
subsection

showClusterNames

true

title
xLab
yLab

GO clustering
Samples
GO.groups

1.1211

Description
If true, heatmap is in grayscale. If false, heatmap is colorful.
Determines how the values for the heatmap are scaled. Legal values are ”row”,
”column” and ”none”. This corresponds to the scale parameter of the R function
heatmap.
NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input similarityTable is not given. Supported organisms: Homo
sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans: 6239,
Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus: 10116.
If true, compute p-values for information contents of the clusters using a
permutation test. The p-values are shown in their own table in the report. The
permutation test may be slow.
Margin for row names in heatmap
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if <code>sectionTitle</code> is an empty string.
If true, show cluster names G1, ..., Gn on the right side of the heat map. If false,
show gene names.
Title for the subsection and for the heatmap image.
Label for the x-axis of the heatmap
Label for the y-axis of the heatmap

transcriptExpression-groupMeans (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr

Source
transcriptExpression-tExpr
.csv 1.1242
transcriptExpression-sample
Groups.groups 1.1231

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor solid,normal tissue

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

groups

1.1212

Sample group specification.

transcriptExpression-intersectionTransformation (INPUT)

Intersection transformation of differentially expressed transcripts selected by fold change and differentialyy expressed transcripts
selected by t-test.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1213

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/csv/degTransformation.csv
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

transcriptExpression-km (TranscriptSurvival)

Survival analysis based on transcript expression.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name

Source

Input name
patientMetadata

Source
Data2.ClinAnnot 1.23

Parameter name
annotCol
fcThreshold
minCount
pLimit
timeOutLimit
title

Value
.GeneId,.GeneName,.GeneDesc
2.0
20
0.05
36
Survival analysis of transcript expression

1.1214

transcriptExpression-km-km (KaplanMeier)

Produces a Kaplan-Meier plot representing survival estimates based on the given data. Log-rank statistics are calculated in
order the address the similarity of the curves.
Authors:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Riku Louhimo (Riku.Louhimo@Helsinki.FI),
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Ali Faisal (ali.faisal@aalto.fi)
2.1
Survival, Latex

Version:
Categories:
Input name
survival

Source
transcriptExpression-km-survival
TableConv.csv 1.1223
transcriptExpression-detAnnot
.bioAnnotation 1.1200

Description
Survival time and event indicators, and the sample group assignments.

Parameter name
PLimit
annotCol

Value
0.05
.GeneId,.GeneName,.GeneDesc

confInt
eventSymbol

0.95
DECEASED

excludeCol

SampleID,PatientID

groupCol

*

minCount
modelVarCols

20

statusCol
strataCols

VitalStatus

timeCol
timeOutLimit

SurvivalEndTime
36

title
xLabel

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
survival time

Description
Ignore results with a p-value greater than this limit
A comma separated list of column names of the annotation file that will be
shown in the report. An asterisk (*) may be used for all attributes except the
first one that is considered as a key.
Coverage of the confidence intervals [0,1] or a negative number to disable them
Value of statusCol column indicating an event. Other values are considered as
censorings.
A comma separated list of column names that should not be used as groupCols
even if an asterisk is used. This is especially useful to filter out samples identifiers
and other irrelevant columns.
A comma separated list of column names of sample group identifiers or an empty
string for a single curve. An asterisk (*) may be used to plot all attributes except
those defined for the other purposes or listed in excludeCol.
Individual groups with less that this many members will be left out
Comma separated list of column names for background variables in the Cox
model. Default indicates that only the logrank test is used for p-value
computation. If columns are defined here, the PLimit parameter refers to the Cox
p-values.
Column name for the event indicator
Comma separated list of column names for background variables that should be
stratified in the Cox model.
Column name for the survival time
Cut survival curves after this limit. A negative value can be used to maximize
the length of the period.
Figure title
Label for the horizontal time axis

annotation

1.1215

Additional annotations for the groupCol names. These annotations are listed as
column name value pairs in figure caption.

transcriptExpression-km-kmReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:
Input name
latex1

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.5
Latex
Source
transcriptExpression-km-km
.report 1.1214

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.
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Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value
true
Survival analysis of transcript
expression

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

1.1216

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

transcriptExpression-km-sampleExpression (SampleExpression)

Create a {−1, 0, 1} matrix that indicates whether a given gene/probe is differentially expressed in individual samples. The
decision whether a gene is differentially expressed is done:
a) using fold change thresholding or
b) by selecting P largest and P smallest log ratios, where P is a proportion.
The expression input can be either log ratios or channel values, which are handled differently. Log ratios are directly used for
fold change thresholding. Channel values are converted to log ratios by dividing them with reference samples. In this case,
the expression matrix is assumed to contain both the target and reference samples. Reference samples are converted to a
single column by taking a median. The columns that contain reference values are defined in the groups input. If the groups
input is not given, values are assumed to be log ratios.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
DEG

Input name
expr

Source
transcriptExpression-tExpr
.csv 1.1242
transcriptExpression-sample
Groups.groups 1.1231

Description
Expression matrix. The values are assumed to be log ratios if the ”groups” input
is not given; otherwise, they are assumed to be channel values.
Sample groups that define reference (control) columns in the expression input.
The reference group name is given with the referenceGroup parameter.

Parameter name
referenceGroup

Value
normal tissue

threshold

2.0

thresholdType

fold-change

Description
Group name in the groups input that contains reference samples. Used to
compute log ratios from channel values.
Threshold that determines whether a gene is under- or overexpressed.
Interpretation of the value depends on thresholdType.
Defines how differential expression is decided. Legal values are ”fold-change” and
”top-most”. For ”fold-change”, the threshold parameter is a linear fold change
threshold. A gene is overexpressed if its log ratio is over the threshold and
underexpressed if the log ratio is under 1/threshold. For ”top-most”, threshold is
a fraction between 0 and 1 that defines how many genes with highest and lowest
expression are selected. For example, if threshold is 0.1, the top 10% genes are
overexpressed and the bottom 10% are underexpressed.

groups

1.1217

transcriptExpression-km-sampleExpressionFilt (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter
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Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
transcriptExpression-km-sample
Expression.indicator 1.1216
transcriptExpression-detIDList
.ids 1.1202

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1218

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).

transcriptExpression-km-sampleExpressionTrans (MatrixTranspose)

Produces a transposed version of the input matrix.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
matrix

Source
transcriptExpression-km-sample
ExpressionFilt.csv 1.1217

Description
Input matrix.

Parameter name
rowName

Value
SampleID

Description
Name of the first column in the output.

1.1219

transcriptExpression-km-sampleNames (ExpandCollapse)

Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component
splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input
may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual
single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is
performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.
An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:
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col1
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
C
D
D
D

Author:
Version:
Category:

col2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s3
s3
s1
s4
s4
s2
s3
s4

col3
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
koivu
kuusi
paju
paju
tammi
tammi
tammi

col4
j1
j2
j1
j2
j1
j2
j3
j2
j3
j1
j1
j1

⇐⇒

col1
A
B
C
D

col2
s1,s2,s3
s1
s4
s2,s3,s4

col3
koivu
kuusi
paju
tammi

col4
j1,j2
j3
j2,j3
j1

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.4
Convert

Input name
relation

Source
transcriptExpression-sample
Groups.groups 1.1231

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
delim

Value
,

duplicates
expand
listCols

false
true
*

maxPerms

10000

Description
Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be
encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
Allow duplicate values in list columns
Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)
columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.
A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.

1.1220

transcriptExpression-km-survival (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1
table2
query

Parameter name
numIndices

Source
transcriptExpression-km-sample
Names.relation 1.1219
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24
transcriptExpression-km-survival
Query.in 1.1221

Value

query

1.1221

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.
SQL query. Either this file or the query parameter must be provided, but not
both.

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

transcriptExpression-km-survivalQuery (INPUT)

Generates a table of samples and their survival times.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1222

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/exonSurvival.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

transcriptExpression-km-survivalTable (CSVJoin)

Join rows from two or more CSV files, optionally using one column as a matching key. If a key column is not used, the result
contains all rows and all columns of the input files. Missing values (NA) may be introduced when a column is not present in
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all input files. Each column is present once and duplicate rows are removed.
If a key column is used, the rows in each input file are matched using values from the key column. The result file has one row
for each key value. In the result, the first column is the key column; its name is obtained from the first CSV input (csv1). If
the intersection parameter is true, a key is included in the result if the key value is present in all inputs. If intersection is
false, a key is included if it is present in at least one input (key union). Union semantics may introduce missing values in the
result. If several input files have the same column, the value is obtained from the first file. However, if the first file contains a
missing value and the second file contains a non-missing value, the non-missing value is used instead.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Convert

Input name
csv1
csv2

Parameter name
intersection

Source
transcriptExpression-km-survival
.table 1.1220
transcriptExpression-km-sample
ExpressionTrans.matrix 1.1218

Description
CSV file 1.

Value
true

Description
Defines how keys are handled; only used when useKeys=true. If intersection is
true, the result contains a key if the key is present in all input files. If false, the
result contains a key if the key is present in at least one input file.
Comma-separated list of key column names; only used when useKeys=true. The
first name refers to csv1, the second to csv2, etc. An empty value refers to the
first column. Empty values may be omitted from the list, so all these are
equivalent: ”col1” ; ”col1,” ; ”col1,,” ; etc.
Fail component if there are less than <var>minRows</var> rows of data
(excluding the header).
If true, use one column from each CSV file as a matching key column.

keyColumnNames

minRows

0

useKeys

true

1.1223

CSV file 2.

transcriptExpression-km-survivalTableConv (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
transcriptExpression-km-survival
Table.csv 1.1222
transcriptExpression-km-survival
.table 1.1220

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
indicator

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

PatientID

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Continued on next page. . .

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

true
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Parameter name
sourceColumn
split

Value
SampleID
false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.1224

2

Description
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

transcriptExpression-logratio (SampleCombiner)

Combine expression data from several samples into one by taking means, medians or log ratios. Combining is done using
a sample group table. Each row of the table specifies how one sample group is created from a list of source groups. If the
expression input file contains log ratios, both median and log ratio combining are possible and the result are log ratios. If the
input are channel values, the groups may be either median groups (result type: channel values) or log ratio groups (result
type: log ratio), but not both.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Filter

Input name
expr

Source
transcriptExpression-groupMeans
.expr 1.1211
transcriptExpression-sample
Groups.groups 1.1231

Description
Expression data, either log ratios or channel expressions.

Parameter name
geometricMean

Value
true

groupIDs

tumor vs normal

includeOriginal
thresholdRatio

false
0

Description
Indicates whether the means will be calculated using geometric(true) or
arithmetic mean (false).
Comma-separated list of sample group IDs. If given, combine only these groups.
If not given (empty), combine all sample groups.
If true, put input groups into the result even if they are not present in ’groups’.
Allows to omit those genes that have missing values in some samples. Only genes
that have non-missing values in at least the given number of columns are included
in the result. The actual threshold T is ceiling(thresholdRatio*n), where n is the
number of samples that are used in combining. Only genes that have non-missing
values in at least T columns are included. Other genes have the combined value
set to NA. Note: this parameter specifies the ratio instead of integer threshold
since the number of samples may be different in each sample group.

groups

1.1225

Sample group specification.

transcriptExpression-mdsReport (MDSPlot)

MDSPlot plots multidimensional scaling on expression data.
This method is used in quality control to visualize similarity within classes and between classes. It works by comparing
similarities in the expression values and then assigning them to a 2- or 3-dimensional space.
Similarities in the expression values are computed by using the euclidean distance measure. Similarities are assigned to 2- or
3-dimensional space by principal coordinates analysis [6].
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kari Nousiainen (Kari.Nousiainen@Helsinki.FI), Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi)
2.1
Quality Control, Latex
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Input name
expr
groups

Source
transcriptExpression-tExpr
.csv 1.1242
transcriptExpression-sample
Groups.groups 1.1231

Parameter name
caption
cex

Value
Multidimensional Scaling
0.2

dimensions
pagebreak
plotLegend

2
false
true

plotNames
sectionTitle
sectionType

true
Multidimensional scaling of the
samples
subsection

width

16

1.1226

Description
Numeric data matrix
The optional sample-group table maps matrix columns (i.e. samples) to sample
groups. Only samples in valid groups are used for computing and plotting MDS
(useful for subsetting). Group information is also used in plotting to label
samples with colors matching their groups. A sample may be included in several
groups, but is used only once for computing MDS. The component ignores groups
whose type is ’ratio’, other types are valid.

Description
Caption for the LaTeX figure
A numerical value giving the amount by which the size of the sample labels in the
plot should be scaled relative to the default value.
Number of dimensions the data is scaled into
If true, the output LaTeX report starts with a page break
If true, a group legend is plotted, else no legend is shown. This value is always
overriden with false if input ’groups’ is not present.
If true, sample names are plotted in the MDS plot, else circles are used.
Title of the LaTeX section
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. If
empty, no section statement is written.
Width of plot figure in cm

transcriptExpression-meapConnect (INPUT)

Ensembl connection properties for meap.
Parameter name
path
recursive

1.1227

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/meapEnsembl.properties
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.

transcriptExpression-qcReport (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
transcriptExpression-cumDist
Report.plot 1.1198
transcriptExpression-mdsReport
.report 1.1225

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2

1.1228

LaTeX fragment 2.

false

transcriptExpression-reference (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

i=1
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(46)

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
transcriptExpression-allEntrez.bio
Annotation 1.1196

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false
EntrezGene

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1229

transcriptExpression-report (LatexCombiner)

LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.
Authors:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
1.5
Category: Latex
Input name
latex1

Source
transcriptExpression-detReport
.summary 1.1203
transcriptExpression-detVenn
Diagram.report 1.1207
transcriptExpression-qcReport
.document 1.1227
transcriptExpression-goClusters
.report 1.1210
transcriptExpression-km-km
Report.document 1.1215
transcriptExpression-spiaReport
.report 1.1236

Description
LaTeX fragment 1.

Parameter name
head
pagebreak
sectionTitle

Value

sectionType

section

strictBorders
tail

true

Description
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.
Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document

latex2
latex3
latex4
latex5
latex6

1.1230

false

LaTeX fragment 2.
LaTeX fragment 3.
LaTeX fragment 4.
LaTeX fragment 5.
LaTeX fragment 6.

transcriptExpression-sampleAnnotation (TableQuery)

Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured
Query Language Database [22]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.
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Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.2
Convert, Filter

Input name
table1

Source
Data2-ExonExpAnnot.table 1.31

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT SUBSTR(
”AnalyteCode”, 1, 15) AS
”SampleID”, SUBSTR(
”DataFiles”, 1, 8) AS ”Filename”,
’NA’ AS ”Description” FROM
table1

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.1231

transcriptExpression-sampleGroups (SampleGroupCreator)

Creates sample group tables based on sample names read from data files. These tables define relationship between samples.
For example, which samples are biological or technical replicates. The list of sample names is read from data files (either
column names or one column along rows) and sample groups are defined using regular expressions. Also, constant groups
where the set of member samples does not depend on data can be created. The type of each definition pattern is given with
patternTypes, which is one of re, relist or verbatim for each pattern.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.2.2
Preprocessing

Input name
data1

Source
transcriptExpression-tExpr
.csv 1.1242

Description
Data file 1 for reading sample names. Either column names or values on one
column contain sample names.

Parameter name
columns

Value

definition1

tumor solid,median,Solid tumor
samples
normal tissue,median,Normal
tissue samples
tumor vs normal,ratio,fold change
of tumor median vs. normal
median

Description
Defines which columns in input files contain sample names, or whether column
names should be used (default). This parameter is a comma-separated list of at
most three values which name columns in inputs data1 to data3. If an entry is
empty, the column names of the corresponding input file are used instead.
Definition of group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format: NAME,TYPE or
NAME,TYPE,DESCRIPTION.
Definition of group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.

definition2
definition3

definition4
definition5
definition6
definition7
definition8
definition9
pattern1
pattern2
pattern3
pattern4
pattern5
pattern6
pattern7
pattern8
pattern9
patternTypes

TCGA [0-9]{2} [0-9]{4} 01
TCGA [0-9]{2} [0-9]{4} 11
tumor solid,normal tissue

re,re,verbatim

Definition of group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.

Definition of group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Definition of group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 1. If empty, the group is omitted. Format depends on the
pattern type.
Pattern for group 2. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 3. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 4. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 5. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 6. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 7. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 8. If empty, the group is omitted.
Pattern for group 9. If empty, the group is omitted.
Comma-separated list of pattern types for each pattern. Each item is one of ”re”
(default), ”relist” or ”verbatim”. The types are explained above. An empty value
is interpreted as ”re”. For example, ”,re,relist,,verbatim” specifies that pattern3
has the type ”relist” and pattern5 the type ”verbatim”; all others (including
pattern6 and above) have the type ”re”.
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1.1232

transcriptExpression-samplesWithoutClinicalAnnotation (CSV2IDList)

Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries
with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.
Output is defined as:
ids =

9
[

πcolumnIni σregexpi (tablei ).

(47)

i=1

Author:
Version:
Category:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.3
Convert

Input name
table1

Source
transcriptExpression-samples
WithoutClinicalAnnotationTrans
.table 1.1234

Description
The mandatory input relation

Parameter name
acceptMissing
columnIn

Value
false

Description
Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.
Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of
the input column.
A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result
if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.

columnOut
constants
isList
quotation
regexp1

false
false

regexp2
regexp3
regexp4
regexp5
regexp6
regexp7
regexp8
regexp9

1.1233

transcriptExpression-samplesWithoutClinicalAnnotationPre (TableQuery)

Samples without clinical annotation.
Input name
table1
table2

Source
Data2-ExonExpAnnot.table 1.31
Data2-ClinAnnot.csv 1.24

Description
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.
CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.

Parameter name
numIndices

Value

query

SELECT ”PatientCode” FROM
table1 WHERE ”PatientCode”
NOT IN (SELECT ”PatientID”
FROM table2)

Description
Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are
single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.

1.1234

transcriptExpression-samplesWithoutClinicalAnnotationTrans (REvaluate)

This component produces some outputs by executing an R [19] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of
this component depends on the given script.
The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and
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defCase) are provided.
Authors:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
2.2
External, Latex, Network Control

Input name
script
table1

Parameter name
asConnection

Source
transcriptExpression-INPUT9.
in 1.1195
transcriptExpression-samples
WithoutClinicalAnnotationPre
.table 1.1233

Description
Data transformation

Value
false

Description
If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same
name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable

param1
param10
param2
param3
param4
param5
param6
param7
param8
param9

1.1235

Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)

transcriptExpression-spia (SPIA)

SPIA implements the Signaling Pathway Impact Analysis (SPIA) algorithm described in [21] and [5]. SPIA uses the
information from a set of differentially expressed genes and their fold changes, as well as pathways topology in order to assess
the significance of the pathways in the condition under the study. The current version of SPIA includes pathway data for 61
KEGG human signaling pathways.
Table 2: Columns of the pathways output.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

column
Name
ID
pSize
NDE
tA
pNDE
pPERT
pG
pGFdr
pFWER
Status

Author:
Version:
Category:

description
Name of the pathway
KEGG ID of the pathway (eg. hsa04612)
Number of genes in the pathway
Number of differentially expressed genes in the pathway
Observed total perturbation accumulation in the pathway
Probability of observing at least NDE differentially expressed genes on the pathway by chance
Probability of of observing a total perturbation accumulation more extreme than tA by chance
Global p-value obtained by combining pNDE and pPERT
False Discovery Rate adjusted global p-value
Bonferroni adjusted global p-value
Direction in which pathway is perturbed (activated or inhibited)

Viljami Aittomaki (viljami.aittomaki@helsinki.fi)
1.0.1
Pathway

Input name
deg

Source
transcriptExpression-survLogratio
EntrezFilt.csv 1.1241

reference

transcriptExpression-reference
.ids 1.1228

Parameter name
foldChangeColumn

Value

nboot

1000

organism
verbose

hsa
false

Description
An expression matrix containing log2 fold-changes for differentially expressed
genes (DEG’s). Gene ID’s must be Entrez Gene ID’s! Genes with fold-change
’NA’ are removed.
An IDList containing the Entrez ID’s in the reference set. If the data was
obtained from a microarray experiment, this list will contain all genes present on
the specific array used for the experiment. This vector must contain all names of
the DEG’s in the deg input.

Description
Name of the column in deg that has wanted input fold-change values. If an empty
string defaults to the second column in deg (first numerical column).
Number of bootstrap samples used in computing pPERT. Should be larger than
100. A recommended value is 2000.
KEGG organism code corresponding to input genes (e.g., hsa=homo sapiens).
If true, report progress (number of pathways already analyzed reported to
stdout).
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1.1236

transcriptExpression-spiaReport (CSV2Latex)

This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
Author:
Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version:
2.3
Categories: Convert, Latex
Input name
tabledata
refs

Parameter name
attach
caption

colFormat
columns

Source
transcriptExpression-spia
.pathways 1.1235
transcriptExpression-exonSPIA
refs.in 1.1208

Description
Table content

Value
false
SPIA analysis ˜\cite{Tarca2008}.
Name is the KEGG name for the
pathway, and ID is the KEGG
internal identication for the
pathway. pSize is total number of
genes in the pathway according to
KEGG, where as NDE is the
number of diffentially expressed
genes on the pathway. pNDE is
the p-value to observe NDE
number of genes on the pathway
by chance. tA is a perturbation
factor defined by SPIA algorithm
and pPERT is the probability of
observing a more intense
perturbation than tA by chance.
pG is the combination of pPERT
and pNDE. pGFdr is the false
discovery rate and pGFWER the
Bonferoni corrected p-value.
center

Description
Include the original data as an attachment
Caption text for the table.

countRows
dropMissing

Name,ID,pSize,NDE,tA,pNDE,
pPERT,pG,pGFdr,pGFWER,
Status
false
true

evenColor

0.96,0.96,0.96

hRotate
listCols

false

listDelim
numberFormat

,\s
tA=#0.0000,pNDE=#0.0000,
pG=#0.0000,pGFdr=#0.0000,
pGFWER=#0.0000

pageBreak
rename

true

ruler
section

sectionType

{}
Signalling pathway impact analysis
for differentially expressed
transcripts with survival p $<$
0.01
section

skipEmpty

false

1.1237

Reference rules for the hyperlinks

LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.
Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.
Include a row count to the table caption.
This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link
text are substituted with target identifiers.
Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue
intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
Use vertical column names
Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several
values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.
Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists
of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.
Use clear page after the table.
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.
Latex command for the row separating rulers
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.

Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.
This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.

transcriptExpression-survGenes (CSVTransformer)

Transform CSV files using R [19] expressions. This allows to apply arithmetic functions to numeric columns and to combine
columns from different CSV files. The R expressions are evaluated and are expected to return R matrices, data frames or
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vectors that are concatenated to a final result. Concatenations is done on columns, so each transformation creates additional
columns to the output. Transformations should create items having the same number of rows. However, the expression may
yield a single string or number that is duplicated to fit the number of rows.
Author:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
1.0
Preprocessing

Input name
csv1

Source
transcriptExpression-km-km
.statistics 1.1214

Description
Input file 1.

Parameter name
columnNames

Value

transform1

csv1[csv1$pValue < 0.01, ’group’]

Description
R expression that evaluates to the column names of the result CSV file. The
evaluated vector must have the same number of items as there are columns in the
output. If empty, column names are taken from the input CSV files; depending
on the transforms, some column names may be automatically generated.
R expression that evaluates to a matrix, data frame, vector or constant. The
expression may refer to data frames ”csv1” and ”csv2” (only if csv2 is given) and
matrices ”matrix1” and ”matrix2” (only if csv2 is given).
Transformation expression 2. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 3. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 4. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 5. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 6. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 7. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 8. If empty, no transformation is done.
Transformation expression 9. If empty, no transformation is done.

transform2
transform3
transform4
transform5
transform6
transform7
transform8
transform9

1.1238

transcriptExpression-survGenesEntrez (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO

Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
transcriptExpression-survGenes
.transformed 1.1237
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
Continued on next page. . .

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.TranscriptId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Any
false

maxHits
rename

1

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.
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Parameter name
skipLevel

EntrezGene

targetDB
unique

1.1239

Value
never

false

Description
Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

transcriptExpression-survLogratio (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv
auxiliary

Parameter name
colOrder

Source
transcriptExpression-logratio
.expr 1.1224
transcriptExpression-survGenes
.transformed 1.1237

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

If given, contains one column (see ”matchColumn”) whose values are matched to
a column in the ”csv” input (see ”idColumn”).
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1.1240

transcriptExpression-survLogratioEntrez (IDConvert)

Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation
table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.
Author:
Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Convert
Input name
csv

Source
transcriptExpression-survLogratio
.csv 1.1239
transcriptExpression-survGenes
Entrez.bioAnnotation 1.1238

Description
Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is
named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter
’conversionColumn’.

Parameter name
collapseNumeric

Value
median

collapseString

consensus

conversionColumn

EntrezGene

Description
Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).
Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.
Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source
CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the
conversion table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output.
If false, NA is inserted.
Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For
example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.
If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.
Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).
If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.
Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.
Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA

conversionTable

keyColumn
originalWhen
Missing

false

sourceColumn
split

false

splitConverted

false

targetColumn
unique

true

varMeasure

varThreshold

1.1241

2

transcriptExpression-survLogratioEntrezFilt (CSVFilter)

Filters columns and/or rows from CSV files using flexible criteria. Default settings do not filter out anything. The negate
parameter reverses all inclusion criteria.
Columns are filtered based on column names (see includeColumns); it is also possible to rename columns. Columns can be
reordered using includeColumns.
A row is included in output if all conditions are satisfied. Rows having too many missing values are filtered using the
nonMissing parameter. The parameters regexp, lowBound and highBound filter rows based on cell contents. If the auxiliary
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input is given, the result contains those rows from the input whose values match those from the auxiliary file.
Authors:
Version:
Category:

Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.1.1
Filter

Input name
csv

Source
transcriptExpression-survLogratio
Entrez.csv 1.1240

Description
CSV file to be filtered.

Parameter name
colOrder

Value
false

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

*

lowBound

matchColumn

negate

false

nonMissing

2

regexp

rename

1.1242

transcriptExpression-tExpr (CSVFilter)

Filter samples without clinical annotation
Input name
csv
includeColumns

Parameter name
colOrder

highBound

idColumn
includeColumns

Source
transcriptExpression-tExprMatrix
.SpliceVariantExpr 1.1243
transcriptExpression-samples
WithoutClinicalAnnotation
.ids 1.1232

Value
false

Description
CSV file to be filtered.
Column names that should be included in the result file. This input is used
together with includeColumns parameter. The actual list represents their union.
The order of column names is significant: the output columns are in the order
given. Order of this input overrides the parameter in case of duplicates.

Description
Enables including columns from the includeColumns parameter before the
columns in the includeColumns input. Secify whether to include columns
specified by the includeColumns parameter last (default) or first. See also
includeColumns input and includeColumns parameter.
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at most as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=HIGH1,COLNAME2=HIGH2.
Column name in ”csv” that contains ID values. If the parameter is empty, the
first column is used.
Comma-separated list of column names that should be included in the result file.
The special value * includes all columns. The order of column names is
significant: the output columns are in the order given. See also includeColumns
input and colOrder parameter.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name
lowBound

Value

matchColumn

negate

true

nonMissing

0

regexp

rename

1.1243

Description
A row is included if the value in given numeric columns are at least as large as
given numeric bounds. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=LOW1,COLNAME2=LOW2. For example, ”col=5” includes rows
where the column col has a value of at least 5.
Column name in ”auxiliary” containing values that must match the ID column in
”csv” (specified using ”idColumn”). If empty, the first column of ”auxiliary” is
used.
If true, all inclusion criteria are negated so that rows or columns are excluded
instead of included if they match the criteria. For example, includeColumns=*
then excludes all columns (which would be an error since at least one column
must be included).
Include those rows that have non-missing (non-NA) values in at least this many
columns. Only those columns that are part of the output are counted.
Row filtering based on regular expression. A row is included in the result if values
in the given columns match given regular expressions. The parameter has a
format COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where
COLNAMEs are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular
expressions using Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the
column col has a value of ”a” or ”b”. Commas have to be escaped with ”\\” if
they are used in column names or regular expressions.
Comma-separated list of column renaming rules (OLDNAME=NEWNAME).
Parameters that refer to column names refer to old names; renaming is done last.

transcriptExpression-tExprMatrix (MeapExpression)

(Technical documentation) Prepares expression data on exon, splicing variant or gene level. Normaliziation is carried out
using the Meap normalization algorithm. Processing is run in parallel using the R Message Passing Interface (Rmpi) library
to enable faster execution.
Author:
Ping Chen (ping.chen@helsinki.fi)
Version:
1.0
Category: Meap
Input name
affy

Source
Data2-ExonExpData.dataF
iles 1.32
transcriptExpression-sample
Annotation.table 1.1230

sampleNames

dbConnect

transcriptExpression-meap
Connect.in 1.1226

Parameter name
NProcess
annotation
cutoff
exprType

Value
5
/opt/sandbox/pchen/
MEAPAnnotation Human v62
0.5
SpliceVariant

filter

true

metaData

/tmp/vaittoma/meapTmpTE/

1.1244

Description
Affymetrix source file directory.
Sample definitions. The table contains columns ”SampleID” (key), ”Filename”
(relative to the Affy source directory), ”Description”. If some samples are not
found in the source file directory, they are ignored.
Database configuration file stores database connect details. This file is required
when generating expression data on ’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’ level.

Description
The number of processes are invoked in parallel execution.
The path of exon array annotation file.
The percentage of transcripts with enriched probes. It should be 0-1.
A comma-separated string indicating the types of expression matrix to be
generated. It can be ’Probeset’, ’Exon’, ’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’.
Filter transcripts in Ensembl database that do not pass the quality control. The
default is ’TRUE’. This parameter is used in generating expression data on
’SpliceVariant’ or ’Gene’ level.
The directory for storing meta data. The meta data will be removed after the
execution. If empty string is given, the data will be stored in the temporary
folder in the execution folder, as given by Anduril.

transcriptExpression-transcriptAnnotation (KorvasieniAnnotator)

Korvasieni is an Ensembl [10] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,
transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with
comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to
process them as they were given in consecutive lines.
Author:
Version:
Categories:

Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
1.8.1
Annotation, GO
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Input name
sourceKeys
connection

Parameter name
echoColumns

Source
transcriptExpression-tExprMatrix
.SpliceVariantExpr 1.1243
ensembl.in 1.453

Description
A list of source database keys.

Value

Description
A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to
the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.
A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.
Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).
Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).
Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first
column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)

goFilter
indicator

true

inputDB

.TranscriptId

inputType
isListKey
keyColumn

Transcript
false

maxHits
rename
skipLevel

100000
.GeneId=Gene,.TranscriptId
=Transcript
never

targetDB

.GeneId,.TranscriptId

unique

false

1.1245

Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.

Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).
Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.
This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.

transcriptExpression-transcriptStatisticsQuery (INPUT)

Transcript result data processing.
Parameter name
path
recursive

Value
/opt/sandbox/vaittoma/mysvn/
tcga/sql/TranscriptStatistics.sql
true

Description
Path (filename) of the input resource.
Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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